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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN THE SOR PROCESS

The Bureau of Reclamation.Corps of Engineers. and Bonneville Power Administration wish Co

thank those who reviewed the Columbia River System Operation Review (SOR) Draft EIS and
appendicesfor their comments. Yourcommentshave provided valuablepublic.agency,and tribal
input to the SOR NEPAprocess. Throughout the SOR. we have made a continuingeffort to keep
the public informed and involved.

Fourteen public seeping meetings were held in 1990. A series of public roundtables was
conducted inNovember 1991 to provide an updateon thestatusofSOR studies. Theleadagencies
went back 10 most of the 14 communities in 1992 with 10 initial system operating strategies
developedfrom the screening process. From those meetingsand olher consultations.seven SOS
alternatives (with options) were developed and subjected to full-scale analysis. The analysis
results were presented in the Draft EIS released in July 1994. The lead agencies also developed
alternativesfor the other proposedSOR aciions, including a Columbia RiverRegional Forumfor
assisting in lhe detennination of future SOSs, Pacific Nonhwest Coordination Agreement
alternatives for power coordination. and Canadian Entitlement Allocation Agreements
alternatives. A series of nine public meetingswas held in September andOctober 1994to present
the Draft EIS andappendices and solicitpublic input on the SOR. The lead agencies·received282
formal wrinen comments. Yourcomments have been used to revise and shape the alternatives
presented in the Final EIS.

Regular newsletters on the progress of the SOR have been issued. Since 1990, 20 issues of
Streamline have been sent to individuals, agencies, organizations.. and tribes in the region on a
mailing list of over 5,000. Several special publications explaining various aspects of the study
have also been prepared and mailed to those on the mailing list. Those include:

The Columbia River: A System Under Stress
The Columbia River System: The Inside Story
Screening Analysis: A Summary
Screening Analysis: Volumes I and 2
Power System Coordination: A Guide to the Pacific Northwest Coonlinatioo

Agreement
Modeling the System: How Computers are Used in Columbia River Planning
DailylHourlyHydrosystem Operation: How the Columbia River System Responds to

Short-Tenn Needs

Copies of these documents, theFinal ElS, and other appendices can be obtained from any of the
lead agencies, or from libraries in your area.

Yourquestions and conuneuts on these documents should be addressed to:

SOR Interagency Team
P.O. Box 2988
Portland, OR 97208-2988
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PREFACE: SETTING THE STAGE FOR THE SYSTEM OPERATION REVIEW

WHAT IS THE SOR AND WHY IS IT BEING
CONDUCTED?

The Columbia River System is a vast and complex
combination of Federal and non - Federal facilities
used for many purposes including power production,
irrigation, navigation, flood control, recreation, fish
and wildlife habitat and municipal and industrial
water supply. Each river use competes for the
limited water resources in the Columbia River Basin.

To date, responsibility for managing these river uses
has been shared by a number of Federal, state, and
local agencies. Operation of the Federal Columbia
River system is the responsibility of the Bureau of
Reclamation (Reclamation), Corps of Engineers
(Corps) and Bonneville Power Administration
(BPA).

The System Operation Review (SOR) is a study and
environmental compliance process being used by the
three Federal agencies to analyze future operations
of the system and river use issues. The goal of the
SOR is to achieve a coordinated system operation
strategy for the river that better meets the needs of
all river users. The SOR began in early 1990, prior
to the filing of petitions for endangered status for
several salmon species under the Endangered
Species Act.

The comprehensive review of Columbia River
operations encompassed by the SOR was prompted
by the need for Federal decisions to (1) develop a
coordinated system operating strategy (SOS) for
managing the multiple uses of the system into the
21st century; (2) provide interested parties with a
continuing and increased long-term role in system
planning (Columbia River Regional Forum); (3)
renegotiate and renew the Pacific Northwest Coor
dination Agreement (PNCA), a contractual arrange
ment among the region's major hydroelectric-gen
erating utilities and affected Federal agencies to
provide for coordinated power generation on the
Columbia River system; and (4) renew or develop
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new Canadian Entitlement Allocation Agreements
(contracts that divide Canada's share of Columbia
River Treaty downstream power benefits and obliga
tions among three participating public utility districts
and BPA). The review provides the environmental
analysis required by the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA).

This technical appendix addresses only the effects of
alternative system operating strategies for managing
the Columbia River system. The environmental
impact statement (EIS) itself and some of the other
appendices present analyses of the alternative
approaches to the other three decisions considered
as part of the SOR.

WHO IS CONDUCTING THE SOR?

The SOR is a joint project of Reclamation, the
Corps, and BPA-the three agencies that share
responsibility and legal authority for managing the
Federal Columbia River System. The National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), U.s. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS), and National Park Ser
vice (NPS), as agencies with both jurisdiction and
expertise with regard to some aspects of the SOR,
are cooperating agencies. They contribute informa
tion, analysis, and recommendations where appropri
ate. The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) was also a
cooperating agency, but asked to be removed from
that role in 1994 after assessing its role and the press
of other activities.

HOW IS THE SOR BEING CONDUCTED?

The system operating strategies analyzed in the SOR
could have significant environmental impacts. The
study team developed a three-stage process-scop
ing, screening, and full-scale analysis of the strate
gies-to address the many issues relevant to the
SOR.

At the core of the analysis are 10 work groups. The
work groups include members of the lead and coop
erating agencies, state and local government agen
cies, representatives of Indian tribes, and members
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of the public. Each of these work groups has a
single river use (resource) to consider.

Early in the process during the screening phase, the
10 work groups were asked to develop an alternative
for project and system operations that would provide
the greatest benefit to their river use, and one or
more alternatives that, while not ideal, would pro
vide an acceptable environment for their river use.
Some groups responded with alternatives that were
evaluated in this early phase and, to some extent,
influenced the alternatives evaluated in the Draft
and Final EIS. Additional alternatives came from
scoping for the SOR and from other institutional
sources within the region. The screening analysis
studied 90 system operation alternatives.

Other work groups were subsequently formed to
provide projectwide analysis, such as economics,
river operation simulation, and public involvement.

The three-phase analysis process is described
briefly below.

• ScopingIPiiot Study-After holding public
meetings in 14 cities around the region, and
coordinating with local, state, and Federal
agencies and Indian tribes, the lead agencies
established the geographic and jurisdictional
scope of the study and defined the issues that
would drive the EIS. The geographic area
for the study is the Columbia River Basin
(Figure P-1). The jurisdictional scope of
the SOR encompasses the 14 Federal proj
ects on the Columbia and lower Snake Rivers
that are operated by the Corps and Reclama
tion and coordinated for hydropower under
the PNCA. BPA markets the power pro
duced at these facilities. A pilot study ex
amining three alternatives in four river re
source areas was completed to test the deci
sion analysis method proposed for use in the
SOR.

• Screening-Work groups, involving regional
experts and Federal agency staff, were
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created for 10 resource areas and several
support functions. The work groups devel
oped computer screening models and applied
them to the 90 alternatives identified during
screening. They compared the impacts to a
baseline operating year-1992-and ranked
each alternative according to its impact on
their resource or river use. The lead agen
cies reviewed the results with the public in a
series of regional meetings in September
1992.

• Full- Scale Analysis-Based on public com
ment received on the screening results, the
study team sorted, categorized, and blended
the alternatives into seven basic types of
operating strategies. These alternative
strategies, which have multiple options, were
then subjected to detailed impact analysis.
'Iwenty-one possible options were evaluated.
Results and tradeoffs for each resource or
river use were discussed in separate technical
appendices and summarized in the Draft
EIS. Public review and comment on the
Draft EIS was conducted during the summer
and fall of 1994. The lead agencies adjusted
the alternatives based on the comments,
eliminating a few options and substituting
new options, and reevaluated them during
the past 8 months. Results are summarized
in the Final EIS.

Alternatives for the Pacific Northwest Coordination
Agreement (PNCA), the Columbia River Regional
Forum (Forum), and the Canadian Entitlement
Allocation Agreements (CEAA) did not use the
three-stage process described above. The environ
mental impacts from the PNCA and CEAA were not
significant and there were no anticipated impacts
from the Regional Forum. The procedures used to
analyze alternatives for these actions are described
in their respective technical appendices.

For detailed information on alternatives presented
in the Draft EIS, refer to that document and its
appendices.
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WHAT SOS ALTERNATIVES ARE CONSIDERED
IN THE FINAL EIS?

Seven alternative System Operating Strategies (SOS)
were considered in the Draft EIS. Each of the seven
SOSs contained several options bringing the total
number of alternatives considered to 21. Based on
review of the Draft EIS and corresponding adjust
ments, the agencies have identified 7 operating
strategies that are evaluated in this Final EIS.
Accounting for options, a total of 13 alternatives is
now under consideration. Six of the alternatives
remain unchanged from the specific options consid
ered in the Draft EIS. One is a revision to a pre
viously considered alternative, and the rest represent
replacement or new alternatives. The basic catego
ries of SOSs and the numbering convention remains
the same as was used in the Draft EIS. However,
because some of the alternatives have been dropped,
the numbering of the final SOSs are not consecutive.
There is one new SOS category, Settlement Discus
sion Alternatives, which is labeled SOS 9 and re
places the SOS 7 category. This category of alterna
tives arose as a consequence of litigation on the
1993 Biological Opinion and ESA Consultation for
1995.

The 13 system operating strategies for the Federal
Columbia River system that are analyzed for the
Final EIS are:

SOS 1a Pre Salmon Summit Operation represents
operations as they existed from around 1983 through
the 1990-91 operating year, prior to the ESA listing
of three species of salmon as endangered or threat
ened.

SOS 1b Optimum Load-Following Operation
represents operations as they existed prior to
changes resulting from the Regional Act. It attempts
to optimize the load-following capability of the
system within certain constraints of reservoir opera
tion.

SOS 2c Current Operation/No-Action Alternative
represents an operation consistent with that speci
fied in the Corps of Engineers' 1993 Supplemental
EIS. It is similar to system operation that occurred

in 1992 after three species of salmon were listed
under ESA.

SOS 2d [New] 1994-98 Biological Opinion repre
sents the 1994-98 Biological Opinion operation that
includes up to 4 MAF flow augmentation on the
Columbia, flow targets at McNary and Lower Gran
ite, specific volume releases from Dworshak, Brown
lee, and the Upper Snake, meeting sturgeon flows 3
out of 10 years, and operating lower Snake projects
at MOP and John Day at MIP.

SOS 4c [Rev.] Stable Storage Operation with Modi
fied Grand Coulee Flood Control attempts to
achieve specific monthly elevation targets year round
that improve the environmental conditions at stor
age projects for recreation, resident fish, and wild
life. Integrated Rules Curves (IRCs) at Libby and
Hungry Horse are applied.

SOS Sb Natural River Operation draws down the
four lower Snake River projects to near river bed
levels for four and one-half months during the
spring and summer salmon migration period, by
assuming new low level outlets are constructed at
each project.

SOS Sc [New] Permanent Natural River Operation
operates the four lower Snake River projects to near
river bed levels year round.

SOS 6b Fixed Drawdown Operation draws down the
four lower Snake River projects to near spillway
crest levels for four and one-half months during the
spring and summer salmon migration period.

SOS 6d Lower Granite Drawdown Operation draws
down Lower Granite project only to near spillway
crest level for four and one-half months.

SOS 9a [New] Detailed Fishery Operating Plan
includes flow targets at The Dalles based on the
previous year's end-of-year storage content,
specific volumes of releases for the Snake River, the
drawdown of Lower Snake River projects to near
spillway crest level for four and one-half months,
specified spill percentages, and no fish transporta
tion.
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SOS 9b [New] Adaptive Management establishes
flow targets at McNary and Lower Granite based on
runoff forecasts, with specific volumes of releases to
meet Lower Granite flow targets and specific spill
percentages at run-of-river projects.

SOS 9c [New] Balanced Impacts Operation draws
down the four lower Snake River projects near
spillway crest levels for two and one-half months
during the spring salmon migration period. Refill
begins after July 15. This alternative also provides
1994-98 Biological Opinion flow augmentation,
integrated rule curve operation at Libby and Hungry
Horse, a reduced flow target at Lower Granite due
to drawdown, winter drawup at Albeni Falls, and
spill to achieve no higher than 120 percent daily
average for total dissolved gas.

SOS PA Preferred Alternative represents the opera
tion proposed by NMFS and USFWS in their Bio
logical Opinions for 1995 and future years; this SOS
operates the storage projects to meet flood control
rule curves in the fall and winter in order to meet
spring and summer flow targets for Lower Granite
and McNary, and includes summer draft limits for
the storage projects.

WHAT DO THE TECHNICAL APPENDICES
COVER?

This technical appendix is 1 of 20 prepared for the
SOR. They are:

A. River Operation Simulation

B. Air Quality

C. Anadromous Fish

D. Cultural Resources

E. Flood Control

F. Irrigation/Municipal and Industrial
Water Supply

G. Land Use and Development

H. Navigation

I. Power
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J. Recreation

K. Resident Fish

L. Soils, Geology, and Groundwater

M. Water Quality

N. Wildlife

O. Economic and Social Impacts

p. Canadian Entitlement Allocation
Agreements

Q. Columbia River Regional Forum

R. Pacific Northwest Coordination Agree-
ment

S. U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Coor-
dination Act Report

T. Comments and Responses

Each appendix presents a detailed description of the
work group's analysis of alternatives, from the
scoping process through full- scale analysis. Several
appendices address specific SOR functions
(e.g., River Operation Simulation), rather than
individual resources, or the institutional alternatives
(e.g., PNCA) being considered within the SOR. The
technical appendices provide the basis for develop
ing and analyzing alternative system operating
strategies in the EIS. The EIS presents an inte
grated review of the vast wealth of information
contained in the appendices, with a focus on key
issues and impacts. In addition, the three agencies
have prepared a brief summary of the EIS to high
light issues critical to decision makers and the
public.

There are many interrelationships among the differ
ent resources and river uses, and some of the appen
dices provide supporting data for analyses presented
in other appendices. This Anadromous Fish Appen
dix relies on supporting data contained in other
Appendices. For complete coverage of all aspects of
River Migration, readers may wish to review all
appendices in concert.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND, SCOPE, AND PROCESS

1

1.1 INTRODUCTION: HISTORY AND
BACKGROUND

The Columbia River basin is a huge watershed that
supports a varied and growing number of human
activities. These activities include power generation,
recreation, navigation, irrigation, and flood control.
In addition, the basin encompasses thousands of
acres of fish and wildlife habitat. Over the decades
since the 1930s, when the Federal government
entrusted joint responsibility for operating the
Federal portion of the Columbia River hydrosystem
to the Bureau of Reclamation (BaR), the US Army
Corps of Engineers (Corps), and the Bonneville
Power Administration (BPA), demands on the river
by the different user groups have increased exponen
tially.

Early on, when the demands on the system were
primarily technical - involving improved flood
control, power generation, navigation and irrigation
- the problems associated with them were relatively
straightforward. The demands were answered by
more and better dams and locks.

In the mid-20th century, the base of user groups
began to expand, including more hunters, fishermen,
boaters, hikers, campers, and backpackers. These
groups introduced a more widespread environmental
awareness to the discussion of river use. Fish and
wildlife management were added to the list of
demands. Tensions among the user groups began to
emerge. Those people interested in the river mostly
for the power it generated, or the waterway it pro
vided for navigation, now had to compromise with
fishermen who wanted the system operated in such a
way that salmon and steelhead continued to thrive
and return to their spawning streams in the spring,
summer, and fall.

Still, the river continued to be viewed as belonging
uniquely to its human users. If competing demands
escalated and made system operation more complex,

humans at least could compromise on their de
mands.

Increasingly, people are coming around to the idea
that the river is not just the domain of humans, but
also is the domain of fish and wildlife that inhabit
the river and adjacent areas. Unlike the needs of
humans, however, the needs of fish and wildlife are
not simply preferences, but life cycle requirements
that cannot be compromised.

1.1.1 The Anadromous Fish Work Group
(AFWG)

To initiate the SOR process, technical work groups
were appointed to represent user groups and re
source areas. Each technical work group was
charged with developing hydrosystem operating
strategies beneficial to its topical interests, as well as
means for analyzing the effects of all operating
strategies for impacts to its interest.

The Anadromous Fish Work Group (AFWG) repre
sents the interests of anadromous fish - those
species of fish that hatch and rear in freshwater
lakes and rivers, migrate downriver to the ocean to
mature, and return to freshwater as adults to spawn.
The principal anadromous fish in the Columbia
basin include salmonid species (chinook, coho, and
sockeye salmon, and steelhead), and nonsalmonid
anadromous species (sturgeon, lamprey, and shad).

The AFWG is made up of members from the US
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), consul
tants and concerned citizens, as well as members
from the three lead agencies. In addition to the
active working members, several more agencies,
interest groups, and individuals have been kept
informed of the group's activities through regularly
mailed meeting notes.
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1.1.2 Salmonid Wild Stock Status

While the AFWG represents the interests of all
species of anadromous fish, special mention needs to
be made concerning wild stocks of salmon in the
Pacific Northwest. Three stocks are presently listed
under the Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA):
Snake River sockeye salmon (endangered); Snake
River spring/summer chinook salmon (threatened);
and Snake River fall chinook salmon (threatened).
Meanwhile, mid-Columbia summer chinook salmon
have been petitioned for protection under ESA.
Under the provisions of ESA, any proposed major
change in hydrosystem operation must consider the
potential effects on listed species. Therefore, it is
appropriate to talk about the life cycle requirements
of wild salmonids as they relate to hydrosystem
operations.

Overview of Salmonid Life Cycle Requirements and
Human Impacts

Each salmonid population in its struggle to survive
has, over time, developed its own survival strategy,
its own internal clock, its own life cycle require
ments. In describing human impacts to the wild
stocks of salmon for this introduction, this section
will describe the basic life cycle requirements of a
generic population, rather than attempt to describe
all the adaptive features of each population (see
Chapter 2 of this Appendix for a full description).

A salmon begins its life cycle as an egg deposited in
a spawning bed by the female, and then fertilized by
the male. Before depositing her eggs, the female
excavates a depression in the spawning gravel (redd)
with her tail, loosening the gravel so that water may
flow around and over the eggs, bringing them oxygen
and washing away metabolic byproducts until the
eggs hatch. Streambeds that are silted due to log
ging or agricultural practices reduce the eggs'
chances of successfully developing at this stage by
inhibiting the flow of cleansing water around the
eggs.

Newly hatched fish reside in the gravel for several
weeks before emerging as free swimming fish. Most
species feed and grow in this freshwater habitat for
up to one year. River conditions such as flow, water

Anadromous Fish Appendix

velocity, water temperature, substrate, and water
depth are among the factors that determine the
amount of suitable habitat available for rearing fish.
The make-up of the streambed is important in
rearing because it is the production zone for the
invertebrates that serve as food for the juveniles.
The amount, type, and location of vegetation along
streambeds is also important during rearing because
this cover provides food, shade, temperature stabil
ity, protection from predators, and overwintering
habitat. At this stage of the life cycle, logging,
agriculture, and recreation can adversely affect
juvenile development by degrading food producing
zones and reducing bank cover. Hydrosystem opera
tions have relatively little impact on salmon and
steelhead during spawning and rearing, since 
except for fall chinook - most spawning and rearing
activities take place in the tributaries, too far up
stream to be influenced by dams and reservoirs.

Following rearing, the juvenile population, driven by
an internal biological clock and cues from the exter
nal environment, leaves its rearing area and moves
into the Snake or Columbia River to begin migrating
to the sea. This is the lifestage at which the juve
niles are most affected by the hydrosystem. While
juveniles of some wild stocks spend additional time
rearing in-river as they migrate, for most stocks the
river system is a simple pipeline to the estuary and
ocean.

Although no one is certain exactly how quickly fish
ought to make it through this migratory corridor,
probably the less the journey is impeded the better
for the population. This requires a minimum of
physical obstacles, and a way around the obstacles
that do exist. Adequate flow velocities are necessary
to move juveniles through the system. Also, external
environmental factors such as flow velocities and
water temperature help cue smoltification, the
process of physiological and morphological change
that salmon undergo as they migrate. Smoltification
adapts each fish to its new saltwater environment.
Numerous morphological changes such as the weight
to length ratio, coloration, and changes in body and
fin shape result in a smolt profoundly changed from
its earlier developmental stage. Smoltification also
produces behavioral changes, including restlessness,
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elimination of territoriality, the onset of schooling
behavior and active downstream migration.

While delays in migration due to hydrosystem opera
tion are an indirect factor influencing smolts' ability
to survive, passage through and around dams is a
direct factor. Each passage route results in some
mortality.

One route for juveniles to pass a dam is over the
spillway when the dam is spilling water. Mortality
related to spill is caused by descaling, injury, and
disorientation that makes the smolt an easier target
for predators staging downstream of the tailrace.
Mortality also results from gas bubble trauma to
juveniles passing through gas supersaturated water
during periods at high spill volume.

Another route is through the powerhouse. As the
fish approach the turbines, they may be guided away
from them by large screens and shunted into a
bypass channel, where they will either pass around
the dam back to the river below, or be collected for
transportation downstream by truck or barge.

Guiding fish by the screen into the bypass system,
and then through the bypass system, may result in
mortality from injury and descaling, from stress
incurred during bypass (including handling, if fish
are handled for tagging), and from exiting the bypass
system into the river where predators are concen
trated.

Fish collected from the bypass system and trans
ported on barges to a release area downstream may
die from the stress of bypass, collection, and trans
portation, including delayed mortality from a stres
sor such as disease transmitted in the barge.

Juveniles missing the turbine screen will pass
through the turbines. A trip through the turbines is
typically regarded as the most dangerous route, and
mortality may occur from injury, descaling, and from
rapid pressure changes associated with turbine
operations.

Once reaching the ocean, the salmon feed and grow
to their adult size. Little is known of ocean habitat
requirements of the salmonid populations, or of the
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impact of human activities on these requirements.
There is speculation that worldwide oceanic environ
ments are being degraded by human development
and resource exploition. Commercial harvest ob
viously affects the fishes' chances of survival and
reproduction, and has had a major effect on some
stocks. Climatic cycles may affect survival as well.

Following ocean rearing, some members of a single
population (cohort) return upstream after a year,
some after two years, some three years, some four
years, and a very few after five years. This is a
unique adaptive feature of each population, since
fish returning in any given year may encounter
potentially lethal conditions such as low water, high
water temperatures, and/or gas supersaturation of
the water. By spreading the return across different
years, the odds of the entire population encounter
ing catastrophic instream conditions are significantly
reduced.

In returning to its natal stream, the now-adult
population is guided by a combination of celestial,
magnetic, and olfactory cues. During this time,
adult salmon are re-adapting to fresh water. They
do not feed during this lifestage, each fish living
instead off of energy reserves stored as fat.

The hydrosystem comes back into play during the
return migration. Water velocities and temperature
effects caused by system operations, may assist or
impede a population's progress upstream. Non -op
erational measures intended to assist returning
adults include flip lips installed on spillways to
reduce gas supersaturation below dams, and fish
ladders to enable the salmon to ascend the river
around dams.

Once the spawning stream is reached, the spawning
cycle begins anew. Following spawning, the adult
salmon die.

History of Human Impacts on Salmon Populations

Prior to the arrival of the European explorers into
the Columbia River basin in the late 1700s, an
estimated 11 to 16 million salmon and steelhead
returned yearly to the Columbia River (NPPC,
1987). At that time, Native Americans were harvest-
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ing up to five million fish per year (Ted Strong, pers.
comm. 1993).

The coming of the Europeans began a chain of
events that affected the abundance of Columbia
river salmon and steelhead.

Initially, the introduction of diseases to the natives
by seafaring explorers - and then by overland
explorers, trappers, and settlers - decreased the
American Indian populations, which decreased the
rate of salmon and steelhead harvest (Petersen and
Reed, in publication). As early trappers and settlers
joined the Native Americans in harvesting salmon
and steelhead, or bartered or bought fish from the
Tribes, conflicts between Euroamericans and the
Native Americans further reduced the Native Ameri
can population and their use of the salmon and
steelhead.

In 1855, Governor Stevens entered into treaties with
northwest Indian tribes which, through subsequent
court action, guaranteed their right to harvest salm
on and established them as co-equal managers of
anadromous fish resources with the state fishery
agencies (Marsh and Johnson, 1985).

At the same time, Euroamerican use of the rivers
and streams began to decrease the size of the fish
runs. Early attempts at commercial exploitation of
salmon by Euroamericans were unsuccessful until
the advent of the canning process, introduced to the
west coast in the 1860s, and to the Columbia River
in 1866 (Netboy, 1974; Mighetto and Ebel, 1995).
By the mid-1880s, 55 canneries were in operation,
yet even these canneries were not able to keep pace
with harvest by gillnetters, seiners, fishwheels, and
trollers. So many fish were harvested that fish left to
spoil on cannery floors were dumped back into the
river along with the tons of waste from fish that were
processed. During this early peak, up to 43 million
pounds of salmon and steelhead were landed annual
ly, and fish runs began to decline precipitously.

By the 1880s, the region recognized overfishing as a
menace to the existence of the Columbia River
salmon runs. In 1887, Congress ordered the Corps
to investigate the salmon fisheries of the Columbia,
referring the Corps especially to possible obstruc-
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tions to navigation by such fishing devices as fish
wheels, river fences, fyke traps, etc.

During the overfishing menace of the 1880s, Major
Jones of the Corps reported to the Congress on
"....an enormous reduction in the numbers of spawn
ing fish, brought about by the fishing industry...."
The Major also noted stream pollution as a factor in
the decline and recommended that, as mitigation
measures, fish hatcheries be investigated, and that
the season be closed for a week to help recover the
runs (Willingham, 1992).

Commercial fishery interests had already turned to
artificial production in the 1870s to restore depleted
runs. By 1877, they had constructed their first
hatchery, just 11 years after completion of the first
cannery.

Around the turn of the century, the states and
Federal authorities appointed fish wardens (Mighet
to and Ebel, 1995), signaling the advent of modern
day fishery agencies. The fishery agencies joined the
commercial interests in establishing fish hatcheries
in the 1890s. Early efforts relied on taking and
hatching eggs, then returning the hatchlings to the
rivers. Poor results led to longer rearing in the
hatcheries by the early 1900s, but salmon production
was still poorly understood, and many runs were
depleted even further by well-meaning fishery
managers. As an example, between 1898 and 1902,
salmon runs to the Wallowa River in northeastern
Oregon were eliminated by managers who took the
eggs, hatched them, and stocked the fry into the
river at Bonneville, hundreds of miles downstream
(Wallowa Chieftain, 1992). The fish were genetically
programmed to return to the Wallowa River, but
because moving them so far downstream interfered
with their homing abilities, the adults could not
return to the Wallowa River to spawn. Wallowa
River chinook, coho, and Wallowa Lake sockeye
became extinct as a result of this well-intentioned
but poorly planned effort to increase the salmon
runs.

As experiments with artificial production went on,
gillnetters and trapmen competed to harvest as much
as they could as fast as they could. By 1884, both
groups were lobbying the Federal government for
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legislative action. In 1900, 132 fishermen applied for
permits for fishwheels or traps (Willingham, 1992).
Eventually, the gillnetters won the battle and fish
wheels were banned in Oregon in 1926, and in
Washington in 1934.

Meanwhile, an increasing number of sport fishermen
joined the onslaught on the dwindling fish runs. By
1900 there was concern over the tackle used by sport
fishermen and the numbers of fish they harvested,
although many sport fishermen, such as Rudyard
Kipling, released more fish than they kept (Mighetto
and Ebel, 1995).

Fishery managers set lengths for fishing seasons and
restricted harvest. Even though efforts were often
thwarted by lack of funds and personnel for enforce
ment (Mighetto and Ebel, 1995), and illegal over
harvest and poaching continued, the measures
proved successful enough that harvest again peaked
at 46 million pounds in 1911 (Netboy, 1974). Still,
by the 1930s, Columbia River harvest was half the
1911 level.

At the same time that the numbers of migrating fish
were being reduced by harvest, spawning and rearing
areas were being affected. Trappers and settlers
caused the earliest effects, disturbing spawning and
rearing areas, and diverting water for irrigation,
domestic use, and to drive mill wheels. These
activities increased dramatically in the 1860s when
gold was discovered. Mining degraded habitat, and
logging to meet the timber demands for mines,
towns, boats, barges, and railroad ties added new
impacts. Also, livestock and crops grown to feed the
burgeoning population began to affect stream quality.

Private dams built for mines, mills, irrigation, and
water supplies also destroyed salmon habitat (Mig
hetto and Ebel, 1995). Even though the 1848 consti
tution of the Oregon Territory directed that dams on
streams and rivers be constructed to "....allow salm
on to pass freely up and down such rivers and
streams....," by the early 19305, the Fish Commission
of Oregon reported that dams had taken "....approx
imately 50 percent of the most important salmon
producing area in the basin...." (Mighetto and Ebel,
1995). A dramatic example was the Sunbeam Dam
on the Salmon River that blocked access of Snake
River sockeye salmon into the Stanley Basin lakes
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from 1910 to 1934, as well as access for spring chi
nook and steelhead that spawned above the damsite.

Following World War I, interest in mainstem dams
on the Columbia River increased. With the onset of
the Great Depression, Federal involvement in dam
construction was advocated both as a way to employ
people, and as a way of bolstering the economy of
the Northwest. Studies were conducted that would
lead to lower Columbia River Federal dams at such
sites as Warrendale (Bonneville Dam), The Dalles
Rapids (The Dalles Dam), Biggs (John Day Dam)
and Umatilla (McNary Dam), in addition to an
up-river storage dam at Grand Coulee for irrigation
and power. Also in the 1920s, Congress requested
studies of the potential for dams and navigation in
the Snake River basin. Between 1938 and 1975, the
eight Federal dams on the Columbia-Snake River
system were constructed.

The completion of Bonneville Dam in 1938 provided
the first real opportunity to count Columbia River
adult salmon and steelhead passing above the dam.
Although the count was not complete, 471,144 adult
salmon and steelhead were counted in 1938. Accord
ing to the first complete count in 1939, 497,154 fish
passed upstream. By this time, harvest had declined
to less than 20 million pounds per year, and the
number of fish canneries had reduced to 11 (Netboy,
1974). Though restricted, commercial and sport
harvest were probably still taking too many fish, and
too few were returning to diminished spawning areas
to sustain the runs of earlier years.

The catastrophic effects of harvest, logging, mining,
and agriculture on the salmon runs indicated by the
low fish counts of 1938 and 1939 were added to by
Federal and non-Federal dams built on the Colum
bia and Snake rivers. Due to lack of understanding
of the life cycle requirements of anadromous fish by
both biologists and engineers, and to the high prior
ity placed by the public on power production, flood
control, irrigation, and navigation, mitigation mea
sures for salmon and steelhead either were not
considered when the dams were designed, inade
quately researched or underfunded.

Storage dams were built without fish passage facili
ties, thus eliminating thousands of river-miles in the
upper reaches of the system that had once been
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spawning and rearing habitat. Historically, salmon
migrated nearly 1,200 miles up the Columbia River
to Lake Windermere, Canada, and 600 miles up the
Snake River to Shoshone Falls near Twin Falls,
Idaho. Completion of Grand Coulee Dam in 1941
blocked access to over 500 miles of the upper Co
lumbia River, excluding tributaries. Another 52
miles of the mainstem were lost with the building of
Chief Joseph Dam, the current upstream limit of
salmon and steelhead in the Columbia River.
Dworshak Dam blocked upstream migration on the
North Fork of the Clearwater River when it was
built in the early 1970s. (Figure 1-1)

Non-Federal dams, such as the Idaho Power Com
pany's Brownlee, Oxbow, and Hells Canyon dams,
completed from 1958 through 1967, also blocked off
extensive areas. Over 50 percent of the originally
inhabited mainstem of the Snake River is no longer
accessible to anadromous fish, including up to 90
percent of the Snake River fall chinook spawning
and rearing habitat. Hells Canyon Dam now limits
access to the lower 247 miles of this river.

The listings of Snake River wild spring/summer and
fall chinook, and sockeye salmon as threatened or
endangered species has raised the consciousness of
the region to the current status of salmon, and the
ecosystem in which the salmon live. As this brief
history indicates, the role that the hydrosystem
plays in salmonid health is only one piece of the
story. Because the life cycle of wild salmonid fish is
dynamic, taking place over several years, throughout
several biologically distinct life stages, and ranging
over thousands of square miles, planning for recov
ery must take into account habitat requirements at
each lifestage. Below is a short summary of mains
tern recovery organization and efforts.

Mainstem Salmonid Recovery

Physical and operational mitigation efforts for
salmon are the result of long-standing regional
involvement in fish passage issues.

The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (PL 85-624)
of 1934 formalized the coordination process between
Federal water resource development agencies and
the Federal and state fish and wildlife agencies. The
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law was amended in 1946 and 1958 to its present
form. The FWCA has been the primary legal basis
for including fish and wildlife mitigation measures as
dams and reservoirs were constructed. Precedents
for interagency coordination set during the construc
tion of the Bonneville Dam fish facilities in the late
1930s included the formation of an interagency
coordination group (Interstate Fish Conservation
Committee), and the funding of the Bureau of
Commercial Fisheries (BCF - now the National
Marine Fisheries Service - NMFS) to assist in
planning.

As planning began for additional dams, the Fisheries
Engineering Research Program (FERP) was formal
ized in 1951. The FERP was comprised of Corps
biologists, representatives of the Idaho, Oregon, and
Washington fish and wildlife agencies, the BCF
(NMFS), and the USFWS. The FERP was open to
the public. Occasionally, fishery interests from
universities or other entities attended meetings.
Until the late 1960s, FERP research funded by the
Corps and conducted by the BCF and state fishery
agencies concentrated on survival of juvenile fish
through turbines and spillways, and on methods of
improving adult fish facilities. In the late 1960s and
early 1970s, emphasis switched to juvenile fish
passage problems in response to the severe gas
supersaturation problems from 1968 through the
1970s. Development of juvenile fish bypass systems,
fish screening devices, and the transportation pro
gram were emphasized in the 1980s. In the 1980s,
the FERP became the Fish Passage Development
Evaluation Program (FPDEP), and the Columbia
basin Fish and Wildlife Committee merged into the
Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Authority
(CBFWA).

Ongoing research in the 1990s has concentrated on
evaluation of new fish facilities constructed under
the Corps' Columbia River Juvenile Fish Mitigation
Program, and on the improvement of fish guiding
efficiency through development of extended -length
fish screens and improved vertical barrier screens.

The gas supersaturation crisis of 1968 at John Day
Dam, and the anticipated crisis from completion of
Lower Monumental (1969) and Little Goose (1970)
dams resulted in the formation of the Nitrogen Task
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Force. This task force included the Corps, state and
Federal fishery agency representatives, university
and private consultants, and state and Federal water
quality agency representatives. Regional support for
solution to the gas supersaturation problem was
captured in a regional agreement signed by the
Governors of Idaho, Oregon, and Washington, and
sent to Congress, emphasizing the need for speed
and an effective solution to the problem. The
Nitrogen Task Force was instrumental in supporting
research to define the problem, in providing in
formation for the establishment of state and Federal
standards for gas supersaturation, and for instigating
corrective measures. Corrective measures included:
(1) completion of upstream storage projects to lessen
the spring peak flows in the river system; (2) expe
dited installation of turbines at The Dalles and the
four lower Snake River dams; (3) and installation of
spillway deflectors at Lower Granite, Little Goose,
Lower Monumental, McNary, and Bonneville dams
to lessen gas supersaturation when spill occurred. A
fourth solution, perforated bulkheads (holy gates)
was attempted in 1972, but was a failure. The
Nitrogen Task Force met monthly during the height
of the crisis, and as needed thereafter. The group
continued its coordination activities through the
mid-1970s, until the above mentioned solutions
were in place or under construction.

The Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and
Conservation Act (PL 96-501), passed by Congress
in 1980, was a mandate to the BPA to fund the
establishment of the Northwest Power Planning
Council (NPPC) that was assigned the responsibility
of developing a fish and wildlife program. After the
passage of PL 96-501, the NPPC began preparation
of the Columbia River Basin Fish and Wildlife
Program. Based on input received from the fishery
agencies, tribes, and energy/water management
agencies, the NPPC drafted their first Fish and
Wildlife Program (Program) in 1982. The Program
was the first systemwide approach to dealing with
the impacts of the hydroelectric system on the
region's fish and wildlife resources. It outlined
several measures in the areas of downstream pas
sage, harvest management, upstream migration, and
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wild, natural and artificial propagation for increasing
salmon and steelhead populations.

One measure, introduced in 1984, was the Water
Budget, a block of water to be discharged from
storage projects to increase spring and summer flows
for juvenile fish migration in the Snake and Colum
bia rivers. The Water Budget is used by the fishery
agencies to offset irrigation/flood storage impacts to
the natural flow regime needed for juvenile fish
migration. The Council Program is amended period
ically to include additional mitigation measures for
salmon, resident fish, and wildlife.

In 1989, fisheries agencies, Indian Tribes, BPA, and
others signed a Long-Term Spill Agreement that
established a plan for spilling water at Federal dams
without bypass systems to help juvenile salmon and
steelhead migrating from their spawning grounds to
the ocean. The Water Budget and Spill Agreement
are both instream flow measures to help fish, but
they are quite different. The Water Budget moves
fish between dams, while spill is used to move fish
past dams.

With the potential listing of Snake River salmon,
under the ESA, a new coordination process known
as the Salmon Summit Conference was convened
late in 1989 at the request of Senator Mark Hatfield
of Oregon. This coordination process called together
all fisheries and river interests in an effort to im
prove river conditions immediately to head off the
ESA listing. Although the Salmon Summit was not
successful in heading off ESA listing, it did bring
forward many competing interests and resulted in
ideas for improving conditions for the fish.

The System Operation Review (SOR) process began
in 1990 in an effort to evaluate the operation of the
Federal Columbia River Power System on all river
uses. One goal of the SOR is to define a long-term
operating strategy that will meet the region's needs
for salmon enhancement and provide a balance
among the region's water uses.

About the same time, the Corps initiated the Co
lumbia River Salmon Mitigation Analysis
(CRSMA), in part to respond to the General Ac
counting Office (GAO) finding that the Corps did
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not have a defined mitigation goal. The CRSMA
became the vehicle for continuation of studies
evolving from the Salmon Summit Conference. It is
divided into short and long-term study programs
instigated by the Salmon Summit Conference. The
short-term studies, called the System Configuration
Study (SCS), is a reconnaissance level study of the
recommendations for drawdown, bypass canals/pipe
lines, and other ideas stemming from the Salmon
Summit or succeeding coordination processes.

With the listing of Northwest salmon as threatened
and endangered, NMFS commissioned a group of
technical experts, known as the Recovery Team to
produce a Draft Recovery Plan. This group of
independent scientists, made up of educators, ecolo
gists, biologists, engineers, and economists, spent
two years reviewing information from agencies
around the region before producing a Draft Recov
ery Plan for NMFS' review. NMFS' Proposed
Recovery Plan was made available to the public in
March of 1995.

Meanwhile, the operating agencies - the Corps,
BOR, and BPA - consult with NMFS as part of the
Section 7 Consultation procedures, as directed by
the ESA, for the upcoming operation of the hydro
system.

1.2 THE JUVENILE FISH TRANSPORTATION
PROGRAM

With the listing of wild Snake River salmon species
as threatened or endangered under the ESA, there
developed an acute need to analyze the impact of
the Federal hydrosystem operation and other exist
ing fish mitigation programs, on anadromous salmo
nid species in the Columbia River basin. For this
reason, the AFWG study includes not only analysis
of the potential environmental effects of alternative
hydrosystem operating strategies on wild salmonids,
but also takes a hard look at the effects of these
alternative strategies with and without the Corps'
Juvenile Fish Transportation Program (JFTP) in
place.

The JFTP is a major mitigation program, begun in
1968 as an experiment by NMFS to protect salmo-
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nids from the unnatural environmental conditions
created by Federal dams and reservoirs on the lower
Snake and Columbia rivers (Ebel, 1970).

Protection is accomplished by collecting juvenile
salmon (genus Oncorhynchus) and steelhead
(0. mykiss) at dams as they migrate downstream,
and transporting them in trucks or barges around
dams and reservoirs for release downstream.

Specific conditions from which fish are protected by
transportation include direct and cumulative mortal
ity from passing through turbines at the dams; from
predation in the reservoirs; from passage over dam
spillways, and from gas supersaturation caused by
spill at the dams. Transportation is also designed to
mitigate against delays in migration caused by
slack-waters in the reservoirs between dams.

In 1981, the program became fully operational under
the Corps (Park, et al., 1982; Park and Athearn,
1985), with oversight by the Corps, NMFS, the
USFWS, state fishery agencies, and the Columbia
River Intertribal Fish Commission (CRITFC)
(Figure 1-2).

Juvenile salmon and steelhead are transported in the
area between Lower Granite Dam, located at river
mile (RM) 107.5 on the Snake River, 30 miles
downstream from Clarkston, Washington, to the
Columbia River below Bonneville Dam, located at
RM 146.1 about 40 miles upstream from Portland,
Oregon.

Under a permit from NMFS, endangered Snake
River sockeye (0. nerka) and threatened chinook
salmon (0. tshawytsha) are collected along with
unlisted hatchery and wild salmon and unlisted
hatchery and wild steelhead at Lower Granite, Little
Goose, and Lower Monumental dams on the Snake
River, and McNary Dam on the Columbia River
(Figure 1-3).

Some fish may be bypassed back to the river below
the dam where they are collected if numbers of fish
collected exceed holding or transport vehicle capaci
ties, or if flow conditions meet criteria for bypass of
yearling salmon under the "Spread the Risk" policy
expressed in the ESA Permit for transportation
issued by NMFS.
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Juvenile Fish Transportation

Research Phase:

1968 - 70 Ice Harbor Dam

1971 · 73 Little Goos. Dam
1975 - 80 Lower Granite and LlWe Goose Dams

1978 · 80 McNary Cam
1986 Lower Granite Dam
1989 Lower Granite Dam

Operations Phase :
1981 • 92 Lower Granite, Little Goose, and McNary Dams
1993 - Lower Granite, Ltttle Goose , and Lower

Monumental, and McNary Oams

Figure 1-2. Summary of research and opera tions fo r the j uvenile f ish transportation
program at Corps dams. 1968 to present

o..gon

Figure 1-3. Juvenile fish transportation route from Lower Granite. Little Goose. Lower
Monumental, and McNary dams to release areas below Bonneville Dam

J
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Subsets of collected salmon and steelhead are han
dle d by Corps o r fishery agency personnel to ob tain
species co mposition, fish condition. fish size. and
other information nece ssary to carry out the trans
po rt program. Fishery agency personnel (under a
separate ESA permit to the Fish Passage Center
{FPC» handle sampled fish for Smelt Monitoring
Program (SMP) purposes at all collector dams, and
may mark subsets of co llected fish for monitoring
progress of the c utmigra tion. Researchers (also
under sepa rate ESA perm its) handle, mark, ob ta in
scale. blood . or othe r tissue samples, or sacrifice fish
ob tained from subsets of fish collected at the trans
port faciliti es.

The transport season typica lly lasts from March 25
through October 31 at Lowe r Gra nite, Litt le Goose.
and Lower Monumental dams, and March 25
through December 31 at McNary Dam. Juvenile
Snake River spring/summer (yea rling) chi nook,
sockeye. and steelhead are typically collected and
transported during the spring (April through June).
while late migrating yearli ng chinook, steel head,
sockeye, and subyear ling fall chinook are collected
and transported from July through October. At
McNary Dam, yearling chinook (mid-Columbia
River spring chinook and Snake River spring/sum
mer chinook), sockeye, coho , and steelhead are
transported in the spring, while summer and fall
migrants are predomina ntly subyearJing (summer!
fall) chinook from the mid-Columbia River.

1.2.1 Juvenile Fish Collection

The num ber of juvenile fish co llected each year is a
functi on of how many wild and hatchery fish are
pr oduced above the collector dams, how many
survive to the collector dams, the fish guidance
efficiency (FGE) of fish screens in the turbines, and
the quantity of spill occurring at each dam. Each
one of these factors varies from yea r to year, ca using
the numbers of fish collected and transpo rted to vary
as well (F igure 1-4).

Collection Facilities

Juvenile salmon and steelhead approaching o ne of
the collector dams generally t ravel near the surface
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of the reservoir. Juvenile fish migrate through the
dam with the water whet her the water is going
through the powerhouse o r through the spillway.
When they approach th e powerhouse, juvenile fish
dive and enter turbin e intakes through th e tra sh
rack.s (typical ly gratings with six-inch spacing be
tween bars inten ded to kee p larger trash from going
through turbines) (Figure 1- 5). As th ey dive down
near the ceiling of the rectangular. funnel-shaped
turbine intake (the re a re three intakes per turb ine) ,
the fish encounter traveling fish screens, which divert
them upward into ve rtica l slot s (bulkhead slots) that
lead up toward the powerhouse intake deck. The
fish swim upward to with in six to 11 feet of th e water
surface, whe re they swim or are drawn by suction
through an orifice into a collection channel or tunnel
within Lower G rani te, Little Goose, or Lower
Monumental Dam. At McNary Dam. the tun nel is
replaced by a flume in the ice/trash sluiceway of the
dam . Fish collected in the tunnel move with the
flow of water toward a pipeline or flum e which
carries them from the da m to a collection facility
below the dam. At the collec tion facility, most of
the water is removed at a separator where ad ult fish
and debris are bypassed bac k to the river (Figure
1- 5). Juvenile fish swim downward between bars in
the separator. They exit through orifices from th e
separator into distribution flumes which route the
juvenile fish into holding tan ks (raceways). sample
tan ks, or direc tly into ba rges .

According to criteria worked out with Fish Passage
Advisory Committee (FPAC) over the yea rs (FPP,
1993). fish are held at collection facilit ies less th an
48 hours from the time th ey are co llected.

New I"acilit ies

In April 1994, new juvenile fish collect ion and bypass
facilities at McNary Dam became operational. At
the beginning of the seaso n before collection started
on a routine basis, this facility was rigo rously eva
luated by NMFS. The facility became fully opera
tional on April 1. O ther new facilities for 1994
included a roof over the raceways and sepa rator at
Little Goose Dam. New facilities are also scheduled
for Lower Granite Dam. According to the current
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Su m m a ry by Dam of All Juvenile Fish Tr ansported
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Figure 1-4. Summary by dam of all juvenile f ish transported from 1978 th rough 1993

schedule, these facilities will be opera tional in 1998.
Extended- length turbi ne intake scree ns are under
study at McNary and Little Goose dams. According
10 the current schedule, if th ese screens prove o ut,
they will be installed at McNary Dam by 1997. and
Little Goose and Lower Gra nite dam s by 1996. New
bypass facilitie s will also be installed at Ice Harbor
Dam by 1996. and th e Dalles Dam by 1998. although
collection and transportation facilities will no t be
included.

Bypas s water Supply

River water enters the juvenile fish collection sys
terns through orifices from the bulkhead slots within
the turbine intakes of each dam. A 12-inch orifice
typically passes 11 to 15 cis at up to 25 fps. The
cumulative total in the collection channel ranges
from about 240 cis at Lower Granite Dam to over
700 cfs at McNary Dam. It takes about 60 cfs to run
the distribution system, holding tanks, and raceways
at each facility. Excess water flows back to the river

at Lower Granite Dam, or is used in the adult fish
collection system at Little Goose, Lower Monumen
ta l, and McNary dams.

Fish are held in water continuously throughout the
collection facilities except when sample fish are
handled in the laboratory.

Due to concerns over water quality, fish are not fed
during holding at collection facilities or during
tran sport; food and waste products would diminish
water quality. Yearling salmon and steelhead typi
cally feed very little during their outmigration, so
there would be little effect from not feeding durin g
the 96 hours in collection and transport. Subyearling
salmon typically feed, but the collectkmrt renspon
period is short enough that the period without food
is probably less detrimental than would be the effect
of food and waste products on water quality, which
is essentia l to the well-being of the fish.

J
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Size Sepa ra uc n

At Lin le Goose, Lower Monum ent al, and McNary
dams, smaller fish (predominantly subyearling and
yearling salmon) are sepa rated from larger fish
(predomina ntly larger salmon and stee lhead) by
separator bars tha t are spaced closer togeth er (about
SIB- inch) on the firs t half of the sepa rator, or
further apart (about I 1/4-inch) on the test half of
the separator. Small juvenile fish are diverted to
racew ays, sample ta nks, or into barges by flumes that
ar e separa te from those that divert larger juvenile
fish. When loaded on trucks or barges, the fish are
kept separated by size.

Th e raceways at Lower Granite and Litt le Goose
dams are typically 4 feet wide, S feet deep, and 80
feet lo ng. Each raceway ca n hold 6,000 Ibs. of
juvenile salmonids at 0.5 IbsJga l. At an average size
of 10 per lb., 6,000 Ibs. would be 60,000 fish per
raceway. The sex of specimens is not detennined.
Spring/summer chinook and sockeye are typically
yearling fish, while fall chinook are typically sub
yearlings. At Lowe r Mon umental and McNary
dams, the raceways are 8 feet wide. 5 feet dee p, 80
feet long a nd can hold 12,000 Ibs. o f fish at 0.5
lbs./gal. At 10 fish per lb., 120,000 fish could be held
in eac h raceway at Lowe r Monumental and McNary
dams. At all projects, fish are distributed among the
raceways to limit loading in individual raceways
below the loading criterion . The criterion of 0.5
IbsJgal is only met when facilities are filled to capac
ity. Wh en the capacity is exceeded, excess fish are
bypassed back to the river . During th e majority of
the season, fish are held and transported at lower
densities. Raceways at Lower Grani te, Little Goose,
and Lower Monumental dams have been shaded.
Those at McNary will be shaded in 1995.

Biological Sa mpling Mtlhods

Sampl e fish are au toma tically diverted several times
per ho ur, 24 hours per day into sam ple holding
tanks. Sample rates vary. Approximately 92 to 97
percent of the co llected migrants are routed to
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raceways or directly into barges without ever being
sampled or handled. During th e late season, when
numbers of collected fish are very low, 100 percent
may be ro uted into the laboratory where they can be
held in shaded, cool conditions. When this happens,
all collec ted fish are han dled. As a result, from 10 to
87 percent of the fall chinook are sampled at the
different dams. Automatic sampling systems divert
approximately 3 to 8 percent of the collected spring!
summer chinook and O. nerka (used generically for
sockeye and kokanee) into sample tanks.

Biological sampling is limited to co llecting informa
tion by visual inspection of sampled fish. Sampled
fish are anes thet ized, handled, and inspecte d to
de termine species, condition, and presence of marks
or brands. Subsets are meas ured and weighed .

All fish are handled acco rding to criteria established
cooperatively with the FPAC of the CBFWA (FP p,
1993). Juvenile fish are inspected for marks, and
some may be used for o ther purposes in the Small
Mo nitoring Program (SMP). As permuted by othe r
ESA permits, some of the sampled fish may be
han dled or sacrificed for research purposes. Live
fish from the sample are transported with non
sampled fish. Juvenil e fish are not held more than
two days in the collection facilities .

Specimens taken for one type of research may be
used for other research to min imize the number of
fish th at must be sacrificed (reference ESA Sect ion
10 Pennit applications for research submit ted to
NMFS for 1994 activi ties) .

Mortalities removed from the collect ion facilities are
discarded or provided to squawfish removal program
personnel to be used for bail Mortal ities removed
from the trucks or barges a re discarded.

'TWo d rugs are used in the collection process, Benzo
ca ine with alcohol, and MS- 222 (Matth ews, et aJ.,
1987) . Benzocaine is admi nistere d to fish held in
pre - anesthet ic tank s before passing into the labora
tory. MS- 222 is administered in the sort ing trough
in th e laboratory. All fish are anesthetized in water
without handling.
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Lower Granite
.uvenille Bypass System

Anadromous FISh A~ndix

Figure 1-5. Lower Granite juvenile bypass system showing locat ion of f ish screen,
orifice, and collection channel.
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1.2.2 Juvenile Fish Transportation

Juvenile salmon and steethead are tran sported from
the collector dams to release areas below Bonneville
Dam. Early in the season when numbers are low,
fish are trucked and released from the shore below
the Bonneville First Powerhouse. When the major
ity of the fish are transported, they are barged, with
the trip originating at Lower Granite Dam and
additional fish loaded into the barge at the other
collector dams. At the beginning and end of the
spring barging season, a ba rge leaves Lower Granite
Dam every other day. During the peak, ba rges leave
Lower Granite every day. In the summer, barging
shifts to McNary Dam, and trucking resumes from
the Snake River dams . Until the end of October,
trucks are loaded on a barge below Bonneville Dam
and barged out into mid-river where they release
their fish. Summer barging lasts through mid-Au
gust. then flSh trucked from McNary Dam are also
barged mid-river for release through the end of
December, unless K:y conditions cause: earlier shut
down of the transportation program.

Fish Loading

Fish loading procedures are oversee n by project
biologists, state agency biologists, and trained facility
or equipment operating personnel. Fish collected in
raceways are mechanically crowded to the exit pipe
as the water level is lowered in the raceway. The
last few fish are manually crowded through the exit
pipe . Water is flushed through the pipe to ensure
that all fish are loaded into the truck or ba rge. Pipes
to trucks or barges are typically lO- inches in diame
ter. Loading systems may be a combination of
l2-inch aluminum Oumes and pipes. All loading to
trucks and barges is by gravity flow, and pipes and
flumes are constructed according to FPDEP Fish
Facility Design Review Subcommittee criteria.

Sample fish, pre-anesthetized and anesthetized
before hand ling, are allowed to recover from the
anes thetic before being loaded into transpo rt ve
hicles.

1

Figure 1-6. New juvenile fish trans
portation barge approach
ing new juvenile fish cotlee
tion facili ties at Little Goose
Dam,1990

Figure 1-7. Fish barges (two 86,000 gal,
tw o 100,000 gal , and two
150,000 gal capacity) used
in the juvenile f ish trans
portation program.
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Tra nsport Barges

Six barges are available for juvenile fish. All are
pa inted-stee l construction with compartments
varying from four fee t deep around th e pe rimeter to
six feet deep at the relea se hole . Tho barges are
Anny surplus barges acquired in 1978. Three tanks
were constructed in-line bow to stem. The tanks
are separated by part itions, and each lank slopes
toward a central rele ase hole. Th is hole serves a
du al funct ion as pum ped water flows through scree ns
and is discharged 10 the river during loading and
transport. For release, the screen mechanism and a
stopper are lifted vertical ly 10 allow water and fish 10
exit from each tank through a t7- inch hole. These
barges are equipped with three pump s capable of
providing 4,600 gallons per minut e (gals./min.) of
inflow. Water is pum ped upward against a baffle
and allowed to fall back into the holding tan ks to
ae ra te or degassify the water. Eac h barge ca n hold
85.000 gallons of water . but loading ca pacity is rat ed
o n 5 pounds (Ibs.) of fishlgal./min . inflow, so these
ba rges are capable of t ransporting up to 23.(xx) Ibs.
o f fish under CBFWA FPAC'Corps criteria.

Th e two medium-sized barges were constructed in
1981 and 1982. They have four co mpa rtme nts, two
forward and two aft on either side of the centerline.
Th ese barges are capable o f holding a total of
100,000 gals of water. Like the small ba rges, they
have three pumps. but these are capable of prov id
ing 10,000 gals./min . inflow. At 5 Ibs/gals./min.• they
can haul up to 50.000 Ihs. of fish. Each tank slopes
toward a stoppe r near the cente r line through which
fish are released. The scree ned water overflow
system is separate from the fish release system.
Water is pumpe d through packed columns to provide
ae ration and degasslfication .

Th e two large ba rges were co nstructed in 1989.
Th ey are similar to the mediu m- sized ba rges in
des ign, but have two additional compa rtme nts.
Therefore, they ho ld 150,000 gallons of water, and
the pum ps are sized to prov ide 12,500 gals./min. of
inflow. They ca n hold up to 75.0001bs. of fish at
5 Ibs/gaIJmin. inflow. T he medium - and large 
sized barges are also equipped so that inflow can be
shut off and wate r with in the ba rge can be recircu-
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lated in the event of a chemical spill or poor water
qua lity along th e transport route.

Each barge has at least one backup pump system.
When fully loaded, three pumps o ut of four on the
large barges, or two pumps out of three on the
medium and small barges, are req uired. If a pump
fails. the backup pump is started. When a ba rge is
less than fully loaded, only one o r two pumps are
needed to maintain oxyge n levels. Then. additional
back up pumps are avai lable. Each ba rge is equipped
with a warning system to alert the ba rge rider or
towboa t crew if a pum p fails. Each barge is
equipped with an oxygen sensing system that moni
tors gas levels within the barge continuo usly when
the barge is filled with water. When fish are loaded
on board. the barge rider typically mon itors fish
condition. temperature. and oxygen levels for the
first hour or two after leaving the collector dam . As
the trip progresses, mon itoring occurs every other
hour. then every four hours until release. If there is
spill at dam s in the transport route. each barge is
equipped with gas stripping equipment. This equip
ment was tested in 1993 on the medium and large
ba rges, and with gas supersatura tion in the river at
130 to 135 percen t, levels within the barges were 100
to 102 percent (HUTSon, et al .• 1994). The medium 
and large-size ba rges are also equipped with recir
culation equipment so that if a chemical spill, or
ot her pollu tion is encounte red in the river , intakes
can be closed, and water reci rculated and aerated in
the barge un til the ba rge is past the problem.

Tra nsport Tru cks

Ea rly and late in the season when fish numbers are
less than 2O,(XX) per day at Lower Granite Dam.
3.500 gallon ftsh trucks are used to tran sport fish
(Figure 1-8).

Up to seven 3,500 gallo n fish trucks will be used, two
at Lower Granit e Dam. one at Little Goose Dam , one
at Lower Monumen tal Dam. two at McNary Dam, and
one spare. Th e trail ers have pai nted steel or stainless
stee l tanks divided into three compartments. T he
floors of the tanks slope toward the central un loading
trough. which slopes 10 the rear of the truck where
the exit is equipped with an air-operated knife
valve for unloading. Hand-operated knife gat es are

•
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available to separate th e compartments. The tanks
are equipped with air sto nes, agita tors , and a recir
culatin g pump. Uquid oxygen and compressed air
cylinders are carried for maintaining oxygen levels.
A refrigeration unit is included in the recirculat ion
system for maintainin g wate r te mpe rature . The
tanks are surrounded by insulat ion. and the tru cks
ar e covered with metal skin plate. Three 150 gallon
mini - tankers (picku p mounted units) will be used
for tran sport opera tions from Lower Gran ite, little
Goose, and Lower Monumental dams in late sum
mer and fall when fish numbers are very low (Figure
1-9). These are fiberglass tan ks, insulated ,
equippe d with agita tors, an oxygen supply, refrigera
tion unit s, and can be divided into two compart
men ts.

Truck drivers are trained on the opera tion of envi
ronmental contro l equipment on the fish trucks. and
on the symptoms of fish exhibiting stress in trans
portation. During a typical tru ck. trip, the driven
stop several times to inspect fish and to remove dead
fish that may have been loaded with live fish when
raceways were emptied into th e tru ck. Trucks are
equipped with redundant systems (e.g. liquid oxygen,
aeration, and compressed air systems). If all systems
fail, truck drivers are trained to go to alternate
release sites so fish can be returned to the river .

Figure 1- 8. One of seven 3,500 gal fi sh
transport trucks used in the
juvenile f ish transportation
program

1

Figure 1-9. One of th ree 150 gal fi sh
transport trucks used in the
juveni le f ish transportation
program

Length or Time in Trans it

Truck transport (0 the release point below Bonne
ville Dam from Lower G ranite Dam takes six to ten
hours; from little Goose Dam takes six to eight
hours; fro m Lower Monumental Dam takes from
five to seven hours, a nd from McNary Dam takes
four to five hours. Barge transport from Lower
G ranite Dam to the re lease point below Bonn eville
Dam takes about 36 hours; from Litt le Goose Dam
about 30 hours; from Lower Monumenta l Da m
about 24 hours; and from McNary Da m about 15
hours.

Holding time in transport vehicle s is limited to 48
hours. No fish a re to be held more than 96 hou rs
from time of collection to release below Bonneville
Dam.

Transport Release Areas/Methods

From th e beginning o f the transport seaso n until
mid-April, fish will be tru cked from Lowe r G ranite
and McNary dams 10 Bradford Island (north end of
Bonneville First Powerhou se), where they will be
released through an established release pipe into the
river. From about mid-April to mid-June (spring
barging season), fish will be barged from Lower
G rani te , Litt le Goose, Lower Monumental, and
McNary dams to random release sites between
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lighted buoy No. 92 (RM 144) and Warrendale.
Oregon (RM 141). After collectio n drops to about
1,750 Ibs. per day at Lower Granit e Dam. barging
will shift to McNary Dam (summer barging season),
and tru cking will resume from Lower Granit e. Little
Goose, and Lower Monumental dams. Barging will
continue from McNary Dam until about the en d of
July, then trucking will resume there also. From
mid-June until the end of the seaso n, large fish
tr ucks or 150 gallon mini-tankers will be used from
Snake River dams. Large and small trucks will be
transported to mid- river on a ba rge below Bonne
ville Dam so fish can be released away from con
centrations of predators alon g the sho re.

On going research includes evalu ation of releasing
Iish at locations closer to the es tuary. For example .
in 1992. 1993, and 1994, six groups of mar ked stee l
head were released near Tongue Point, Oregon (RM
19). A separate ESA Section 10 permit application
was filed with NMFS to cover continuation of this
research in 1994. Incidental chinook or sockeye
were transported to Tongue Point with these groups.

Operat iona l Sta ffing and ()yersi~ht

The JFfP is carried out in coordina tion with the
e BFWA, representing a broad spectrum of experi
ence and qual ifications. Senio r biologists rep resent
the agencies and Tribes on the FPAC. Within the
Corps, the prog ram is supervised by a Fishery Biolo
gist, managed by a Fishery Biologist, and ope rated
at the projects by Fishery Biologists. Fishery Biolo
gists are also provided for qua lity control by the
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (Lower
G ranite, Lower Monumental, and McNary dams ),
and Oregon Departm ent of Fish and Wildlife (Little
Goose Dam).

At each collecto r dam, a crew of trained biological
technicians (often with degrees in fishery biology)
staff the collection facilities 24-hours-per-day,
7-days-per-week during the transport season.
This requires six facility person nel at each of the
four collector dams.

Truck drivers hired by the Corps are trained to
monitor fish condition and physical conditions in the
trucks during transport to assure that no prob lems
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occur. Each barge has a Corps biological technician
(ofte n with a degree in fishe ry biology) assigned to
ensure that water quality and fish condition are
maintai ned during barge transport. Both truck
drivers and barge riders are trained in emergency
situa tions to release fish back into the river as soon
as possible if other solutions fail. Two qualified
truck drivers are available at each collector dam. Six
barge rider s are available fro m Lower Granite Dam
during the spring barging program, and two are
available from McNary Dam during the summer
barging program.

Barge riders and facility operators are temporary
personnel who usually have college degrees in fishery
biology o r closely related biological fields. Truck
drivers and maintenance personnel meet Gove rn
men t qua lification standards as appropria te for their
positions.

Emeraency Plans

Facility ope ra tors have access to facility ope ration
plans that include eme rgency procedures. Th ey are
also instructed by project biologists o n measures to
take if emergencies occur. A detailed emergency
telephone Jist is provided to eac h facility operator ,
truck driver, or barge rider. Thi s list includes Cor ps
biologists, CBFWA FPAC members. dam managers,
state agency biologists, and research per sonnel
involved at the juveni le fish facilit ies. In the event
of an emergency, personnel are instructed to notify
appropriate persons o n that list. Key personn el o n
the list are available 24- hours- per-day, 7-days
per- week during the transport seaso n to deal with
emergencies. Truck dr ivers are provided with the
locations of emergency release sites between collec
tor dams and release sites. Barge riders are
instructed 10 release fish if major equipment failures
occur that they and the towboat crew cannot correct.

1.2.3 Facility Maintenance

Because the JFfP runs from mid-March through
October or December at the various collector proj
ects, major maintenance must be conducted in the
winte r. The major maintenance item is re pairing or
replacing mesh and drive chains on submerged
traveling screens (STSs). Each project has one or

•
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two spare STSs, so replacement screens are available
if one is damaged or fails. The life of the mesh on
STSs ranges from three to eight years, so, for exam
ple, at McNary Dam where 42 STSs are used, one
third of the screens receive new mesh each year.

Other maintenance includes repair or replacement
of equipment at the collection facilities or on the
transport equipment.

Routine maintenance performed during the season
while facilities are operating are described below.

Trash Rack Maintenance

Debris that accumulates on the trash racks can cause
injury and mortality to fish entering the turbine
intakes. To minimize the amount of trash reaching
the trash racks at Lower Granite Dam, a debris
boom is installed. The other collector dams do not
have debris booms. At Lower Granite Dam and the
other dams, debris that floats against the upstream
face of the powerhouse is dipped by a trash raking
crane from the forebay and hauled away. To moni
tor the effect of debris that sinks and collects on the
trash rack, orifices, or other locations in the collec
tion system, descaling of the fish is evaluated in the
laboratory each day. If descaling increases in the
sample taken in the laboratory, project biologists
and operators begin looking for causes upstream in
the collection facility. If trash on the trash racks is
the cause, project operators rake the trash to clean
the trash racks. This is done at the beginning of the
season and on an "as-needed" basis throughout the
transportation season.

Fish Screen Inspections

Thrbine Intake Screens

Traveling fish screens move like a conveyer belt to
carry debris that accumulates on the screen over to
the back side where it is flushed off by flow through
the screen. Fixed-bar screens have a mechanized
brush that sweeps debris off the screen so it can be
flushed through the turbine. When small fish that
are weaker swimmers are present, STSs are run
continuously to keep them clean. When larger fish
are present, STSs may be run 20 minutes off and 4
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minutes on to save wear and tear on screen equip
ment (McCabe and Krcma,1983). Traveling fish
screens and debris brushes on fixed bar screens are
driven by electric motors. A warning system is
provided from the screens to the control room in the
dam, as well as to screen electrical control boxes in
the access gallery above the fish bypass. If a screen
or trash brush fails electronically, a warning signal
alerts the project operator. Fish screens are in
spected when they are removed, maintained and
repaired over the winter, and inspected again before
they are installed. Fish screens are also inspected
with underwater video cameras once per month
while they are in use. Any tears, lost fasteners, or
other damage is usually detected during these in
spections. According to criteria established with the
CBFWA FPAC, units with known damaged fish
screens are shut down until the screen can be re
paired or replaced. Turbines are not to be run with
a damaged screen or without a screen unless coordi
nated with the CBFWA FPAC.

Vertical Barrier Screens

Vertical barrier screens prevent fish that are guided
into the bulkhead slots from swimming back down
through the operating gate slots into the turbines.
The vertical barrier screens are inspected whenever
the turbine units are dewatered. They are also
inspected with underwater video cameras. Worn or
damaged vertical barrier screens are repaired. This
requires taking the generating unit out of service
and dewatering the turbine while repairs are being
made.

Gatewell Debris

Debris that goes through the trash rack and rises in
the bulkhead slot can accumulate at the surface of
the water. When this happens, the debris is dipped
out of the gatewell by project operators. Criteria in
the FPP require dipping before the gatewell is half
covered with debris. This is in compliance with
NMFS' Biological Opinion for operation of the
dams.

Oil in Gatewells

Fish screen drive mechanisms and operating gate
hydraulic cylinders contain oil. When seals fail, oil
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can accumulate in gatewells. Oil can come from
other sources above the dams, and be drawn from
the reservoir into turbine intakes when vortices
occur. When oil appears on the water surface in
gatewells, it is removed by project operators using
absorbent pads or oil skimmers in compliance with
NMFS' Biological Opinion.

Debris on Orifices

Sticks or other debris that block orifices can cause
serious injury or mortality to fish. Orifices are
inspected daily by Corps or state agency biologists,
and are cycled on and off to dislodge any debris.
When a blockage is suspected, orifices are equipped
with an air line so the orifice valve can be closed and
air can be injected behind the valve to flush debris
from the orifice.

Dewatering Screens, Pipelines, and Flumes

Debris that passes through the orifices is generally
too small to block collection channels or transport
flumes or pipes. However, even fine debris can
block dewatering screens. Such screens are typically
equipped with debris removal brushes. Debris
brushes are operated automatically or manually to
keep screens functioning properly. Screens and
flumes are typically inspected daily. Water level
sensing devices are installed at critical locations with
automatic alarm signals in the dam control room.

Wet Separators, Distribution Flumes, Raceways, and
Pipes

Facility personnel inspect the separators at least four
times per hour, and inspect distribution flumes,
raceways, and pipes at least hourly. Where raceway
covers or other structures impede visual inspection
from the separator control building, closed circuit
television is used to provide adequate inspection.
Debris and dead fish collected in the system are
removed from the separator, from raceways, sample
tanks, or in the laboratory.

Winter Maintenance

From November through mid-March at the Snake
River collector dams, and from January through
mid-March at McNary Dam, facilities will be
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dewatered, modifications will be made, and facilities
will be maintained for the upcoming transport
season. Worn or defective parts and equipment will
be replaced for the coming season. Maintenance
may be as minor as repairing or acquiring new fish
nets, to replacement of engines or pumps on barges.

Sanitation Practices

Facilities and transport equipment are drained when
not in use. Trucks are rinsed and flushed after each
trip. A chlorine solution is used as needed for
rinsing truck tanks. Barges are filled with river
water and flushed prior to loading of fish. Large
fish including squawfish, smallmouth bass, and other
potential predators are removed at the fish separa
tor. Squawfish may be removed, but other fish are
returned to the river via flume or pipe. Avian
predators are deterred at holding facilities by bird
wires netting, roofs, or by proximity of facility opera
tion personnel.

1.2.4 Fish Mortality

Many of the juvenile fish migrating downstream
through the reservoirs have external fungal infec
tions, parasites, or internal or external bacterial or
viral infections. Many are injured by predators prior
to reaching the dams. These fish, if they die within
the collection or transportation facilities, are
counted as part of the collection/transportation
mortality although pre- dam injuries and disease
are noted in project reports. Because of environ
mental factors upstream of the dams, juvenile fish
experience some descaling. In high flow years when
there are large amounts of debris in the river,
descaling before fish reach Lower Granite Dam may
exceed 10 percent. In low flow years when water
temperatures are higher than normal, fish entering
the collection facilities may have decreased mucus
layers and may be descaled from prolonged passage
through reservoirs and from being chased by preda
tors (Ceballos, et al.; 1993).

Potential for Injury or Mortality

Within the collection system, the potential for injury
or mortality starts as fish pass through the trash
racks. When clean, the openings between the bars
are six inches, and descaling injury levels are low.
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As debris collects, injury (typically descaling) and
mortality can rise. Similar problems arise if vertical
barrier screens or orifices are blocked by debris.

Over the past five years, an average of 22,200,000
hatchery and wild spring/summer and fall Snake
River chinook have been collected at Lower Granite,
Little Goose, and McNary dams each year. Approx
imately 450,000 dead fish (2 percent) were observed
in collection facilities and transport equipment.
Some of these fish were diseased, some were injured
by bird and fish predators prior to collection at the
dams, and some were injured or stressed in the
collection and transportation process. Over the
same period, approximately 70,000 Snake River
sockeye were collected. Approximately 1,400 dead
sockeye were observed, presumed to have died for
the same reasons as chinook.

Estimates of Mortality

From the time they enter the turbine intakes until
they are loaded on barges, mortalities are removed
by facility workers. Since 1981 at Lower Granite
Dam, total collection mortality has ranged from 0.1
to 0.7 percent. Chinook mortality has ranged from
0.3 to 1.2 percent. 0. nerka mortality was 0.6 per
cent in 1993. At Little Goose Dam, overall mortality
has ranged from 0.4 to 2.1 percent since 1981, with
chinook mortality ranging from 0.4 to 6.2 percent
and O. nerka mortality ranging from 0.6 to 6.3
percent over the same period. Preliminary results
indicate overall mortality at less than 0.5 percent at
Lower Monumental Dam in 1993. At McNary Dam
mortalities have ranged from 0.4 to 3.9 percent.
Yearling chinook morality has ranged from 0.3 to 1.9
percent, subyearling chinook from 0.4 to 5.0 percent,
and O. nerka from 0.5 to 4.1 percent. Overall
mortality was the highest in years during 1992 at
McNary Dam, probably because of low outflow and
warm water temperatures. With the exception of
McNary Dam, seasonal mortality was less than 1
percent at the collector dams in 1992. Mortality was
down at McNary Dam in 1993, with a seasonal
mortality of 1.3 percent. In the trucks and barges,
seasonal mortality typically is less than 1 percent.
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Steelhead from the Snake and Columbia rivers,
Columbia River chinook, coho, and sockeye will be
collected and transported with Snake River chinook
and sockeye salmon. Mortality rates (Ceballos, et

al., 1993) generally are lower for steelhead, ranging
from less than 0.1 to 0.4 percent at Lower Granite
Dam since 1982. Since 1985, wild and hatchery
steelhead mortalities have been separated. Wild
steelhead mortality has been less than 0.1 percent
each year. At Little Goose Dam, steelhead mortal
ity has ranged from 0.1 to 0.8 percent since 1981. At
McNary Dam, steelhead mortality has ranged from
0.2 to 1.5 percent with the highest levels occurring in
1992 when wild fish experienced 1.0 percent mortal
ity and hatchery fish 1.5 percent mortality. Coho
mortality ranged from 0.0 to 0.5 percent from 1982
through 1991. In 1992, coho mortality rose to 1.1
percent. Sockeye mortality ranged from 0.5 to 4.1
percent with 1992 tying the highest previous mortal
ity level.

Collection and transportation mortalities are esti
mates based on immediate recoveries of dead or
moribund fish. Fish that are diseased or injured
when they come into the system are collected and
transported as 'live' fish. Fish that are stressed or
injured in the collection and transportation process
are also counted as 'live' fish unless they die and are
removed during collection and transportation.
Therefore, mortality levels reported for collection
and transportation exceed levels caused by the actual
collection and transportation process, but can under
estimate mortalities caused by the process in the
case of fish that die after release.

Steps Taken to Avoid or Decrease Mortality

Descaling and injuries are monitored in the daily
sample at the collection facility by state agency and
SMP personnel. When descaling or mortality rise,
biologists check facilities upstream in the collection
system to find the cause. Orifices and screens are
inspected, and if necessary, cleaned or repaired. If
the problem continues, trash racks will be cleaned.
If that does not correct the problem, biologists may
dip fish from the gatewells to ascertain whether fish
are entering the system with higher than normal
descaling. Local weather conditions can contribute
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to high descaling if debris, especially tumbleweeds
(Russian thistle) accumulates in the river above the
dams (Ceballos, et ai., 1992).

Each year, the function and operation of collection
and transport facilities and equipment at each
collector dam are reviewed by Corps and State
agency biologists working at the fish collection
facilities. They recommend improvements to the
Corps program manager who reviews these recom
mendations with representatives of the FPAC.
Depending on the magnitude of changes recom
mended, modifications are made over-winter for
the next season, or within a couple of years for
modifications requiring line-item budgeting. Also,
the Corps annually funds research to find new
methods of improving fish guiding equipment and
fish collection and transportation facilities. Im
provements range from removing sharp curves in
pipes or flumes to major facility reconstruction such
as that completed at Little Goose Dam in 1989, at
Lower Monumental Dam in 1993, and due to be
completed at McNary Dam by the spring of 1994.
Major modifications are coordinated with regional
fishery agencies and Tribes through the FPDEP Fish
Facility Design Review Subcommittee. Future
improvements that have been recommended or are
under development include upgrading the bypass
collection system to provide size separation and to
install a bypass flume at Lower Granite Dam, clo
sure of the fish screen slots at Lower Granite Dam,
increasing the number of fish barges to allow direct
loading at all collection facilities, and installation of
double length screens at McNary, Lower Granite,
and Little Goose dams.

Post-Transportation Mortality

Concern over the potential effects of stress and
injury in the transportation process prompted
delayed mortality investigations by NMFS (Park, et
al. 1983; Park and Athearn, 1985). These and subse
quent long-term holding studies by NMFS (Mat
thews, et al. 1988) indicated that there was some
level of delayed mortality due to collection and
transportation. However, as pointed out by Williams
and Matthews (1995), and as evidenced by fish
transportation annual reports, stress and mortality in
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collection and transportation have, for the most part,
been minimized.

Other investigations are continuing to evaluate the
effects of stress, disease transmission, and post-re
lease mortality (Pascho and Elliott (1993, 1994), and
Schreck and Davis (1993, 1994)). Juvenile salmon
equipped with radio tags were tracked up to 100
miles after release from barges, with no abnormal
mortality levels found (Schreck and Davis, 1994).
These studies failed to substantiate high post-re
lease mortalities assumed by some modelers in the
region.

NMFS' March 1995 Biological Opinion, which took
into consideration the concerns addressed above,
concluded that transportation should be maximized
in low flow years, and that the decision to transport
in normal and high flow years should be based on
real time interpretation of events by the Technical
Management Team (TMT).

Numerous studies have evaluated stress on fish
transported in trucks and barges, some indicating
that trucking is more stressful than barging (Mundy
et al. 1994; Schreck et al. 1985). Schreck et al. 1993
and 1994, indicated that stress levels declined during
transport, and that because truck transport took
considerably less time, fish were still stressed at
release whereas barged fish had longer to recover.
Studies have also shown that stressed migrants are
more susceptible to predation at time of release
(Olney et al. 1992; Congleton et al. 1985; Mundy et
al. 1994; USFWS 1993). Annual records show that
generally over 95 percent of the fish transported in
the transport program are barged downstream. To
minimize predation, barged fish are released mid
river at night. During the summer and fall, trucked
fish are barged mid-river and released to minimize
predation.

1.2.5 Research and Monitoring

Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) Tag Systems

In the 1980s, NMFS began seeking a better fish
tagging system for transportation and other research
studies. The coded wire tag/adipose fin clip/freeze
brand technology used for transport studies in the
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1970s (Ebel, et al., 1973 ) required marking of large
groups of test and control fish, and wire tags and
adipose fin clips were being extensively used for
hatchery contribution studies throughout the Colum
bia basin.

NMFS (Prentice, et al., 1987) was instrumental in
the development of PIT tag technology for fish.
Working with manufacturers, tags small enough to
be injected into juvenile salmon were developed.
Each tag is essentially a miniature radio without a
power source. The PIT tag consists of a crystal, a
computer chip, and an antenna, all encased in an
inert glass case approximately 0.1 inch in diameter
and 0.3 inches long. The detector consists of a
sending unit and a series of antennas encased in a
shroud that controls radio emissions. As the PIT
tagged fish goes through the detector, the sending
unit sends a strong radio beam to the tag. This
activates the crystal causing the computer chip to
send a 10 digit alpha-numeric code back to the
detector. At least one of the three or four antennas
in the detector will pick up the weak signal from the
PIT tag. With 10 digits (10 possible numbers and 26
letters for each digit), there are some 33 billion
possible codes available at any given time.

As studies began, it became apparent that PIT tag
detectors in the juvenile fish collection/bypass sys
tems at the dams would provide valuable informa
tion on travel time and to some extent, on survival
to the dams. PIT tag detectors were installed first at
Lower Granite Dam in 1988, then at McNary Dam
in 1989. 'Iypically, PIT tag detectors were installed
on distribution flumes or pipes so that the destina
tion of each PIT tagged fish could be monitored.
Destinations included distribution to holding race
ways, into the laboratory building, into truck or
barge loading pipes or flumes, or into bypass pipes
for fish being returned to the river.

As the PIT tag technology improved, the potential
for using PIT tags to evaluate transportation, or the
effect of bacterial kidney disease (BKD) infection in
transportation, also evolved. This led to the devel
opment of PIT tag deflector systems (Matthews,
et al., 1990). PIT tag detectors were linked to auto
matic gates so that a portion of the population of
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the PIT tagged fish could be transported, and a
portion could be bypassed to the river. With this
technology, handling, anesthetization, and marking
of fish at the dams could be eliminated, and fish
marked long beforehand at hatcheries or in wild
rearing areas could be used for tests. To evaluate
BKD implications in transportation, high BKD
versus low BKD groups were to be tested. Pilot
studies to verify the effectiveness of such studies
(Pascho and Elliott, 1992; Matthews, 1992) gave some
indication that low BKD groups survived better to
the collector dams, and to subsequent dams down
stream. Surprisingly, wild fish were found to survive
over winter at very low rates (1 to 20 percent for the
many groups marked). Low returns to hatcheries
made it impossible to further carry out these studies,
so only preliminary results were obtained.

Further use of the PIT tag deflector systems evolved.
With the advent of drawdown proposals in the early
1990s, the Federal agencies agreed that background
survival information was needed. Following the
physical drawdown test of Lower Granite reservoir
1992, NMFS and University of Washington collabo
rated with BPA and the Corps in the development of
a study protocol to obtain baseline information.
This protocol called for PIT tagging fish for release
at various locations and through various migration
routes (spillway, bypass, turbine) to gather more
information on current in- river survival levels. This
information would be compared with similar in
formation gathered during biological drawdown tests
to determine whether drawdown increased fish
travel speed and survival. At this writing, the Feder
al agencies are still finalizing the SCS to determine
if drawdown will be tested, and to determine the
exact study protocol needed for the tests.

In addition to development for such studies, the PIT
tag detection systems have been developed at the
Federal dams for Smolt Monitoring Program activi
ties and other survival studies. At this writing, full
PIT tag detection systems are installed at Lower
Granite, Little Goose, Lower Monumental, and
McNary dams. PIT tag detection equipment is also
installed on the Bonneville Dam Second Powerhouse
bypass system. Plans are underway to install PIT tag
detection systems on the bypass at Ice Harbor Dam
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(1996), John Day Dam (1996), and The Dalles Dam
(1998). PIT tag deflector systems are installed at
Lower Granite, Little Goose, Lower Monumental,
and McNary dams so that PIT tagged fish can be
returned to the river if desired under test protocol.

Installation of PIT tag systems has been a coopera
tive effort with the NMFS developing and installing
the technology, the BPA funding installation of PIT
tag equipment, the Corps providing space and
accommodations for detectors and computer equip
ment, and the Pacific States Marine Fisheries Com
mission (PSMFC) maintaining the systems under
contract to the BPA. Under current operations,
each PIT tag detection is recorded on a computer
(one computer for each detector) within the labora
tory at fish collector dams. At mid-night each day,
this data is telephonically downloaded to a central
data collection point at the PSMFC office in Port
land. From there, the data is accessible to fishery
agencies, the Tribes, and other interested parties the
next day. In this way, data on migration and survival
of PIT tagged fish is available almost on a real time
basis for evaluation of migration conditions.

The PIT tag technology for tagging juvenile salmon
is fairly well developed. PIT tags if retained in the
body cavity, remain viable throughout the life of the
salmon. Therefore, if the technology were devel
oped such that adult fish could be interrogated by
PIT tag detectors, it would be possible to gather
even more information through the rest of the
salmon's life cycle. NMFS is working at this time on
adult fish PIT tag detectors, which could be installed
in fish ladders at the dams and at fish hatcheries or
collection weirs. At the present time, information
can be obtained from adult fish caught in fisheries or
on spawning grounds by using hand - held PIT tag
detectors. With the large numbers of PIT tagged
fish being released for various purposes, developing
and installing juvenile and adult PIT tag detectors at
all Corps fish facilities is a high priority.

1.3 THE SCOPING PROCESS

In August of 1990, the SOR scoping process was
initiated to identify public concerns. Over several
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months, meetings were held in 14 locations around
the region.

Comments concerning anadromous fish came from
the USFWS, NMFS, CBFWA, CRITFC, state
fishery agencies, environmental groups, concerned
citizen groups, public and private utilities, irrigation
districts, and the general public.

The scoping process gave everyone an opportunity to
voice opinions as to their preferred operation of the
Federal hydrosystem. Normal operating require
ments such as those for flood control, power genera
tion, and fish migration were hypothetically elimi
nated, giving individuals the latitude to suggest any
operation within the physical limits of the dams.

1.3.1 Issues

Issues raised during the scoping process became a
starting point for the SOR process. As the process
unfolded, the various analyses raised new issues
while removing old ones.

Those issues raised during Scoping fell into the
following categories:

• the need to examine threatened and endan
gered species identified under the ESA;

• the need to provide equitable treatment to
anadromous fish;

• the need for operational improvements for
migration and habitat;

• opinions as to the reasons for the decline in
fish populations (dams, habitat losses, timber
practices, overharvesting, agricultural practices,
pollution, drift net fishing, water diversions,
hatchery practices, mismanagement of stocks,
estuary conditions, and river temperatures).

Also during Scoping, a debate developed over the
priority that ought to be given to anadromous fish in
hydrosystem operations. Some felt that native
stocks deserved the highest priority, while others
thought that priority should be given to identifying
and enhancing the potential for survival of fish
better adapted to current river operations.
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While some participants questioned the degree to
which fish runs could and should be recovered,
others lobbied for the need to ensure a balance
between the fish populations and the economic
health of the region. Overall, the majority of com
ments supported enhancement of the regions' salm
on and steelhead populations.

Other concerns outside the scope of the hydrosystem
effects, such as habitat, harvest, and hatchery prac
tices, were discussed but have not been evaluated.

Summarized below are the, significant issues raised
during the SOR process relating to the interaction
between the hydrosystem and anadromous fish.

1.3.1.1 Flow/Survival Relationship

Considerable debate exists within the scientific
community over the relationship between flow
(water velocity) and smolt survival. If the assump
tion is that the rate of juvenile salmonid travel is
directly related to water velocity, then increasing
flow would decrease the amount of time fish spend
in the reservoirs. Increased water velocity, as mea
sured by water particle travel time through the
reservoirs, would presumably translate into increased
survival for migrating smolts. However, it is not
clear that increasing water particle travel time alone
would recreate the productivity levels of earlier
times (Recovery Team, 1994). Other factors (smolti
fication, water quality, turbidity, predation, water
temperature, fish health) are also at play and have
significantly changed since the 1970s when the flow
and travel time research was initially conducted
(OAIEIS 1992).

For further information, the reader is directed to the
OA/EIS (1992, Section 4), which details much of the
information surrounding this debate and refers the
reader to published literature for further informa
tion.

1.3.1.2 Transportation

The ability of the Corps' Juvenile Fish Transporta
tion Program to enhance salmon survival, at least as
an interim measure until better alternatives are
researched and developed, is another major issue
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hotly debated within the region. Review of the
research conducted to evaluate relative survival of
transported versus non-transported fish supports the
effectiveness of transportation.

Still, concern remains over the benefits of transport
ing fish. One concern is that survival of transported
fish is not as high as would be expected.

Some biologists believe that the assumptions used in
determining transport benefit are flawed. In partic
ular, analysts have traditionally assumed that trans
ported fish survive at some fixed percentage, regard
less of in-river conditions. This assumption may be
flawed, if in fact the survival of transported fish
varies with flow conditions (if, for instance, fish
arriving at a collection facility for transport in low
flow years are more likely to be injured and not
survive barging, than fish arriving in high-flow
years). Since the transport survival assumption
directly affects model output relating to transporta
tion and in-river survival, the assumption needs to
be carefully evaluated.

Substantive issues dealing with juvenile transporta
tion research and operation fall into one of several
categories:

• whether collection and transport is safer for
migrating juvenile salmon than in-river
passage through the dams and reservoirs as
they are currently operated;

• whether in-river bypass, including combina
tions of powerhouse bypass systems, aug
mented flows, altered reservoir operations,
and/or spill is the safest downstream route
for migrating salmon;

• whether transportation protects migrating
fish from high concentrations of dissolved gas
created by spill, or whether fish may be safely
subjected to higher levels of dissolved gas;

• whether current Federal agency-derived
mortality rate estimates for dam passage
routes and reservoirs are adequate for deci
sion making;

• whether current Federal agency-derived
rates for both in-river survival and for
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transportation survival (transport/benefit
ratios [TBRs], transport/control ratios
[TCRs], or transport/in-river [TIR]) are
realistic; whether current estimates of
delayed mortality due to transportation are
realistic; whether the Federal agencies are
accurately depicting the relationship between
juvenile escapement and adult returns as a
measurement of transportation success.

A sensitivity analysis that compares in-river survival
to survival with transport, under various transport
survival hypotheses, is treated in Chapter 5.

1.3.1.3 Spill/Dissolved Gas

Another issue is the use of spill to pass juvenile
salmon and steelhead, and its effectiveness in im
proving in -river passage conditions. The issue of
dissolved gas supersaturation as it relates to spill,
and its impact on both juvenile and adult fish, is
contested by various regional interests.

Spilled water traps atmospheric air deep in the water
of the plunge pool where increased hydrostatic
pressure dissolves the air into the water. At depth,
the water is supersaturated with gas. This gas will
eventually either come out of solution and equili
brate with atmospheric conditions, or form bubbles.
If these bubbles form within the tissue of aquatic
organisms, they can injure or kill the organism. Gas
levels can successively increase downstream as water
is passed over successive dams. State and Federal
water quality standards of 110 percent are often
exceeded when spill at run-of-the-river dams on
the lower Snake and Columbia Rivers causes high
levels of total dissolved gas (TDG). There is consid
erable controversy over what level of TOG is accept
able, and disagreement on interpretation of exten
sive data which appears to justify the existing 110
percent standard.

Gas supersaturation may also be an issue relating to
fish guidance. Fish guidance systems are designed
on the assumption that smolts travel in the upper 15
feet of the water column; if smolts are sounding in
the forebay to avoid supersaturated conditions, it
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may have an effect on the ability of the guidance
system to intercept fish.

1.3.1.4 Wild Vs. Hatchery Fish

Prior to 1968, nearly all returning Snake River basin
adult salmon were of natural origin. Since then,
adult returns have been composed of ever-increasing
numbers of hatchery-reared progeny. The tremen
dous increase in hatchery production may be con
tributing to the decline of natural Snake River stocks.
Little is known about the interaction and competition
between hatchery and wild stocks, or how wild stocks
respond to major regional programs such as trans
portation or Water Budget.

1.3.1.5 Predation

With the development of the dams, fishery agencies
became concerned that the conversion of the free
flowing river to a series of slow moving reservoirs
would both provide better habitat for predacious fish,
and concentrate smolts with these predators for
longer periods.

Furthermore, as turbine mortality studies progressed,
it became apparent that fish stunned in passing
through turbines were more easily captured by preda
tors. Indeed, some studies showed that mortality
due to predation below the dams was as high or
higher than losses due to the turbines themselves.

Estimates of losses from predation have always
played a part in fish management strategies, and
earlier high estimates were a rationale leading
NMFS to suggest that fish be transported around
dams and reservoirs. Presently, however, uncertainty
surrounding the extent of predation has led to
requests for updated estimates.

1.4 THE ANALYTICAL PROCESS

1.4.1 The Pilot Analysis

A pilot analysis was completed by four work groups
in April 1991. Those work groups included, Anadro
mous Fish, Resident Fish, Recreation, and Power.
The purpose of the pilot analysis was to begin
preliminary discussions of issues surrounding the
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particular river uses to develop a conceptual frame
work and scope for the technical evaluations, and to
begin identifying important variables and key uncer
tainties. It became a starting point from which to
begin the screening analysis.

1.4.2 The Screening Analysis

The Screening Analysis began with each technical
work group, on the basis of public and scientific
input, developing operating alternatives that ad
dressed issues identified during Scoping. In all, 90
different hydrosystem operation alternatives were
identified by the work groups.

The AFWG sponsored several alternatives that it
felt would benefit the needs of anadromous fish,
including hastening the recovery of wild salmon
populations. These included a variety of proposals
for drafting storage reservoirs to increase spring and
summer flows. Several alternatives proposed draw
ing down the four lower Snake River reservoirs to
increase water velocities for migrating fish.

Following development of the 90 alternatives, each
was screened or modeled under varying water condi-
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tions by the River Operation Simulation Experts
(ROSE). Data on instream flows and reservoir
elevations produced by each alternative at specific
project/locations was passed on to the technical
groups for use in their models. (A complete account
of the Screening Analysis may be found in the Colum
bia River System Operation Review; Screening Analy
sis, volumes 1 & 2, August 1992.)

1.4.3 Full Scale Analysis

The results of the Screening process were used to set
the stage for the Full Scale Analysis. Screening
alternatives were sorted, categorized and blended
into seven basic System Operating Strategies (SOS).
Each SOS has one or more options. These strate
gies and their options are explained in Chapter 4 of
the SOR Draft EIS. Following public review and
comment on the SOR Draft EIS, some alternatives
were eliminated or revised. The resulting alterna
tives were analyzed for the SOR Final EIS. See
Chapter 4 for a complete description of alternative
hydrosystem operating strategies.
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CHAPTER 2

AFFECTED ENVIRO NMENT

2

2.1 SALMON AND STEELHEAD

Four species of Pacific salmonids (genus Oncorhyn
chus) occur in the Columbia River basin above
Bonneville Dam: chinook salmon (0 . lsho w)'lscJw);
coho salmon (0. kisutch); sockeye salmon (0 . nnlco);
and steelhead trout (0. mykiss ), the anadromous form
of rainbow trout. There are two races of chinook
salmon: spring/5ummer and (all chinook. The spring!
summer run fish have traditionally been considered
separate runs based on the difference in timing of
adult returns to spawning areas. However, in deter
mining whether Snake River spring/summer chinook
salmon should be considered together or separately
as a species as defined by the Endangered Species
Act, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
determined that the two runs were not reproductively
isolated and elected to place both the spring and
summer run chinook together as one species.

The re are two races of steelhead: winter and summer.
1\\'0 other salmon species; chum (0. kla), and pink
salmon (0. gorlJuscha ) occur in the Columbia River
below Bonneville Dam with only small populations
existing.

Four distinct phases of life history characterize these
anadromous salmon and steelhead: freshwater
spawning and rearing; juvenile migration to the
ocean; ocean residence; and adult upriver migration.
Pacific salmon spawn in the gravel beds of freshwater
rivers, tributary streams and lakes. After rearing in
fresh water from a few days up to three years, they
migrate to sea where they spend from one to five
years feeding. Some of the stocks migrate over very
long distances during their ocean residence. They
have a strong tendency to return to their river of
or igin and 10 use a wide variety of freshwater habi
tats. This results in the development of a wide range
of adapta tions and many reproductively isolated
populations or stocks.

These native stocks of salmon and steelhead evolved
over thousands of years within the natura l ecosystem

of the Columbia River basin. The timing of juvenile
seaward migrat ion of many species and races coin
cided with the high runoff months of April, May, June,
and less so in July (Mains and Smith 1964). The high
velocity, volume and turbidity associated with spring
runoff helped the juvenile migrants move rapidly
downstream with a minimum of energy expended
and with protection afforded from predators. High
flows also provided favorable conditions for most
adult salmon and steelhead migrating upstream.

While the basic biological requirements of salmon and
steelheed have remained unchanged. pressure on all
four phases of their life cycle has increased. As an
example, over time the migrat ion corridor in the
Columbia River basin has changed dramatically.
Today the river is a series of reservoirs with large
cross-sectional areas, lower water velocities and
upstream storage reservoirs that allow for the shifting
of spring and summer flows into the fall and winter.
The emplacement of hydroelectric dams and altered
hydrographic conditions, in combination with other
factors such as irrigation withdrawals, degradation of
spawning and rea ring habitat and over-fishing have
led to the extinction of some stocks and the listing of
Snake River sockeye, spring/summer and fall chinook
salmon as endangered under the Endangered Species
Act.

2.1.1 Salmon and Steelhead Popu lation Status

Salmon and steelhead stocks historically used much
of the Columbia River and its tributaries. Prior to
development, chinook salmon migrated 1,200 miles
up the Columbia River to Lake Wmdemere in
Canada and 600 miles from the confluence of the
Snake and Columbia rivers to Shoshone Falls near
Twin Falls, Idaho (Fulton 1968; Van Hyning 1968).
The Columbia and Snake rivers once supported the
largest chinook salmon and steelhead populations in
(he world (Van Hyning 1973). The Northwest Power
Planning Council estimates that Columbia River
basin salmon and steethead runs ranged between ten
and 16 million wild fish prior to development.
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Chapman (1986) estimates predevelopment run size
at 7.5 to 8.9 million salmo n and stee lhead .

Since 1970 the minimum numbe r of adult salmon
and steelhead enteri ng the Colum bia River has ranged
from 0.9 million fish in 1983 to 2.9 million fish in 1986.
In 1990 a total of 1.1 million adult salmon and steel
head ente red the Columbia River, which was the
smallest run since 1983 (ODFW/WDF 1991). Ar tifi
cial propagatio n facilities, built throughout the basin
as compensation for the loss of wild runs, now
account for about three-quarters of all fish returning
to the Columbia River basin (ODFW/WDF 1991).

The decline of wild runs has been so severe that
three stocks of salmon in the Columbia River basin
are now listed as endangered under the Endangered
Species Act: Snake River sockeye salmon; Snake
River spring/summer chinook salmon; and Snake
River fall ch inook salmon. NMFS co ncluded that
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Snake River sp ring and summer chinook should not
be treated as independent evolutionary lineages
under the Endangered Species Act because of the
possibility of substantial gene flow between the two
form s in streams where they co - occur (Ma tthews
and Wap les 1991).

NMFS in the ir status review of Snake River fall
ch inook salmon concluded tha t Snake River fall
chinook is a dis tinct populat ion for ESA purposes tha t
differs genetically and eco logically from upper Colum
bia River fall chinook (Waples et al. 1991). Lower
Columbia River coho salmon also were proposed for
listing but the NMFS determined that a listing was not
warranted at that lime. Upper Columbia and Snake
River coh o salmo n are now co nsidered extinct .

Table 2- 1 pre sen ts the rece nt dam s counts including
jacks for each species.

I.

Table 2-1 . Adult Salmon and Steelhead (inclUding jacks) Cou nts at selected Corps Projects
(1971-80,1981-85,1986-90 are 5-year averages)

,':·:\;::1I\linrd ••
Spring Chinook

' < 1971- 80 @ 118,801 48,143 32,208

t981-85 67,956 36,611 17,216

1986-90 100,621 53,621 28,664

1990 96,252 44,499 20,730

1991 61,235 22,527 11,281

'-':'6 19.2 90,582 50,504 26,052

""" 19.3 112,172 59,556 24,935

1994 20,566
,

8,987 3,167

19.5 12,573 5,930 1,563

Summer Chinook

1971- 80 . 50,399 34,266 11,369

' 1981- 85 27,076 18,228 4,972

1986-90 33,254 24,346 6,505

1990 ' 28,021 22,248 5,794

1991 21,953 17,588 5,861

1992 19,245 14,4 13 4,377

1993 23,616 20,374 6,919
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Tabl e 2-1 . Adult Salmon and Steelhead (including jacks) Counts at Selected Corps
Projects (1971-80,1981-85,1986-90 are S-year averages) - CONT

2

fliP ,,' Ice Haroorl I I
Species Booo('\iUe .MtNtu), Lower Granite

Summer Chinook

1994 19,531 I 14,313 I 864

Fall Chinook
1971-80 209,027 62,838 4,282

1981- 85 233, 189 95,471 3,959

1986-90 340.026 161,335 6,277

1991 191,301 73,725 6,049

1992 146.243 70.688 5,458

1993 141,528 63.276 3,120

1994 203,353 105,568 1.046

Sockeye

1971-80 57,8 18 39,769 299

1981-85 105,136 47.597 127

1986 90 69,259 51,235 14

1991 76,482 69,364 14

1992 84,998 68.732 8

1993 80,182 66.479 II'
1m 12.678 10,602 5

Coho

1971-80 50,832 12,693 749

1981-85 41,172 3,817 26

1986-90 52,467 1,888 0

1991 117,430 2,990 0

1992 17.'60 1,804 0

1993 10.239 459 0

1994 22.794 1.735 0

Steelhead
1971 80 142,555 109,795 28,057

1981 85 238,979 117,211 83,338

1986-90 286,574 151.917 96,229

1991 274,030 157.866 92.753

1992 3 14,378 194,949 108,970

1993 187.855 92,551 61,504

1994 161.978 94.427 47,550

Da ta source : Corps. 1991b for 1971 - 1990 counts, Fish Passage Center data for 1991 - 1993 counts.
• Fish Passage Center Bi-weekly report # 94 - 24
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For chinook salmon. Ice Har bor counts are shown
for each year. For all other stocks, Ice Harbor
counts are shown for 1971 through 1974, and then
Lower Granite Dam counts thereafter.

2.1 .1 .1 Chinook Salmon

.\p ring and Slimmer Chinook Salmon

Snake River. Historically spring and summer chi
nook salmo n were produ ced in numerous tributaries
of the Snake River in both O regon and Idaho .
During th e late 18005, the Snake River probably
produced in excess of 1.5 million juvenil e spring and
summer chinoo k salmon in some years (Matthews
and Waple s 1991). Access to tributaries and the
mainslem in the upper Snake River was eliminated
by the construction of Swan Falls. Brownlee. Oxbow.
and Hells Ca nyo n da ms.

Wild product ion in the Snake River bas in in the
19605 was returning 5O,(XX) 10 80,000 adult spring
ch inook annually to the Columbia River basin
(O DFW 1991). Returns of wild spring chinook in
the Snake River basi n has decl ined to about 10 to 20
percent of th e estimated level of the 1960s (O DFW
1991). The estimated average annua l escapement of
wild adult spring chinoo k salmon at Lower Grani te
Dam was 6,100 from 1987 through 1991 (ODFW
1991). Escapement trends in Oregon streams indi
cate that there were relati vely stable wild spring
chinook salmon esca pem ents from the mid -1 950s to
ea rly 1970s and from then the co mpletion of the rwo
upper most dams on the Sna ke River co ntributed to
a sharp dec line in escapement (ODFW 1991). Th e
estimated ave rage escapement of hatchery spring
chinook over Lower Granite Dam during the same
time period was increas ing annua lly and estimated 10

be an average of 12,900 (U SFWS 1992).

Th e Snake River wild sum mer chinook ru n has
dec lined subs tantially fro m an average ru n at Ice
Harbor Dam in the 1960s of 22,000 fish to an ave r
age est imated run of 3,100 fish in th e 1980s (ODFW
1991). Hatchery production of sum mer chinook
began in the 1980s. Th e estima ted hatchery summer
chinoo k run at Lower Granite Dam has ranged from
671 in 1982 to 3,883 in 1988 (ODFW 1991).
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Upper Columbia River . The summer chinook
salmon historically was the dominant run into the
upper Columbia River (Mullan 1987). Very litt le
information is availab le on the historical abundance
of spring chinook salmon in the upper Columbia
River but Bell (1937) concludes that o nly 4 percent
of the spring chinook salmon that entered the
Columbia River originated above Rock Island Dam.
Based on geographic distribu tion of hab itat, 500,000
chinoo k historically may have bee n produced in the
upper Columbia River (Haas 1975).

As a result of overfishing and hab itat degradation
spring chinook run s to the upp er Columbia River
had decli ned subs tantially by th e I930s. Rock Island
Dam co unts of spring chinook salmon ranged from
ISO to 4.256 from 1935 through 1942. The construc
t ion of Gra nd Coulee Dam blocked anadromo us
salmonids fro m access to th e upper Columbia River
in 1939. Salmon and steelhead returning to the
upper Co lumbia River have been trapped down
st ream at Rock Island Dam and released above
tem porary weirs in the Wenatchee and Entiat rivers
or used as ha tchery broodstock at Leavenworth,
Enti at, and Wint hrop Nation al Fish Hatcheries
(Mullan 1987).

Redd counts in the upper Columbia River for spring
chinoo k have shown little long- teno change while
ad ult passage cou nts at Priest Rap ids Dam indica te a
substantial increa se since the mid-1970s (ODFW
1991). The average annual co unt of spring chinook
at Priest Rapids Dam was 7,fIOO in the 1960s and
increased to 14,300 in the 1980s (O DFW 1991). T he
increase in spring chinook salmon returns above
Priest Rapids Dam is due primarily to increased
hatchery production . The hatchery and narurabwild
components of the spring and summer chinook
salmon ru ns above Priest Rapids have not been
est imated.

The summer chinook run in the upper Columbia
Rive r has been relatively stab le over the past thirty
years. Redd counts in the mid - Columbia River
tribut aries averaged 1,775 in the 1960s and 1,927 in
the 19805. Co unts of summer chinook also show
litt le change with an average annual count at Priest

•
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Rapids Dam of 15,200 in the 1960s and 14,040 in the
1980s (ODFW 1991).

Fall Chinook Salmon

Snake River. Historically fall chinook salmon were
very abundant in the Snake River. Fall chinook
spawned in the mainstem river from the confluence
with the Columbia River upstream to Shoshone
Falls, and in the lower reaches of the major tribu
taries of adjoining the Snake River (Waples et al.
1991). Dams constructed on the mainstem of the
Snake River reduced the abundance and distribution
of Snake River fall chinook salmon through both
spawning and rearing habitat modification. The
mean number of fall chinook salmon returning to
the Snake River declined from 72,000 from 1938 to
1949 to 29,000 in the 1950s (Irving and Bjornn
1981). Even after this decline, the Snake River
remained the most important area for natural pro
duction of fall chinook salmon in the Columbia
River Basin through the 1950s (Fulton 1968).

Average annual counts of fall chinook at the upper
most Snake River dams declined from 12,720 fish
during 1964 to 1968 to 610 from 1975 to 1980 (Wa
ples et al. 1991). This decline coincided with the
construction of the lower Snake River dams (1961 to
1975) which eliminated a substantial proportion of
suitable spawning conditions in the lower 146 miles
of the Snake River. Estimated escapement of wild
fall chinook at Lower Granite Dam ranged from 720
in 1982 to only 78 fish in 1990 (Waples et al. 1991).
Fall chinook spawning also occurs in restricted areas
in the Snake River and in tributaries below Lower
Granite Dam. Fall chinook salmon have been
observed spawning in the lower Tucannon River
(Bugert 1991) and the tailraces of Lower Granite
and Little Goose dams in 1993 (Dennis Dauble,
Battelle, personal communication, 1993). No evi
dence of spawning near the dams had been docu
mented previous to 1991 (Waples et al. 1991), indi
cating that the extended juvenile bypass and trans
port seasons implemented since ESA listing may be
a contributing factor to creating higher velocity
tailrace conditions that are preferred for spawning
activity.

2

Upper Columbia River. Fall chinook historically
spawned throughout much of the mainstem of the
upper Columbia River. Based on geographic dis
tribution of habitat, 500,000 chinook historically may
have been produced in the upper Columbia River
(Haas 1975). The fall chinook run destined for the
upper river was substantially depressed from histori
cal levels before the construction of Grand Coulee
Dam blocked access in 1939. Counts of fall chinook
salmon at Rock Island Dam from 1933 to 1942
ranged from only 165 to 3,287 fish (Mullan 1987).
The construction of the mainstern dams in the
Columbia River below Grand Coulee Dam elimi
nated most of the remaining important fall chinook
spawning habitat.

The number of fall chinook that spawn in the Han
ford Reach of the Columbia River, the last major fall
chinook spawning habitat remaining in the mains
tern, increased substantially in the 1960s after
construction of downriver dams and inundation of
spawning habitat caused an upstream translocation
(Mullan 1987). Redd counts in the Hanford Reach
increased from an average of 1,100 from 1960 to '64
to 3,300 from 1965 to 1969 (ODFWIWDF 1991).
Since 1964 returns of adult upriver bright fall chi
nook salmon have ranged from 66,600 to 419,400,
with the lowest returns occurring in 1980 and 1981.
Returns have declined each year from the peak of
419,400 in 1987 to only 102,200 in 1991 (ODFW
1991).

Hatchery releases, primarily from Priest Rapids,
Little White Salmon, Lyons Ferry, Bonneville and
Irrigon hatcheries, also contribute to the upriver
bright fall chinook runs. Hatchery upriver bright fall
chinook above McNary Dam from 1986 to 1990
ranged from 4,700 to 24,800 adult returns. Returns
of hatchery bright fall chinook released below
McNary Dam ranged from 17,000 to 93,000 adults
from 1986 to 1990 (ODFW 1991).

Returns of Bonneville Pool hatchery fall chinook
(tules) were fairly stable from 1964 to 1982 and then
declined dramatically. The average annual return,
which was 108,000 for 1978 to 1982, declined to only
19,700 for the period from 1986 to 1990 (ODFW
1991). Natural spawning of Bonneville Pool hatch-
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ery fall chinook also occurs in the lower reaches of
the Wind, Big White Salmon and Klickitat rivers.
Natural spawning escapement in these areas ranged
from 900 to 2,650 adults from 1986 to 1990 (ODFW
1991).

2.1.1.2 Sockeye Salmon

Snake River. Historically sockeye salmon were
abundant in several lake systems in Oregon and
Idaho. The only remaining population resides in
Redfish Lake in the Stanley Basin of Idaho, which
currently supports the southernmost sockeye salmon
population in the world (Waples et al. 1991). The
commercial harvest of sockeye salmon in the Colum
bia River in some years exceeded 4.5 million pounds
in the 1890s and early 1900s (ODFW 1991). The
existence of commercial canneries in the Snake
River basin, such as the one near Wallowa Lake, is
an indication that sockeye salmon historically were
abundant (ODFWIWDF 1990).

Declines in the Snake River sockeye salmon run in
the early 1900s are attributed to over-harvest and
construction of hydroelectric and irrigation diversion
dams in Snake River tributaries (ODFW 1991).
Sunbeam Dam built in 1910 about 20 miles down
stream from Redfish Lake on the main Salmon
River was not passable until 1912, and possibly not
until as late as 1920 when a concrete ladder was
completed (Waples et al. 1991). The dam was
partially removed in 1934, allowing unobstructed
passage. Sockeye salmon were observed spawning in
Redfish Lake in the late 1920s, 1930s, and early
1940s and were abundant in the 1950s (Waples et al.
1991).

In the 1960s some of the lakes in Idaho that were
accessible to sockeye salmon were blocked and
chemically treated to convert them to resident fish
management (ODFW 1991). Alturas and Redfish
lakes (2,300 acres) remained accessible (ODFW
1991).

The Snake River sockeye salmon run at the upper
most dam on the Snake River averaged 720 fish
from 1965 to 1969. From 1985 to 1989 the average
annual run had declined to 20 fish. No sockeye were
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documented in Redfish Lake in 1990, four were
counted in 1991, and one male returned in 1992.

NMFS determined that the recent sockeye salmon in
Redfish Lake are descended from the original
sockeye salmon gene pool and should be considered
separately from the non-anadromous kokanee
which also reside in the lake, and other sockeye
salmon populations (Waples et al. 1991). NMFS
listed the Snake River sockeye salmon as an endan
gered species in November 1991.

Upper Columbia River. Historically sockeye salmon
in the upper Columbia River had access to nursery
lakes with a surface area of about 216,000 acres
(Mullan 1986). Annual catches of sockeye salmon in
the Columbia River ranged from 250,000 to 1.3
million fish before 1900 (Mullan 1986). Habitat loss
due to blockage by dams on tributary streams was
the major cause of the early post-1900 decline
(Mullan 1986).

Grand Coulee Dam construction blocked access in
1939 to most of the historical spawning areas.
Wenatchee and Osoyoos lakes were the only remain
ing lakes accessible to sockeye salmon with a surface
area (8,174 acres) of only four percent of the origi
nal area. From 1939 to 1943 sockeye salmon were
trapped at Rock Island Dam and relocated to Lake
Osoyoos and Lake Wenatchee and to Leavenworth,
Entiat, and Winthrop National Fish Hatcheries.
From 1938 to 1959 run sizes at Bonneville Dam
ranged from a low of 10,900 sockeye in 1945 to a
high of 335,300 in 1947. The 1950s was a period of
relatively stable run sizes which sustained an average
annual harvest of 95,900 sockeye (ODFW 1991).
Hydroelectric dams on the mainstem Columbia
River constructed in the 1950s and 1960s account for
the most recent general decline (Mullan 1986).

At Priest Rapids Dam escapement between 1960 and
1990 has varied widely from a low of 14,900 in 1978
to a high of 170,100 in 1966. The escapement at
Priest Rapids Dam has averaged 52,500 from 1986 to
1990. Approximately equal numbers of spawners
returned to Lake Osoyoos and Lake Wenatchee
during this time period (ODFW 1991).
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2.1.1.3 Steelhead

Summer steelhead

Limited information is available on the historical
size of summer steelhead runs in the Columbia
River basin. Counts began at Bonneville Dam in
1938 and no distinction was made between Group A
and Group B upriver summer steelhead until after
1968. The largest run of upriver summer steelhead
of record was 423,000 fish in 1940. The combined
upriver summer steelhead run remained relatively
high until the 1950s and then gradually declined
hitting a low during the latter half of the 1970s. The
combined upriver summer steelhead run at Bonne
ville Dam ranged between 84,000 and 195,000 fish
from 1975 to 1979 (CBFWA 1991). Transportation
of juvenile steelhead and increased hatchery produc
tion resulted in larger returns of upriver steelhead in
the 1980s. From 1984 to 1989 the upriver steelhead
run ranged between 285,000 and 384,000 fish.
Hatchery fish usually exceed 65 percent of the
Group A run and at least 80 percent of the Group B
run (CBFWA 1991). Wild/natural runs are a differ
ent story. Since 1986 no progress towards rebuilding
wild/natural steelhead runs has been evident. Abun
dance indices indicate declining trends in wild/natu
ral steelhead abundance throughout the upper
Columbia River (ODFW 1991).

Snake River. The interim escapement goal of
wild/natural Group A steelhead at Lower Granite
Dam is 20,000 fish. Escapements of wild/natural
Group A steelhead at Lower Granite Dam have
ranged from a low of 7,400 fish in 1974 to a high of
nearly 20,000 fish in 1986. Escapements have de
clined since 1986 (ODFW 1991).

Estimated Group B steelhead escapement at Lower
Granite Dam was 2,900 fish in 1974 and increased to
7,000 fish in 1982. The escapements since 1982 have
been variable, ranging from 5,100 to 8,900 fish
(ODFW 1991). The interim escapement goal is
10,000 wild/natural Group B steelhead at Lower
Granite Dam. All Group A and Group B wild/natu
ral spawning areas surveyed in Idaho to determine
percent carrying capacity indicate that all areas are
underseeded (ODFW 1991).
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Upper Columbia River. Wild steelhead escapements
to the Wenatchee and Methow rivers have remained
steady or increased in recent years, while escape
ments in the Yakima and Wind rivers have de
creased. Estimated escapement of wild steelhead
above Priest Rapids Dam was 2,300 in 1986,3,700 in
1987, 2,200 in 1988, 2,660 in 1989, and 1,380 in 1990
(ODFW 1991). The escapement goal at Priest
Rapids Dam is 5,250 adults.

Lower Columbia River. Relatively little data exists
on the historical status of lower river summer steel
head. Hatchery production in the 1970s and 1980s
greatly increased returns of lower river summer
steelhead. From 1969 to '79 the estimated minimum
return ranged from 18,000 to 51,000 fish. The
minimum return ranged between 20,000 and 90,000
fish between 1980 and 1988 (CBFWA 1991).

Winter steelhead

Between the 1960 to 1961 and 1986 to 1987 run
years, index counts of winter steelhead in the lower
Columbia River ranged from 45,000 to 169,000 fish
(CBFWA 1991). Hatchery fish contribute signifi
cantly to the runs and most lower Columbia River
tributaries have been routinely supplemented with
hatchery releases.

2.1.1.4 Coho Salmon

Snake and Upper Columbia Rivers. Coho salmon
historically were abundant in many of the tributaries
of the Columbia River above Bonneville Dam. The
longest distance coho salmon are known to have
migrated in the Columbia River was 700 miles from
the ocean to the Spokane River (Fulton 1970).
About 300,000 to 400,000 coho salmon were landed
annually in the lower Columbia River between 1866
and 1919 (Mullan 1984). Mullan (1984) suggested
that between 120,000 and 166,500 coho salmon
originated from the mid and upper Columbia River.
However, as a result of over-fishing, dam construc
tion, and habitat destruction, from 1933 to 1940 only
10 to 183 coho salmon were recorded annually
passing Rock Island Dam.

In the Snake River basin, the Grande Ronde River
was an important coho salmon producer. As recent
Iyas 1968 over 6,000 coho salmon were counted at
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Ice Harbor Dam destined primarily for the Grand
Ronde River. From 1973 to 1985, after the construc
tion of the additional Lower Snake River dams, dam
counts declined from 1,300 to 8 fish. No coho
salmon have been counted over Ice Harbor Dam
since 1985 (ODFW 1991).

Wild coho salmon now are considered to be extinct
in the Snake and upper Columbia River subbasins
(CBFWA 1991). The only remaining native upriver
coho salmon stock is in the Hood River, an Oregon
tributary to the Bonneville reservoir. There are no
current run size estimates but between 100 to 300
fish were counted each year from 1963 to 1971
(CBFWA 1991). Current runs of early and late
stock coho salmon above Bonneville Dam are almost
exclusivelysupported by hatchery releases. In the
1960s, the success of hatchery production quickly
increased the coho salmon hatchery returns. By the
latter half of the 1960s coho salmon counts at Bon
neville Dam ranged from 49,000 to 96,000 fish. In
the 1980s the counts at Bonneville Dam ranged from
a low of 15,000 coho salmon in 1983 to a high of
131,000 in 1986 (CBFWA 1991).

2.1.2 Salmon and Steelhead Life History

2.1.2.1 Juvenile Rearing

The timing of hatching and fry emergence of salmon
and steelhead varies among the different stocks
because of differences in incubation temperatures
where they spawn, and due to differences in the
number of temperature units required for hatching
and development'. After hatching, salmon alevins
(yolk-sac larvae) remain in the gravel interstices for
an extended period. Alevins are negatively photo
tactic (shun light) which encourages further submer
gence in the gravel and prevents premature emer
gence (Godin 1982). As the yolk sac is absorbed,
alevins develop positive rheotactic (the movement of
an organism in response to a current) and phototac-
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tic responses and begin an upward migration in the
gravel (Dill 1969).

Reiser and Bjornn (1979) and Rondorf and Miller
(draft report) report that salmon fry emerge primari
ly at night and disperse into a wide variety of fresh
water habitats. Different species select different
rearing habitats which reduces competition for space
and food. Flow, water velocity, and water depth
determine the amount of suitable habitat available
for rearing fish. The amount, type, and location of
cover is important during rearing in streams because
cover provides food, shade, temperature stability,
protection from predators, and overwintering habi
tat. Substrate composition is also important for
rearing because the highest production of inverte
brates is in shallow water habitats with gravel- and
rubble-sized materials. Production decreases as the
size of the substrate particles decrease.

Chinook Salmon

Spring chinook in the Salmon River usually hatch in
December and emerge from the gravel in February
or March (Bjornn 1960). Spring chinook fry emer
gence in the John Day River occurs from late Febru
ary to mid-June (Knox et aI. 1984). Mid Columbia
River summer chinook fry in the Wells spawning
channel emerged from January through April (Allen
et aI. 1968, 1969, 1971). Fry emergence of fall
chinook occurs from late March through June in the
Snake River. The estimated date of peak emer
gence of fall chinook salmon fry from their redds in
the Snake River in 1991 was about May 25. Esti
mated peak emergence of fry in 1992 occurred about
May 1 or about three weeks earlier than 1991 (Den
nis Rondorf, National Biological Survey (NBS),
personal communication).

Movement of fry downstream immediately after
emergence is typical of most chinook populations
(Bjornn 1971, Reimers 1971, Healy 1980; Kjelson et
aI. 1982). Movement of chinook fry occurs mainly at
night (Reimers 1971, Lister et aI. 1971, Mains and
Smith 1964). River discharge plays a role in stimu-

lA temperature unit isdefined asaunitofwatertemperature (usually 1°C) prevailing overa defined periodoftime
(usually oneday), expressed intermsofa reference temperature (usually thefreezing point). Forexample, 5°C sustained
for48hours(2days) equals 10 temperature units; and20°C sustained for 12 days equals 240 temperature units.
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lating movement of chinook fry downstream (Kjel
son et al. 1981, Healy 1980) and may be a key dis
persal mechanism. Other factors such as inter- and
intra-specific competition may also playa role in
dispersal.

Chinook fry in tributary streams change habitats as
they grow older. Spring chinook juveniles hide
under large rocks and debris during overwintering
(Chapman and Bjornn 1969). After an initial hiding
period associated with bank cover and shorelines,
they move progressively into deeper, high water
velocity areas, and rockier habitats (Lister and
Genoe 1970; Everest and Chapman 1972). Juvenile
subyearling fall chinook salmon in the mainstem
Snake and Columbia rivers exhibit a contrasting
behavior. They show a propensity to occupy near
shore rearing areas characterized by low velocity
(Bennett et al. 1991, 1992), even in free-flowing
sections of the rivers (Dauble et al. 1989).

Preliminary analysis of Passive Integrated Trans
ponder (PIT) - tagged Snake River subyeariing
chinook in 1991 suggests that the fish started migra
tion when they attained a threshold size of about 85
mm (Dennis Rondorf, NBS, personal communica
tion). Seine catches of subyearling chinook salmon
in rearing areas of the free-flowing Snake River
declined as water temperatures increased to
15-17°C, indicating that most of the fry had mi
grated out of the area. No subyearling chinook were
captured by seining by the third week of July when
water temperatures reached 20°C.

Recently emerged chinook fry historically reared in
the Columbia River estuary. They were found as
early as December and were abundant in the estuary
in March and April (Rich 1920).

The primary foods of chinook rearing in freshwater
streams are larval and adult insects of both terres
trial and stream origin, and amphipod crustaceans.
Crustacean zooplankton, primarily Cladocera, are
important in the diet of chinook in the impounded
lower Columbia River in July and August but insects
are the predominate food item during other times of
the year (Craddock et al. 1976).
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Sockeye Salmon

Sockeye salmon fry emerge in March and April in
the Okanogan system (Allen and Meekin 1980) and
in April in the Little Wenatchee and White rivers
(Allen and Meekin 1973) in Washington state. Fry
move out of the spawning tributaries soon after
emergence and migrate to the nursery lakes where
juveniles feed on pelagic zooplankton from one to
three years before migrating to the ocean. The
percentages of one and two year old smolts in the
migration from Redfish Lake, Idaho varied from 2
to 98 percent from 1955-66 (Bjornn et aI. 1968).

Steelhead

No information is available on timing of fry emer
gence for wild winter steelhead in the Columbia
River basin. Summer steelhead fry in the Columbia
River generally emerge from July through Septem
ber (West et al. 1965; Mullarkey 1971; Thurow
1985).

Juvenile steelhead tend to occupy the shallow riffle
areas, particularly during the first year of life (Hart
man 1965) and are more closely associated with the
bottom of streams than are coho or chinook (Hart
man 1965; Edmundson et al. 1968). The highest
densities of juvenile steelhead occur in areas con
taining instream cover (Johnson 1985). They may
migrate to lower stream reaches to avoid freezing
conditions in upper tributaries (Howell et al. 1985).

Juvenile steelhead spend from one to three years in
fresh water feeding on aquatic insects, amphipods,
aquatic worms, fish eggs, and occasionally small fish
(Wydoski and Whitney 1979).

Coho salmon

No information is available on the time of emer
gence of wild coho in the Columbia River basin.
After emergence from the gravel, coho fry initially
congregate in schools in areas with cover such as
side channels (Sandercock 1991). As they become
older, coho salmon juveniles set up territories in
both pool and riffle areas and are best adapted to
holding in pools (Hartman 1965). Their abundance
in streams is limited by the number of suitable
territories available (Larkin 1977) and they are
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generally displaced downstream if they are unable to
defend a territory. Coho primarily feed on drifting
stream and terrestrial insects (Mundie 1969). They
usually spend about 18 months in fresh water (Mul
lan 1984).

2.1.2.2 Juvenile Migration

Before impoundment, the Columbia and Snake
rivers consisted primarily of pools and riffles of fairly
high velocity. Historically, chinook salmon smolts
began their seaward migration just before the peak
of river flow and steelhead migration coincided with
the peak of river flows (Raymond 1979). Freshets
allowed smolts to quickly move through the river
with a minimum of energy expended and with
protection from predation afforded by the high
volume of runoff, high river velocities, and
associated high turbidity. The physiological, mor
phological, and behavioral changes which occur
during the smoltification process prior to and during
migration evolved under these conditions when
seasonal increase in runoff provided for rapid migra
tion. Raymond (1979) estimated the rate of migra
tion in the free flowing river was 24 to 54 km/day
under high to low flow conditions. When the Co
lumbia and Snake rivers were in their natural state it
took smolts only 22 days to migrate from the Salmon
River to the lower Columbia River below Bonneville
Dam (EbeI1977).

Juvenile Migration Mechanisms

Smoltification. The onset of migratory behavior is
closely associated with the smoltification process in
juvenile salmonids. Smoltification includes changes
in both morphology and physiology, resulting in
migratory behavior and the ability to live in seawater
(Bern 1978; Folmar and Dickhoff 1980). Numerous
morphological changes such as the weight to length
ratio, coloration, change in caudal peduncle shape,
fin shape and coloration, and development of re
curve teeth in the mouth result in a smolt profoundly
changed from the freshwater parr (Vanstone and
Market 1968; Gorbman et al. 1982; Winans and
Nishioka 1987). Many physiological changes are
related to each of these general changes and collec
tively typify smoltification (Folmar and Dickhoff
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1980; Wedemeyer et al. 1980; Hoar 1988). Behavior
al changes associated with smoltification include
restlessness, elimination of territoriality, onset of
schooling behavior, and becoming semi-pelagic
(Hoar 1965, McKeown 1984). The cumulative effect
of the above changes is that smolts are no longer
adapted to remain in freshwater habitats, but are
well adapted for saltwater entry.

The migration of juvenile salmonids from their
freshwater habitats to the ocean must be by active
swimming, passive transport by the current, or both.
In considering these modes, Thorpe et al. (1981)
stated "It would be energetically inefficient and
ecologically imprudent for smolts to swim actively
downstream when a river could transport them
passively over the same route. Pressure to evolve
such active behavior would only arise if the passive
transport system was too slow, or resulted in the
delivery of smolts into the sea at an inappropriate
season". Smith (1982) shares this perspective and
postulated that smolts actively swim upstream, but
because of their reduced swimming performance are
swept downstream. In fact, the only active migration
of smolts that occurs routinely appears to be
associated with sockeye migration through lakes
(Johnson and Groote 1963; Groote 1965) and the
movement of fish out of backwaters.

Passive Migration. There are several mechanisms
that could result in passive downstream displace
ment: development of negative rheotaxis; a decrease
in swimming proficiency; and, a decline in swimming
stamina in smolts when compared to parr (Folmar
and Dickhoff 1980; McCormick and Saunders 1987).
Annual rhythms in rheotaxis have been observed in
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) with strong negative
rheotaxis in smolting juveniles (Lundquist and
Eriksson 1985). A reduction in swimming stamina
among smolts compared to parr has also been ob
served (Folmar and Dickhoff 1980). The swimming
ability for coho salmon parr is 3.5-7.3 body lengths
per second (BLs-l) and for coho salmon smolts
about 2-5.5 BLs-l (Glova and Mcinerney 1977;
Smith 1982). A similar decline for Atlantic salmon
from up to 7 BLs-l for parr to about 2.0-2.5
BLs-l for smolts indicates that this is not unique to
coho salmon, but may be common among all salmo-
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nid smolts (McCleave and Stred 1975; Thorpe and
Morgan 1978). However, Muir et al. (1988) ob
selVed an increase in swimming performance for two
hatchery stocks of spring chinook salmon as they
migrated through the Snake River.

Early observations on chinook salmon support the
hypothesis of a mostly passive migration. In a study
conducted on the Sacramento River from 1896 to
1901, Rutter (1904) stated "there is no doubt that in
migrating the fry drift downstream tail first, keeping
the head upstream for ease in breathing as well as
for convenience in catching food floating in the
water" (his reference to fry is somewhat misleading
in that the fish were about 5 em in length). The
hypothesis of passive migration is also supported by
numerous observations on Atlantic salmon. Studies
on Atlantic salmon by Thorpe and Morgan (1978),
Tytler et al. (1978), and Thorpe et a1. (1981) in
Scottish rivers, lochs and estuaries and by Fried et
al. (1978) in the Penobscot River estuary suggest the
migratory behavior is mostly passive. In each study
juveniles drifted with the current at night for six to
nine hours. Although random movements occurred
for various lengths of time during the night, the
overall displacement was downstream at a speed
consistent with the current velocity.

Active Migration. In contrast to passive migration,
there are investigators who characterize smolt
migration as being an active, directed process that
may be correlated with smolt size and/or degree of
smoltification. Northcote (1984) reviewed evidence
for active versus passive migration and noted: "Solo
mon (1978) suggested that downriver progression of
Atlantic salmon smolts in an English chalkstream
was an active process not a passive displacement, but
Thorpe et a1. (1981) found evidence to the contrary
in a Scottish river-ereservoir system." Healy (1991)
concluded that "The rapid migration of smolts
through impoundments on the Columbia River
indicates that yearling smolts undertake a directed
migration that is independent of river flows".

Attempts to classify smolt migrations as specifically
active or passive are probably not helpful. The
central issue in the Columbia system is that once
parr transform into smolts and exhibit migratory
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behavior they transit a river more quickly as the
river flow increases. There is evidence to indicate
this is the situation for yearling stream-type chi
nook and steelhead, particularly through the Snake
River from the uppermost dam to the lower Colum
bia. Raymond (1979) concluded from studies of
smolt migration from the Snake River from 1966 to
1975 that the rate of fish migration increased the
higher the water velocity. Sims and Ossiander
(1981) concurred with and expounded upon the
conclusions reached by Raymond. They gathered
smolt migration data from 1973 to 1979, plotting
average travel time per project during each year
against average flows occurring at Ice Harbor Dam
during the peak of migration, plus or minus seven
days. Sims and Ossiander (1981) confirmed travel
time was related to river flow, noting faster migra
tions in years of higher flow and slower migrations in
years of lower flow. Travel time in 1977, a drought
year, measured twice that of other years. Sims and
Ossiander concluded travel time differences were
more pronounced in periods of low flow than in
periods of high flows. Berggren and Filardo (1991)
noted smolt travel time was inversely related to
average river flows for Snake River subyearlings and
yearling chinook, as well as Columbia and Snake
River steelhead. Average river flow made the
largest contribution to explaining the variation in
travel time. Berggren and Filardo showed evidence
of a curvilinear relation between travel time and
river flow, with a decreased rate of change in transit
time at higher flows. Berggren and Filardo (1991)
demonstrated the similarity of juvenile salmon
response in relation to water particle travel time.
This similarity supports a causative relationship,
rather than a simply correlative one, between smolt
travel time and flow (Petrosky 1991).

However, NMFS investigators, characterization of
subyearling chinook responses to flow differ with
Berggren and Filardo (1991). Sims and Miller
(1982), Miller and Sims (1983, 1984) and Giorgi et
a1. (1990) could not demonstrate a relationship
between flow and fish travel time in any of three
years of study in John Day Reservoir. Furthermore,
they regularly observed pronounced upstream excur
sions, extending up to 82 km - a behavior inconsis-
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tent with passive downstream displacement. The
relationship of river flow to travel time, and there
fore the significance of river flow to survival, re
mains one of the most controversial issues among
river passage experts.

Other Factors. Some theories suggest that factors
other than flow levels influence smolt travel time, as
well. An increased level of stress in migrating smolts
increases their travel time and alters their behavior.
The prevalence of bacterial kidney disease (BKD)
also influences travel time, by affecting speed direct
ly or by skewing the travel time data as a result of
predation losses. It is possible that BKD infected
smolts may be more susceptible to predation than
non-infected smolts. The level of smoltification has
an impact on smolt travel time, as well. Fish which
exhibit elevated levels of sodium and potassium ions,
adenosine triphosphate activity (ATPase), and
plasma thyroxine concentrations in gill tissue (and
therefore are further along in the smoltification
process) travel faster than fish with lower ATPase
and thyroxine levels (Beeman et al. 1990). The
more advanced in smoltification, the stronger a
smolt's reaction to flow. Beeman et aI's data show
that fully smolted fish travel as fast in low flows as
non-smolted fish travel in very high flows.

Control of Juvenile Migratory Behavior

Genetic Influences. Migratory behavior is controlled
by genetic and environmental factors (Randall et al.
1987). Genetic selection favors behavior that im
proves the chances for survival (Smith 1985). As
early as the 1920s the migration patterns of juvenile
chinook salmon were considered to be inherited by
subsequent generations in the Columbia River (Rich
and Holmes 1929). In a review, Randall et al. (1987)
pointed out that the genetic influences on the age of
smolting within species have been underestimated in
the past. Recent findings indicate chinook in the
Nanaimo River, British Columbia, which are charac
terized by a specific age and size at seaward migra
tion, can be associated with significantly different
frequency of allozymes and are seemingly a geneti
cally distinct sub-population (Carl and Healey
1984). At the turn of the century apparently a wide
variety of migratory traits existed, as Rich (1920)
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observed juvenile chinook salmon in the Columbia
River estuary throughout the year. Current knowl
edge suggests that the wide variety of migration
patterns among hatchery and wild stocks has a
genetic basis.

Environmental Influences. Environmental cues
serve to synchronize the initiation of migratory
behavior and the more general endogenous rhyt
hmicity associated with smoltification. Smoltifica
tion is controlled by the endocrine system which
responds to both environmental and hormonal
stimuli (Groote 1981; Schreck 1981; Barron 1986).
Important environmental factors involved with the
development of a disposition to migrate are photo
period, water temperature and stream discharge.
When fish are in a proper state of migratory readi
ness, a proximal stimulus, such as lunar phase or
stream flooding initiates migration (Hoar 1988).

Role of Photoperiod. Photoperiod is a key environ
mental cue influencing the timing of downstream
migration in juvenile steelhead (Wagner 1974). The
role of photoperiod cues apparently result from the
direction and rate of change of day length (Wede
meyer et al. 1980). Baggerman (1960) and Wagner
(1974) emphasize that, while photoperiod-con
trolled changes may bring the animal into a state of
preparedness, priming it for migration, other re
leased stimuli initiate and maintain migration.
Consequently, McKeown (1984) concluded there is
relatively little evidence in support of photoperiod
being an important cue in the actual initiation of
migration.

Temperature Influences. Temperature influences
smoltification by controlling the rate of the physio
logical response to photoperiod, such that effects are
apparent sooner at elevated temperatures (Wede
meyer et al. 1980; Hoar 1988). The migratory
movements of Atlantic salmon smolts are closely
correlated with water temperature with only small
numbers moving below a threshold temperature
(Solomon 1978). Similarly, water temperature
explained 89 to 95 per cent of the yearly variation in
the date of cumulative smolt migration by Atlantic
salmon through a combination of temperature
increase and ambient river temperature during
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spring (Jonsson and Hansen 1985). Average stream
temperature explained 60 per cent of the variation
in the median date of emigration of coho salmon
smolts from Carnation Creek, British Columbia
(Holtbyet al. 1989).

In contrast to these findings, Bjornn (1971) could
not establish a causal relationship between stream
temperature and the seaward migration of salmon
smolts. Although the smolt migrations coincided
with increasing stream temperatures in the spring,
the increasing temperatures seemed coincidental
since steelhead reared in a spring-fed pond mi
grated from the pond which had a relatively constant
temperature at the usual time.

Relationship to Runoff. Mains and Smith (1964)
found that seaward migration of chinook salmon in
the Snake River during 1954 and 1955 was predomi
nantly in the spring, which coincided with the spring
runoff. They stated that, "While temperatures may
play an important role in initiating the downstream
migration of chinook salmon, the occurrence of the
first spring freshet was the primary factor responsi
ble for stimulating this phenomenon. In both years
during which this study was made, the discharge
required in the Snake River before migration com
menced was approximately 70,000 cfs". More re
cently, NMFS researchers have observed that wild
populations of summer chinook readily migrated
past Lower Granite Dam when flows ranged from
about 40,000 to near 70,000, in 1990 (Matthews et
al. 1992). Furthermore, they concluded after three
years of study, 1989-1991, that the relationship
between flow volume and migrational timing of wild
spring/summer chinook in the Snake River at Lower
Granite Dam was not apparent (Marsh and Achord
1992).

Juvenile Physiological Development

Hormone Changes. Physiological changes in juve
nile salmon encourage migration and prepare them
for residence in seawater. The behavioral motiva
tion for migration has long been recognized as
having an endocrinological basis (Hoar 1958). The
thyroid hormones have been implicated in behavior
al changes associated with migration, but the rela-
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tions have not been completely elucidated (Leather
land 1982; Eales 1985; Dickhoff and Sullivan 1987;
Grau 1988). Godin et al. (1974) injected juvenile
Atlantic salmon with thyroid hormones and observed
that swimming activity, aggressive behavior, and
upstream orientation were significantly reduced.
They concluded that the hormones initiated the
migratory tendencies. Similarly, others have con
cluded that increased plasma thyroxine permits
smolting Atlantic salmon to resist displacement in
high flows and orient head -downstream in moder
ate flows, thereby increasing ground speed at no
extra metabolic cost (Youngson et al. 1985; Thorpe
1989). The thyroid hormones do have an endocrine
role in controlling migration behavior, but as Hoar
(1988) concluded, they do not regulate behavior per
se.

Osmoregulation. The migratory behavior of smolts
has also been related to the physiological changes
associated with the development of osmoregulatory
capacity, particularly the level of gill sodium, potas
sium and adenosine triphosphotase (ATPase) activ
ity. (Zaugg and Wagner 1973; Wagner 1974; Zaugg
et al. 1985; Rodgers et al. 1987). The coincidence of
an increased percentage of juvenile steelhead mi
grating from experimental releases and the seasonal
rise in gill ATPase has been demonstrated for winter
steelhead from the Alsea River, and for summer
steelhead at Dworshak National Fish Hatchery,
Idaho (Wagner 1974; Zaugg 1981a; Zaugg 1981b).
The same general relationship has been observed in
yearling spring chinook salmon from the Deschutes
River, Oregon that were allowed to migrate in an
artificial stream (Hart 1981).

Many of the observed relations between migratory
behavior and gill ATPase activity in smolts are
derived from juvenile salmon held in the captive
environments of the laboratory or hatchery. Chi
nook and steelhead smolts released to migrate freely
usually exhibit remarkable smolt development
indicated by rapid increase in ATPase activity (Ew
ing et al. 1980; Zaugg 1981a; Zaugg 1981b; Zaugg et
al. 1985). In contrast, the smolt development,
including gill ATPase and plasma thyroxine re
sponses, of fish held in the captive environment is
often suppressed (Zaugg et al. 1985; Nishioka et al.
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1985; Patino et al. 1986; Rodgers et al. 1987; Maule
et al. 1988).

The duration of the elevated gill ATPase levels
among migrants is of interest because a decline may
indicate a reversion to a parr status accompanied by
a loss of migratory behavior. Zaugg (1981b) found
that yearling coho held at hatcheries beyond normal
May releases showed a decline in ATPase levels and
a reversion to the parr appearance. Despite this
reversion, fish released in June and July rapidly
migrated seaward and experienced renewed high
ATPase levels. Although it is apparent that at least
coho can regenerate high ATPase levels, it is not
known how long high levels are normally sustained
in migrants. Although the migration experience is
stimulatory, ATPase activity collected from migrating
coho smolts of hatchery and wild origin suggests an
early June decline similar to the seasonal rhythmicity
observed in captive environments. We have no
measure of ATPase in most races of wild chinook,
however.

Juvenile Salinity Preference and Tolerance

The development of osmoregulatory capabilities is
concurrent with a change in behavior that results in
a strong salinity preference (Baggerman 1960; Otto
and Mcinerney 1970). Salinity preference has been
proposed as an orientation mechanism for migra
tion, particularly in the estuary (Mcinerney 1964).
The salinity preference is a behavioral attribute of
smolts that is restricted to a limited time (Bagger
man 1960; McInerney 1964). Experimental results
show a preference for salinity at the time of migra
tion and a reversion to freshwater preference if the
migrants continue their freshwater residency.

The migratory disposition in juvenile steelhead and
coho salmon has been found to be preceded by the
development of salinity tolerance from as much as
several weeks to six months (Conte and Wagner
1965; Conte et al. 1966). The development of some
salinity tolerance among juvenile salmonids in a wide
range of sizes and physiological conditions indepen
dent of migratory behavior is not surprising, but the
high salinity tolerance and subsequent rapid seawa
ter growth without stunting is an attribute of smolts
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(Kepshire and McNeil 1972; Woo et al. 1978;
McCormick and Saunders 1987).

Residualism. Continued freshwater residency is
associated with reversion to a parr-like fish with a
lower salinity tolerance (residualism) in steelhead,
coho, and chinook salmon (Conte and Wagner 1965;
Wagner 1974; Woo et al. 1978). Chrisp and Bjornn
(1978) concluded that hatchery and wild steelhead
could not tolerate saltwater at a concentration equal
to 30 parts per thousand in a 10 day challenge, by
the time the migration from the upriver areas termi
nated in early June. Similarly, Adams et al. (1975)
concluded that saltwater survival of steelhead trans
ferred directly to saltwater at 10 to 11.30 C was low
in early March, near 100 per cent in mid- April, and
declined by early May. Fall chinook differ from
other salmonids since their seawater adaptability
increases in early May and remains high well into
July (Clark and Blackburn 1978; Clarke and Shel
bourn 1982). In early August, the latter part of the
subyearling chinook migration at McNary Dam
exhibited a reduced osmoregulatory ability (Maule
et al. 1988; Schreck et al. 1984). Similarly, fall
chinook from Spring Creek National Fish Hatchery,
on the lower Columbia River, exhibited a sharp
decline in ability to withstand direct exposure to sea
water in the laboratory (Gould et al. 1985).

Windows of Biological Timeliness and Their
Management Implications

The concept of "biological windows" has been
developed by numerous investigators (Walters et al.
1978; Bilton et al. 1982; Boeuf and Harache 1982;
Holtby et al. 1989) primarily to explain the timing of
smolt migration relative to coastal predators, marine
productivity, and oceanographic conditions that are
likely determinants of early marine survival. Smolt
migration can also be considered to have windows
limited by photoperiod, temperature, and other
factors controlling the behavior and the physiology
of smolts. The duration of such windows is delin
eated by the onset and decline of migratory behav
ior, seawater preference, seawater tolerance, and
selected physiological attributes such as gill ATPase.

Effects of Delay. Excessive delay in migration might
expose some portion of the migration of some stocks
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to rising water temperatures that may reach deleteri
ous levels. Since gill ATPase activity and migratory
disposition are sensitive to elevated temperatures,
exposure to such temperatures during migration may
have deleterious effects. The temperature effects on
steelhead are of particular concern because steel
head migrate later than yearling chinook and are
more temperature sensitive than coho salmon.
Based on laboratory experiments, water tempera
tures of 15°C caused a steep decline in the gill
ATPase activity of yearling steelhead; the authors
suggested an upper limit of 12°C (Zaugg et a1. 1972;
Adams et a1. 1975; Zaugg 1981a). Similar evidence
does not exist for other species/races in the Colum
bia River basin, and physiological profiles as well as
associated migratory behavior differ among species.

Validity of the Concept of Biological Windows.
While the concept of biological windows has merit,
little information exists on the temporal and spatial
bounds of such biological windows. There is poor
understanding of the ecological condition of the
estuary in terms of productivity, competition and
predation, and the physiological preparedness of the
smolts for particular species and races. It could be
argued that the migrational characteristics of several
stocks of salmon suggest that, if there is a biological
window, it is broad and the ocean condition facet of
the window would be expected to vary in timing and
intensity from year to year. For example, subyearl
ing chinook salmon, including both summer and fall
races, migrate from the Columbia River from late
spring through much of the summer and continue to
trickle out well into fall. These patterns are well
documented in both NMFS and FPC reports.
Furthermore, these patterns were evident over three
decades ago, when only Bonneville and Rock Island
dams were in place (Chapman et a1. 1991). If there
is a window at the ocean interface, it is probably
quite large.

Yearling chinook in the Snake river drainage also
exhibit protracted outmigrations. In 1989 and 1990,
wild stocks of summer chinook from the Snake River
system have been observed passing Lower Granite
Dam in mid - April for the last two years. Wild
spring stocks from the same system out migrate later,
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continuing into July (Matthews et a1. 1990 and
Chapman et al. 1991). The timing of these yearling
chinook is consistent with observations made by
Raymond (1979) in 1966 and 1967 at Ice Harbor
Dam, which was then the uppermost dam on the
Snake River. These fish moved out of the tribu
taries and downstream through the mainstern over
an extended period, even prior to dam construction.
This suggests that if ocean condition is an important
element of the biological window, it must be broad
enough to have embraced the later migrating stocks
for millennia. To the extent that water velocity
influences the rate of migration, and water velocities
are slower due to impoundment, the duration of the
biological window for each species is of concern. At
this time, there is inadequate information to charac
terize the bounds of such biological windows. The
differing views concerning the concept of biological
windows characterized above suggest the need for
further species-specific studies.

Predation on Juveniles

Historical accounts of the fish populations in the
Columbia River are primarily related to the abun
dance of salmon, steelhead, and sturgeon. The
relative historical abundance of important predators
of salmonids is unknown. Northern squawfish
(Ptychocheilus oregonensis) were probably the
principle stream dwellers and played an important
role as a predator of juvenile salmon and steelhead.
Dolly varden (bull trout) (Salvelinus confluentus)
may have been a keystone predator which tended to
reduce competition at lower trophic levels by holding
competitor populations in check (Mullan 1979).

The assemblage of species is very different today as
a result of impoundment of the river system and
because of the introduction of exotic species. Bull
trout are now considered rare in the Columbia River
basin. The US Fish and Wildlife Service determined
in June 1994, that bull trout listing was warranted
but precluded at this time under the Endangered
Species Act. Impoundment converted most of the
mainstem rearing habitat for juvenile salmon into
pool area increasing the suitable habitat for new
species complexes. Northern squawfish and three
introduced species - walleye (Stizostedion vitreum),
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smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieui), and
channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) - are the
major fish predators in John Day reservoir, with
northern squawfish accounting for 78 percent of the
estimated smolts lost to fish predators (Rieman et
al. 1991). About 1.7 million smolts, or approximate
ly 11 percent of the annual outmigration, are lost to
predation each year in John Day reservoir (Beames
derfer et al. 1990). Nearly the same percentage of
spring chinook smolts are lost to squawfish in Lower
Granite Reservoir (Bennet et al., 1993, Chandler,
1993). Increasing data collection suggests that
smallmouth bass are likely the dominant predator on
rearing and outmigrating subyearling chinook in
Lower Granite Reservoir (Bennett et ai. 1993, Curet
1993). For comparison, about 2 percent of the
juvenile salmonid population was lost to bird preda
tion at Wanapum Dam (Rugerone 1986). Northern
squawfish predation upon juvenile salmonids is
influenced by many factors including prey density,
prey species, prey condition, predator size, tempera
ture, and time of year (Peterson et al. 1990; Poe et
al. 1991; Vigg et al. 1991).

Time Exposure to Predators. Smolt mortality caused
by northern squawfish and other predators also
depends on the amount of time smolts are exposed
to predators as a function of flow. The impact of
low flows on predation is likely the result of longer
exposure to predators. Northern squawfish preda
tion has been shown to increase rapidly with temper
ature (Beyer et al. 1988; Vigg 1988). Beamesderfer
et al. (1990) estimated that 150,000 smolts were lost
in John Day reservoir for each 1°C rise in tempera
ture.

Consumption Rates in Relation to Temperature.
Temperature is probably the most important physical
variable affecting the consumption rate and growth
of predatory fishes (Brett 1979; Kitchell 1983).
Consumption rate of northern squawfish, as a func
tion of temperature, has been examined in the field
and in the laboratory. Average consumption rate
was significantly affected by temperature, prey
density, and predator weight in analyses of John Day
reservoir data (Vigg 1988; Peterson and DeAngelis,
In press). Analyses showed that consumption in-
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creased rapidly with increasing temperature. Labo
ratory studies on digestion rates of northern squaw
fish showed faster digestion and prey evacuation at
high temperature (Falter 1969; Steigenberger and
Larkin 1974; Beyer et al. 1988). Laboratory experi
ments (Vigg and Burley 1990) demonstrated that
maximum consumption of salmonid prey increased
from 0.5 smolts/day at 47°F to 7 smolts/day at 71°F
(Vigg and Burley 1990). Above the optimum tem
perature, consumption rate declines rapidly, eventu
ally falling to zero near the maximum lethal temper
ature for the species.

Juvenile Migration Past Dams

Once smolts enter the mainstern Columbia and
Snake rivers they encounter hydroelectric dams
owned and operated by Federal agencies and/or
Public Utility Districts. The first transition is from
swift free-flowing tributaries to the slower moving
impoundments. Migration rates and encounters
with predatory fish are altered from those occurring
in a free-flowing river. Generally, migration rates
decrease and predator encounters may increase.
These processes and effects will be more fully ad
dressed in a following section (2.1.7.2).

Smolts arriving at dams pass the facilities by way of
two primary routes, the spillway or the powerhouse.
Negligible passage may also occur through adult
ladders. Also, some dams have ice/trash sluiceways,
which provide an additional avenue for passage, e.g.,
The Dalles and Ice Harbor.

Dams on the mainstem Snake and Columbia rivers
are equipped with bypass screens that extend about
one-third of the distance into the turbine intake
from its ceiling. The screens divert water and smolts
upward into large chambers called gatewells. Open
ings (orifices) lead from these chambers to a collec
tion/bypass channel. The channel either discharges
into the tailrace for continued migration in-river, or
at some dams (Lower Monumental, Lower Granite,
Little Goose and McNary) fish can be routed to
holding areas (raceways) or directly into the trans
portation barges. From the raceways, fish are placed
in barges (and tanker trucks in some instances) for
transport to release sites downstream from Bonne
ville Dam.
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Passage Route Survival. 'Iypically, the most benign
passage routes are the spillway, sluiceway and by
pass, where smolt survival is generally accepted as
being higher, in the order of 98 percent. Turbine
survival is lower, generally presumed to be near 85
to 90 percent, although, survival estimates can vary
considerably depending on the species and dam
investigated, and whether the experimental design
captured both direct and indirect mortality
associated with passage. For example, recent NMFS
investigations at Bonneville Dam indicate that for
summer migrant subyearling chinook salmon, bypass
survival is no better and may be worse than turbine
survival. Bonneville Dam is the only facility to
receive a comprehensive evaluation to date. Wheth
er the results represent survival dynamics at other
sites as well has not been determined.

Spill Passage Efficiency. It is typically assumed that
smolts pass the spillway equal to the proportion of
water spilled, for example, 20 percent spillage passes
20 percent of the smolts. However, most field evalu
ations have found the proportion of smolts passing
through the spillway at specific spill levels (spill
efficiency) may differ at each dam and vary with the
configuration of the facility, as well as operations. For
example, evaluations at Lower Granite Dam indicated
that 40 percent of the yearling chinook passed
through the spillway with only 20 percent of the river
discharged through that route (Wilson et al. 1992).
Disproportionate spillway passage has also been
documented at all dams in the mid-Columbia River.

Another factor that can influence the effectiveness
of spill is the timing of smolt passage at the dam. At
certain dams the majority of smolts delay passage
until nightfall as indicated by pronounced dieI
passage patterns, e.g., John Day Dam (Hawkes et al.
1993). Reasonably, spill should be provided at the
times when passage readiness is greatest, and in fact
fisheries operations employ this strategy. Spill
where stipulated for fish, is usually targeted for the
dusk to dawn period.

Bypass Efficiency. Not all fish entering turbine
intakes are intercepted and guided into the bypass
system. Some fraction remain unguided and pass
under the screens and on through the turbines. Fish
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guidance efficiency (FGE), expressed as the percent
age of smolts diverted from turbine intakes, is the
common measure of bypass effectiveness. FGE is
species-, dam-, and season-specific. Generally,
FGE ranges from 30 to 80 percent; with subyearling
chinook at the lower levels and steelhead highest.

Sluiceway Efficiency. Some facilities have ice/trash
sluicewayswith entrances located across the face of
the dam, near the surface over a false weir. Water
carries smolts into the sluiceway and provides an
effective passage route for smolts. At The Dalles,
approximately 40 percent of the smolts use this
passage route. At Ice Harbor, estimates range from
30 to 70 percent. Both projects, however, are sched
uled for mechanical bypass systems (1998 and 1996,
respectively) coupled to their submerged screen
systems.

Chinook Salmon

Juvenile chinook salmon migrate down the Snake
and Columbia rivers or reside in the estuary virtually
year-around (Dawley et al. 1986). In general,
spring chinook migrate fairly quickly to sea as year
ling smolts and fall chinook tend to migrate more
slowly as subyearlings. Summer chinook salmon in
the upper Columbia River migrate as subyearlings
(Giorgi et al. 19_) but in the Snake River summer
chinook resemble spring chinook and migrate as
yearlings.

Historical Timing. Information on historical timing
of migration of juvenile salmon in the Columbia
River is limited. Most of the passage information
available was collected after hydro development and
is not representative of pre-development run
timing. Raymond (1979) found that yearling chi
nook salmon passage at Ice Harbor Dam, before the
construction of the other Snake River dams, usually
peaked between April 26 and May 13 and was
completed by mid- June. The range of yearling
chinook migration past Ice Harbor Dam was from
early April to late June. Raymond (1979) noted that
the earliest migration occurred in years when water
warmed earlier. Migrations were later when runoff
was delayed because of cold weather or reduced
water temperature.
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The outmigration of juvenile fall chinook salmon in
the Hanford Reach of the Columbia River was
bimodal in 1955 and lasted from March through July
(Mains and Smith 1964). The first peak occurred in
March and April and consisted entirely of age-O
through fry. The second peak occurred in June and
July and was largely fingerlings. Wild fall chinook
PIT tagged in the Hanford Reach of the Columbia
River passed McNary Dam between the middle of
June and late August in 1991. The median date of
passage occurred in mid-July (FPC 1992).

Current Migration Timing. Based on timing of
marked Snake River chinook salmon in 1991, wild
spring chinook passed Lower Granite Dam between
early April and mid- July and wild summer chinook
from the middle of April to late July. At McNary
Dam passage of wild Snake River spring and sum
mer chinook occurred between early May and early
June. However, NMFS investigators concluded after
three years of study, 1989-1991, that there was no
relationship between flow and migrational timing of
wild spring/summer chinook in the Snake River at
Lower Granite Dam (Marsh and Achord 1992). No
information is available on the timing of passage of
wild spring and summer chinook in the mid-Colum
bia River. Wild spring chinook smolts from the John
Day River migrate past John Day Dam between
mid-April and early June (Lindsey et al. 1986).

Wild Snake River fall chinook tagged in the Snake
River above Lower Granite Dam passed Lower
Granite between mid-June and early September in
1991. Preliminary analysis of PIT tag data suggest
fall chinook started migration as they attained a
threshold size of 85 mm (Dennis Rondorf, NBS,
personal communication). The median passage date
for wild Snake River fall chinook in 1991 was July 25
(FPC 1992). This date also matched the peak date
of passage for the subyearling chinook run-at
large. Peak dates of passage for the run-at-Iarge
in 1982, 1983, 1985, and 1986 occurred between June
29 and July 9 (FPC 1992).
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Sockeye Salmon

Snake River. Sockeye smolts migrate out of Redfish
Lake from late April through May (Bjornn et al. 1968).
Recoveries at Lower Granite Dam of Redfish Lake
sockeye salmon PIT-tagged and released at the outfall
of Redfish Lake in 1991 indicated that passage at
Lower Granite Dam occurred between May 23 and
June 15. Median travel time from release to Lower
Granite Dam, a distance of 462 miles, was 10.3 days
(FPC 1992).

Upper Columbia. Based on reports of smolt migration
past Thmwater Dam, smolt outmigration in the
Wenatchee River begins in mid-April and continued
for about a month (Mullan 1986). The peak of
juvenile sockeye salmon abundance at Wells Dam is
usually in mid-May (Johnson and Sullivan 1985).
Sockeye migration past McNary Dam usually occurs
between early May and early June. The historic 10
percent median passage date at McNary Dam, based
on data from 1984-90, is May 1 and the 90 percent
median passage date is June 3 (FPC 1992). During
1946 through 1953 the median passage dates for
juvenile sockeye salmon at Bonneville Dam were
between April 23 and May 13 (Davidson 1965). The
average median passage date at Bonneville Dam for
1987 through 1990 was May 23 (FPC 1992). Most
sockeye smolts move through the estuary during May
and early June and some remain until late July
(Dawley et al. 1984).

Steelhead

Most summer steelhead rear in freshwater for two
years and some for three years before migrating to the
ocean (CBFWA 1991). Peak migration of juvenile
steelhead at Whitebird on the Salmon River occurred
between May 1 and May 19 for the years 1966 through
1975 (Raymond 1979). Steelhead migration past Ice
Harbor Dam usually peaked in mid to late May and
generally coincided with maximum river discharge
(Raymond 1979). However, the linkage between
juvenile outmigration timing and discharge remains
somewhat tenuous, with further research needed. In
1991, wild steelhead migration past Lower Granite
Dam occurred between mid-April and early July. At
McNary Dam wild steelhead migration occurred
between early May and early June.
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Coho Salmon

Coho salmon usually spend about 18 months in
freshwater before migrating to the sea (Mullan
1983). Coho smolt outmigration occurred in Cedar,
Gnat and Big creeks in April and May and in the
Clackamas River in May and June (Howell et al.
1985).

2.1.2.3 Ocean Residence

Our understanding of the ocean distribution patterns
of Columbia River salmon and steelhead stocks is
limited. Most information on ocean distribution is
based on coded-wire tag recoveries of hatchery
stocks in coastal fisheries from California to Alaska.
Other information is available from sampling in
coastal waters and on the high-seas, and from
high-seas tagging studies.

When salmon and steelhead smolts enter the marine
environment they encounter differences in salinity,
ocean temperatures, currents, food abundance, and
predator diversity and abundance. The annual
variation in these conditions encountered during
early marine life may be largely responsible for much
of the variation seen in marine survival. However,
the effects of the various factors on marine survival
are poorly understood.

Effects of the Dams on the Columbia River Estuary

Assessing the effects of dams on the Columbia River
estuary is complicated. Most natural or anthropo
genic processes in the estuary are highly interactive
and dynamic, such that the specific role of a single
process may change over time and location. Numer
ous factors have affected the estuary, including
navigational dredging, diking and increases in
human populations and subsequent use (Weitkamp
1994). All these factors can cause impacts similar to
those caused by dams including flow reduction and
temporal shaping.

Dams are thought to affect the physical environment
of the estuary primarily through flow regulation.
The floods that are suppressed by flow regulation
historically transported large amounts of sediment
into the estuary, provided circulation and promoted
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biological productivity. High flows also prevented
the extrusion of salt water into the estuary. With the
suppression of large floods by dams, downstream
sediment transportation decreases, estuarine biologi
cal production may decline, and evolutionary selec
tive pressure created by floods diminishes.

Meanwhile, decreased maximum flows and increased
minimal flows or less variable or stable flows regu
lated by dams have impacted the seasonal variability
of saltwater intrusion. This decreased variability
affects the distribution of most estuarine organisms
partially determined by each organism's salinity
tolerance.

While dams on the Columbia River have altered
sediment transportation rates and salinity intrusions,
such effects seem to have little impact on salmonids
in the estuary. Some biologists are concerned that
the high numbers of juvenile salmonids entering
within the estuary from hatchery origins may exceed
the undefined current carrying capacity of the estu
ary, where conditions reflect reduced productivity.
Juvenile salmonids, most of which are of hatchery
origin and may spend little time in the estuary,
should be able to adapt to the resulting physical
changes in the estuary. Dams may also impact water
quality, although the relative degree of impact has
not been documented. Without further studies of
present-day physical processes and biotic interac
tions that can be used to define a carrying capacity
for the Columbia River estuary, and without a large
and accurate historic database, the true impacts of
dams will remain largely unsubstantiated and
unquantified.

Chinook Salmon

Information on the distribution of Columbia River
chinook salmon offshore on the high-seas is limited.
The high-seas squid fishery in the North Pacific has
been sampled at an extensive rate since 1989 for
coded-wire tagged salmon and steelhead. No
Columbia River chinook salmon have been recovered,
though millions of marked fish are released from the
Columbia River every year. Chinook salmon recov
eries from the squid fishery are primarily from
stocks from the Yukon River and north (Dave
Hanson, PMFC, personal communication).
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Spring chinook stocks from the upper Columbia and
Snake rivers spend one to three years rearing in the
ocean (Howell et al 1985). Summer chinook in the
Snake River also spend from one to three years
rearing in the ocean (Matthews and Waples 1991).
Upper Columbia River stocks spend from one to five
years in the ocean. Upper Columbia River Bright
fall chinook also spend from one to five years rear
ing in the ocean but are predominately one-, two
and three-year ocean fish (Howell et al 1985).

Fall chinook generally spend most of their ocean life
nearshore while spring chinook often leave near
shore waters in their first year and disperse more
offshore (Hartt 1989; Healy 1983). Marked 1970
and 1971 brood spring chinook from Snake River
hatcheries were recovered in nearshore fisheries
from California to Alaska, which indicates a fairly
wide ocean distribution (Wahle et al. 1981). Upper
Columbia and Snake River spring and summer
chinook presently are not harvested significantly in
ocean fisheries (Howell et al. 1985) which may be
due to their offshore distribution, and the current
timing and location of marine fisheries.

Most of the harvest of upriver bright fall chinook
from the Columbia and Snake rivers occurs in
British Columbia and Alaska (Howell et al. 1985;
Chapman et al 1991), which indicates a northerly
distribution of these stocks. Preliminary information
on the distribution of Snake River bright fall chi
nook indicates that they may not migrate as far
north as other upriver bright fall chinook (CBFWA
1991). Ocean distribution of upper Columbia River
summer chinook is similar to upriver bright fall
chinook, with most of the harvest also occurring off
British Columbia and from troll catches from South
eastern Alaska (Howell et al 1985). Tule fall chi
nook are caught primarily in ocean fisheries off
British Columbia and Washington (Wahle and
Vreeland 1978), which indicates a more southerly
distribution than upriver bright fall chinook and
upper Columbia River summer chinook.

Pritchard and Tester (1944) recorded 21 different
taxonomic groupings in the diet of chinook salmon
in marine waters in British Columbia and concluded
that chinook were opportunistic feeders. Virtually
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all studies of chinook salmon food habits in marine
waters show that fish are the most important food
items, with herring, sand lance, anchovies and rock
fishes varying in importance depending on the
location (Healy 1991).

Sockeye Salmon

Little is known about the ocean distribution of
Columbia River sockeye salmon. However, their
ocean distribution may be similar to British Colum
bia and other Washington stocks. Based on scale
analysis, British Columbia-Washington stocks do
not migrate as far west in the North Pacific as cen
tral Alaska sockeye stocks. British Columbia-Wash
ington stocks also tend to be distributed farther
south than Alaskan stocks (to 46° N latitude) but
utilize the area east and south of Kodiak Island with
Alaskan stocks (Burgner 1991).

Most Snake River and Wenatchee River sockeye
salmon spend two years rearing in the ocean (Bjornn
et al 1968). Okanogan River sockeye salmon are a
mix of one- and two-year ocean fish (Mullan
1986). Euphausids, amphipods, squid and small fish
are the most important food items for sockeye
salmon during ocean rearing (Burgner 1991). Sockeye
are consistently found in the ocean in areas of high
abundance of large zooplankton (Burgner 1991).

Steelhead

Columbia River steelhead probably are distributed
over a much broader area of the North Pacific
Ocean than any of the other Columbia River salmon
stocks. Juvenile steelhead move quickly offshore
after reaching the ocean and distribute over a wide
area (Light et al 1989). Summer steelhead from Idaho
have been taken in the high-seas squid fisheries as
far west as near 165° E. longitude (Dave Hanson,
PMFC, personal communication) which is over 4,000
miles from the Washington coast. Columbia River
steelhead are distributed to the west from the North
American coast across the North Pacific in a broad
band from about 40° N latitude up to the Aleutian
Island chain (Light et al 1989). Summer and
winter-run steelhead of wild and hatchery origin
show no clear differences in ocean distribution
(Light et al 1989).
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About half of the Group A summer steelhead spend
one year in the ocean and the rest spend two years.
Most of the Group B steelhead are two-ocean fish
but a small percentage are one and three-ocean fish
(CBFWA 1991). Most Columbia River winter
steelhead spend two years rearing in the ocean and
some spend three years (CBFWA 1991).

Coho Salmon

Early run coho salmon from the Columbia River
migrate south along the Oregon and northern
California coasts. Late-run coho salmon primarily
migrate north along the Washington coast and
contribution to the British Columbia and Alaskan
fisheries is minimal (CBFWA 1991). Adults return
as two or three-year-old fish (Mullan 1983).
Four-year-old coho are rare in the Columbia River
(CBFWA 1991).

2.1.2.4 Adult Migration and Spawning

Water volume and velocity play key roles in the life
cycle of salmon and steelhead. Adult salmon and
steelhead enter the Columbia River and begin their
upstream migration virtually every month of the
year. The timing of many runs of anadromous
salmonids corresponds with peak flow (Collins 1892;
Pritchard 1936; Cramer and Hammock 1952; An
drew and Geen 1960; reviews in Major and Mighell
1966, and Banks 1969; and Baker 1978). For exam
ple, summer chinook salmon migration in the Co
lumbia River historically coincided with the time of
highest river discharge (Thompson 1951). Upstream
migration of historical runs of sockeye salmon in the
Columbia River was initiated with the rising waters
of spring (Collins 1892).

Energy Reserves and Temperature Effects

Extreme flows (both high and low) and high water
temperatures can cause delays in the spawning
migrations of some salmonid stocks in the Columbia,
Snake, and other rivers, resulting in mortality of
adults and reduced egg viability. (Thompson 1945;
Fish and Hanavan 1948; Cramer and Hammack
1952; Major and Mighell 1966; ODFW 1977; John
son et al. 1982; Liscom et al. 1985; Shew et al. 1985).
Salmon exhaust nearly all their energy reserves for
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migration, egg and milt production and spawning
since they do not feed after entering the rivers on
their spawning migrations (Idler and Clemens 1959;
Gilhousen, 1980). Any flow-related or tempera
ture-related delays in reaching the spawning
grounds may extend the fish to the point that it has
insufficient energy reserves to spawn successfully.
Extreme flows and high temperatures occurred in
pre-development time, and so are not exclusively
dam -related.

High water temperatures, in addition to blocking
migration, can increase the rate at which limited
energy is consumed for standard metabolism (Fry
1971). Females are more susceptible to delay (God
frey et al. 1954), perhaps because they have less
surplus energy than males (Gilhousen 1980). There
are also differences among runs, and between early
and late components of runs, with respect to energy
reserves and swimming ability (Gauley 1960; Gauley
and Thompson 1963; Gilhousen 1980).

Migration Timing

Columbia River salmon stocks evolved discrete
populations that home to particular areas which
allow them to make effective use of a wide variety of
habitats in the basin. Different temperature regimes
that regulate maturation, incubation, and fry emer
gence have a major effect on run timing. As water
temperatures decrease from upstream to down
stream reaches in the fall, biological windows for egg
deposition in specific sites determine the spawning
sequence. For example, mid -Columbia River
spring chinook spawn in cooler headwater tributaries
from July until mid-September, while summer
chinook spawn in warmer downstream areas during
October, and fall chinook spawn in the mainstem
during late October and November (Meekin 1963).
Royal (1953) hypothesized that the sharp peaks or
modes in the timing of migration and spawning
indicate that sockeye salmon encounter advanta
geous conditions for survival that extend over a
relatively short time period. Additionally, the
chronological order of migration and spawning of
individual races of sockeye salmon in the Fraser
River shows remarkable consistency (Killick 1955).
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Velocities

Water velocities are an important factor in redd site
selection and construction (Chambers 1956, 1960;
Meekin 1967a; McCart 1969), and as a result adults
often locate their nests at the head of a riffle in the
tailout of a pool. Adequate flows are necessary to
prevent dewatering and keep redds clean of sedi
ment and well aerated. A shortage of oxygen caused
by the lack of sufficient flow through the gravel beds
jeopardizes egg and larvae survival (Royce 1959).
The most important factor in egg and larvae survival
is the quality of the water circulating in the spawning
gravel (Chambers 1956). This flowing water must
circulate adequate oxygen, be a suitable water
temperature, and lack any deleterious chemicals.

Sediment Flushing

Seasonally high flows can play an important role in
flushing harmful fine material from spawning gravel
(Reiser et al. 1985). The amount of water circulat
ing through the gravel increases with the seasonal
increase of water flow during spring runoff. The
lack of seasonally high flows has led to a compacting
of gravel in some areas and an accumulation of fine
material in the gravel (Chapman et al. 1986). Silting
is one cause of low survival in salmonid eggs and
larvae (Shapovalov and Taft 1954), and consequently
the lack of flow (and subsequent siltation process)
hinders salmonid spawning success.

Gravel can become sedimented except where spawn
ing is concentrated each year. The tendency of
spawners to concentrate in high-use spawning areas
in the Hanford Reach (Dauble and Watson 1990)
may reflect the high relative suitability of gravel that
has been cleansed of fines by redd construction in
prior years. High flows during spawning can provide
a greater wetted area for spawning when space is
limiting, but of equal or greater importance is the
maintenance of flow levels close to those that pre-
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vailed during spawning until fry have emerged.
(Thompson 1974; Graham et al. 1980; Chapman et
al. 1986).

Chinook Salmon

Chinook salmon in the Columbia River basin are
divided into three runs based on the period of time
adults enter the Columbia River. Spring chinook
salmon enter the river during March, April and May
and pass Bonneville Dam from mid- March through
the end of May. Summer chinook salmon begin
their upstream migration during late May, June and
July and pass Bonneville Dam in June and July. Fall
chinook salmon enter the river beginning in late July
and August and pass Bonneville Dam during August,
September and October. The three runs are com
prised of many separate stocks that maintain genetic
integrity by spatial or temporal separation during
spawning.

Spring Chinook-. Spring chinook migrate to the
headwaters of the Columbia during peak flows and
use higher elevation streams for spawning. Spring
chinook spawn in most of the Columbia subbasins
with the exception of the Tualatin River, and rivers
of the Willamette Coast Range in Oregon; Elocho
man River, Grays River, in the Columbia River
below Bonneville Dam and from Priest Rapids Dam
to Chief Joseph Dam in Washington and in all three
Idaho subbasins. Many of the runs are supplement
ed with hatchery production. Peak spawning ranges
from August through October. 'Iypical examples
include the wild spring chinook salmon in the Des
chutes River that spawn primarily in September
(Cates 1981) and in the Tucannon River in Septem
ber (Howell et al. 1985). Spring chinook spawning
in the Yakima River is earliest in the colder water
areas and later in the warmer water areas (Howell et
al. 1985). Spring chinook spawn in the Salmon
River in August and early September (Bjornn 1960).
Elevation is a key factor in timing of migration and
spawning. In streams where both spring and sum-

2NMFSin their deliberations concerning the listing of the spring and summer chinook for threatened or endangered
status, determined that these two races were not reproductively isolated and so combined them into a single designa
tion: spring/summer chinook. However spring and summer chinook will be referred to separately in this and other
sections since most of the biological and management data refers to these two races separately.
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mer chinook are present, the spring chinook tend to
spawn earlier and at higher elevations than the
summer chinook (Matthews and Waples 1991).

Summer Chinook. Summer chinook have historical
ly dominated upper Columbia River spawning
grounds in lower elevation streams. In the Snake
River summer chinook use small high elevation
tributaries more typical of spring chinook (Matthews
and Waples 1991). Peak spawning for summer
chinook occurs in the Methow, Okanogan and
Similkameen rivers between October 20 and October
30 (Meekin et aI. 1966; Meekin 1967b). In the
Upper South Fork Salmon River peak spawning of
summer chinook occurs between late August and
mid-September (Ortman and Richards 1964).

Fall Chinook. The fall chinook salmon in the Co
lumbia River are comprised of two distinct types:
"tules" and "upriver brights". Tules are generally
confined to tributaries in the lower river from Bon
neville pool downstream and spawn from late Sep
tember to about mid-October. Upriver brights
spawn in upriver areas and retain a silvery ocean
phase coloration because they spawn much later
than the tules. Upriver bright fall chinook spawn in
the Hanford Reach of the Columbia River usually
from mid-October to the third week in November
(Dauble and Watson 1990). About 70 percent of
upper river fall chinook spawning occurs within the
Hanford Reach (Carlson and Dell 1990). Most
spawning in the Hanford Reach occurs in the upper
15 miles, primarily in the Vernita Bar area (Bauers
feld 1978). Upriver bright fall chinook also spawn in
the lower Yakima and Deschutes rivers. Spawning
of fall chinook in the Snake River occurs in October
and November from the upper extent of Lower
Granite Dam pool to Hells Canyon Dam in the
mainstem and in the lower reaches of major tribu
taries (Waples et aI. 1991).

Sockeye Salmon

Adult sockeye salmon enter the Columbia River
beginning in late May. The migration period over
Bonneville Dam occurs from May through August
with the peak of migration ranging from late June to
mid-July. The Wenatchee stock generally migrates
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earlier than the Okanogan stock. Specific informa
tion on the timing of Snake River sockeye salmon at
Bonneville Dam is not available. Sockeye migrate
past Priest Rapids Dam about two weeks after
passing Bonneville Dam (Howell et aI. 1985).

Upper Columbia River. Sockeye salmon enter the
Okanogan and Wenatchee rivers and reach Lake
Osoyoos and Lake Wenatchee between mid-July
and August (Mullan 1986). In some years water
temperatures of 20-21 °C and greater in the Okano
gan River inhibit passage (Major and Mighell 1966),
with documented delays in passage of up to a month
(Allen and Meekin 1980). The adult fish remain in
Lake Osoyoos up to a month before beginning their
migration upstream to the spawning grounds in
Canada in mid-September when river temperatures
begin to cool (Major and Mighell 1966).

In the Okanogan River system sockeye salmon
spawn in September and October with most spawn
ing occurring October 10 through 20 (Allen and
Meekin 1980). Most of the spawning occurs in the
Okanogan River between McIntyre Dam and Oliver,
Be. Limited spawning occurs along the shoreline of
Lake Osoyoos (Allen and Meekin 1980). Spawning
activity peaks in the Wenatchee River about one
month earlier than in the Okanogan River. Most
spawning occurs in the lower reaches of the Little
Wenatchee River and the White River (Howell et aI.
1985). Mullan (1986) concluded that spawning
habitat has not been a limiting factor at recent levels
of abundance for sockeye salmon in the Okanogan
and Wenatchee rivers.

Snake River Sockeye. In the Snake River basin,
sockeye salmon returning to Redfish Lake travel
about 900 miles from the Pacific Ocean. Peak
migration of adult sockeye salmon at Lower Granite
Dam ranges from early to mid-July. Arrival of
sockeye salmon at Redfish Lake peaks in August and
peak spawning occurs in mid-October (Bjornn et aI.
1968). Bowler (1990) reported that sockeye only
spawn along the shoreline of the lake. Bjornn et aI.
(1968) found that spawning during the 1950-60s
occurred in shoreline areas of Redfish Lake as well
as Fishhook Creek.
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Steelhead

There are two distinct types of steelhead in the
Columbia River. Winter-run steelhead, or "winter
steelhead", enter the Columbia River from Novem
ber through April and spawn the same year from
December to June. Summer-run steelhead, or
"summer steelhead", enter the Columbia River and
migrate upstream in the spring and summer but do
not mature and spawn until the following spring
(BIey and Moring 1988).

Winter Steelhead. Winter steelhead are produced
primarily in tributaries of the Columbia River below
Bonneville Dam. The upstream limit of their dis
tribution is Fifteenmile Creek, an Oregon tributary
of The Dalles pool (CBFWA 1991). Steelhead
passing Bonneville Dam between November 1 and
March 31 are considered to be winter steelhead.
Fish counting during this time period at Bonneville
Dam has been conducted recently for a variety of
reasons, including for ESA purposes.

Summer Steelhead. Upriver summer steelhead are
divided into two segments: the Group A and B
populations. Group A steelhead mainly enter the
Columbia River from June to early August and
Group B fish from late August into October. Both
groups spawn from April into June almost one year
after entering the Columbia River (CBFWA 1991).
Group A steelhead are found in almost all of the
subbasins above Bonneville Dam including the
Clearwater and Salmon rivers (CBFWA 1991).
Group B steelhead are produced only in the Clear
water and Salmon rivers in the Snake River basin.
Group B steelhead on average spend more time
rearing in the ocean and are significantly larger than
Group A steelhead. Summer steelhead also spawn
in the Hanford Reach of the mainstem Columbia
River from February through May (Fulton 1970;
Watson 1973). Wild summer steelhead are also
produced in several Washington tributaries below
Bonneville Dam.

Coho Salmon

Coho salmon in the Columbia River have a wide
range of run timing. They enter the Columbia River
from August through December (CBFWA 1991).
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Current returns of coho salmon above Bonneville
Dam are supported almost entirely by hatchery
production. The only native upriver stock of coho
salmon is located in the Hood River, an Oregon
tributary to Bonneville Pool, and production is very
low (CBFWA 1991). Peak migration of coho salmon
at Powerdale Dam on the Hood River occurred in
September and October and spawning occurs during
October and November (Howell et al. 1985).

Below Bonneville Dam. Below Bonneville Dam a
natural coho salmon run in the North Fork of the
Clackamas River returns from November through
March (Cramer 1991). Coho salmon of apparent wild
origin have been observed in Gnat Creek from mid
September to mid-February (Hirose 1983). Small
numbers of coho salmon spawn naturally in other
tributaries of the lower Columbia River but most are
considered to be feral hatchery fish and only a few
of non-hatchery origin (Johnson et al. 1991).

Early- and Late-runs. Coho salmon in the Columbia
River in recent times have been managed primarily
for hatchery fish which are divided into early-run
and late-run types. The early-run or 'Iype S group
has a southerly marine distribution from the mouth
of the Columbia River and returns to the river in
August and September (Johnson et al. 1991). The
late-run or Type N group has a northerly marine
distribution and returns to the Columbia River in
October and November. Early-run (Type S) coho
salmon migration past Bonneville Dam peaks in
early September, and they spawn in October and
early November (CBFWA 1991). Late-run (Type
N) coho salmon migration over Bonneville Dam
peaks in mid-October and they spawn in November
and December (CBFWA 1991).

2.1.3 Factors Affecting Populations

2.1.3.1 Effects of Hydroprojects

Juvenile Migration

Passage At Dams. The emplacement of hydroelec
tric dams and the impoundments they create, pres
ent downstream migrant salmonid juveniles with a
variety of adverse conditions. Direct mortality and
injury is incurred by a portion of the smolts passing
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through the various routes at the structures: tur-
bines, spillways and bypasses. In addition to these
effects, some degree of indirect mortality is also
associated with passage. Fish stunned or disoriented
while passing the dam, or entrained in tailrace eddies
such as backrolls (eddies near the face of the dam) may
be subjected to increased predation. Furthermore,
smolts collected in bypass systems and released in high
densities at outfall sites can also be subjected to
increased predation activities associated with those
sites.

Gas Saturation. Excessive spillage can result in
elevated nitrogen gas saturation of river water. If
severe enough this can cause a condition referred to
as "gas bubble trauma". This condition can result in
debilitation or mortality. Gas levels typically increase
with the volume of water being spilled. The design
of the spillway and whether the spillways were
retrofitted with flow deflectors are factors that
influence the degree of gas saturation.

Migration Speed. The creation of impoundments has
reduced the instream water velocity, cumulatively
slowing the migration speed of yearling salmon and
steelhead that migrate during the spring (Berggren
and Filardo 1993). The effects of water velocity on
the migration speed of subyearling chinook salmon
that migrate principally during the summer, are not as
clear. Subyearling chinook rear in the shallow water
habitats of the impoundments for an extended period,
up to several months, and engage in a slower seaward
migration. This makes it difficult to distinguish be
tween rearing and migratory phases. Consequently,
it is difficult to make reliable inferences regarding
migratory responses to changing environmental
(water temperature and velocity) and/ or biological
(smolt development, fish size) conditions, all of
which have been implicated as mechanisms affecting
migratory dynamics (Berggren and Filardo 1993,
Giorgi et al. 1990, Rondorf and Miller 1993). The
migratory dynamics of sockeye in the Snake and
Columbia Rivers are not well understood, but are
presumed to be similar to yearling chinook.

The degree of migrational delay, the extent to which
it is influenced by water velocity, and the conse
quences in terms of affecting smolt survival have
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been vigorously debated for more than a decade. One
theory is that speedier migrants are exposed to riverine
predators for shorter periods and that migrational
delay impairs seawater adaptation. The implication
is that such processes are responsible for the pre
ponderance of juvenile mortality incurred through
the system. It is further held that this is the princi-
pal factor limiting the production of upper basin
stocks.

With regard to migrational delay and seawater
adaptability, the limitations vary with species. There
are data to suggest a physiologically-based window
of opportunity may exist for coho and steelhead
(Hoar 1976). However, the data available for chi
nook (Hoar 1976) and sockeye (Foote et al. 1992)
indicate they are quite flexible with respect to
seawater adaptation, successfully making the transi
tion over protracted periods, up to several months.

The premise that slower smolt migration increases the
probability for encounters with predators appears
generally sound. Nevertheless, regardless of flow
volumes, smolts still congregate at the face of some
dams and delay passage until nightfall as evidenced
by diel passage patterns documented at the dams.
Since predator-related effects are concentrated
near the dams, the net benefits of swifter migration
through the main body of the reservoir may not be
as great as some perceive. Conversely, increased
velocity can alter the distribution of predatory fish in
the tailrace, perhaps reducing their effectiveness at
consuming smolts. The collective effects of these
mechanisms on predator-related smolt mortality
are difficult to predict. At least two passage models,
CREM and CRiSp, have attempted to represent
some or all of these processes. Even so, a consider
able number of assumptions are required.

The debate regarding the effectiveness of flow
augmentation, as well as reservoir drawdown, has
been fueled by the absence of reliable measures of
smolt survival either through the hydroelectric
system or at seawater entry. Thus, it is not possible
to confidently determine how much delay is too
much, and to what extent specific water management
alternatives increase smolt survival, and ultimately
survival to adult return. There is no question that
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the emplacement of hydroelectric dams has dramati
cally decreased salmon and steelhead productivity in
the Snake and Columbia rivers, particularly with
respect to effects on juvenile survival. Turbines,
bypasses, gas saturation, in combination with piscivo
rous predators and slower migration all take their
toll on downstream migrants. However, it is not
clear to what extent decreasing system travel time by
several days to perhaps a week, reduces the overall
juvenile mortality. Because of the uncertainty
surrounding the relationship between water velocity,
fish travel time and smolt survival, the SOR analysis
has included a range of values for each of these
variables in an attempt to encompass the true rela
tionship.

Transportation. Collecting and transporting smolts
to release sites below Bonneville Dam is an alterna
tive passage strategy that has been tested by NMFS
researchers, and employed for nearly two decades.
At selected dams, smolts are guided from turbine
intakes and routed to a collection system. Smolts
are then transported primarily by barge (but some
times by tanker truck) to release sites below Bonne
ville Dam. Fish are currently transported from
Lower Granite, Little Goose, Lower Monumental
and McNary dams. Transportation does not neces
sarily occur under all river conditions. When
instream flow volumes are deemed to be sufficiently
high, the guided and collected smolts can be released
back into the river in the tailrace of the collector
dam.

The effectiveness of transportation has been debated
as vigorously as the issue of smolt migration speed.
NMFS investigators have empirically demonstrated
that Snake River yearling chinook and steelhead
barged from Lower Granite Dam survive at consid
erably higher rates than those permitted to migrate
instream. For example, in the most recent evalua
tions conducted in 1986 and 1989, transported
chinook survived at rates 60 percent and 150 percent
higher, respectively, than counterparts permitted to
migrate downstream from the release site in the
tailrace of Little Goose Dam, past six projects
(Matthews 1992). Transported steelhead show
similar benefits.
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This relative measure of survival is based on the
recovered portions of marked treatment groups
recovered as adults at dams and in-river sampling
sites, hatcheries and in some cases spawning
grounds. The ratio of the recovery proportion of
transported to in -river migrants is referred to as the
transport/in-river ratio (TIR). For example, a TIR
of 1.5 indicates that 50 percent more transported
fish survived to adulthood than their counterparts
that were permitted to remain in the river and
migrate downstream. Evaluations are replicated
within a year, and variances are calculated from
these data. Confidence limits around the point
estimate can be considerable. For example: NMFS
reported (Matthews et al. 1992) for the 1986 year
ling chinook transport evaluation at Lower Granite
Reservoir, a TIR of 1.6 with a 95 percent confidence
interval of 1.01 to 2.47.

The experimental population is the run-at-large
arriving at the collector/transport dam. Today the
population is predominantly hatchery fish, hence the
TIR is weighted to reflect performance of hatchery
fish. The experimental protocol employed in the
NMFS studies is developed by a technical committee
composed of Federal, state, and tribal representa
tives.

The NMFS evaluations also demonstrated that
subyearling chinook barged from McNary Dam
survive at about 2 to 3 times the rate as those
permitted to migrate in-river past John Day, The
Dalles, and Bonneville dams. Similar investigations
have not been conducted for fall chinook salmon in
the Snake River. But NMFS expects the relative
benefits to be similar or greater than observed from
McNary (as evidenced by their recent decision to
maximize transport of fall chinook in the Snake
River), since the fish would avoid the additional
dams and reservoirs. Until only recently, Snake
River fall chinook have been transported by tanker
truck, rather than barge. The two modes of trans
port are not equivalent, and evaluations have em
phasized the preferable mode, barging. Inference
derived from barging evaluations may not necessarily
apply to trucked smolts.
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Critics of transportation argue that in the Snake
River adult return rates of spring/summer chinook
remain depressed in spite of transportation. They
also suggest that current evaluations may not be
representative of wild stock responses to transporta
tion and contend this requires evaluation; that
delayed effects affect spawning success and survival;
and real controls were not used in experiments.
These contentions have merit and should be ex
amined experimentally. However, they do not refute
the fact that NMFS evaluations indicate that for the
population-at-large arriving at a Snake River
collector dam, transported fish fair better than
downstream migrants, even in moderate flow years.
Based on their own research, NMFS has determined
that transportation remains the best passage option
available for endangered Snake River stocks. Lack
ing additional information, SOR used TCRs re
ported by NMFS in modeling analyses.

Adult Migration

Passage Routes. Adult salmon and stee1head pass
hydroelectric dams by way of adult ladders. The
number of ladders at a single dam ranges from 1 to
3. Ladders are in place at all dams from Bonneville
to and including Lower Granite Dam on the Snake
River, and Wells Dam on the Columbia River. The
absence of ladders at dams upstream from these
sites has eliminated access to vast areas that were
once suitable for both spawning and rearing.

Fish enter ladders by way of entrances at discharge
ports in the tailrace, or by entering a passage chan
nel that leads to the ladder. Channels span the face
of the powerhouse, and are fitted with ports through
which fish enter.

Migrational Delay and Fallback at Dams. Dams and
their operation affect upstream passage in two
manners, migrational delay and fallback. Encounter
ing the structures themselves imparts some delay.
Fish have to locate ladder or channel entrances and
ascend the ladder. Operating conditions can affect
their ability to locate entrances. Furthermore, exces
sive spill, or particular spill patterns, can create flow
conditions that can occlude entrances at some dams,
and increase migrational delay.
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Once fish ascend and exit to the forebay, some
fraction fall back downstream, usually through the
spillway or powerhouse. This can result in either
direct injury/mortality, or increased migrational delay.
River discharge can affect the rate of fallback. For
example, Wagner and Hilson (1992) reported that
the fallback rate for fall chinook increased with
project discharge at McNary Dam. In general, fall
chinook may be more prone to fallback than other
species, by virtue of their apparent proclivity to
wander. Mendel et al. (1992) observed that
53 percent of a group of radio-tagged fall chinook
fell back at Lower Granite Dam in 1991.

Gas Supersaturation. Chronic exposure to gas
supersaturation can have an adverse effect on mi
grating adults, increasing mortality (Ebel et al. 1975)
or injury (Bjornn et al. 1994). Historically, this
condition was more prevalent when generating
capacity was low, forcing excessive water volumes to
be spilled. Today, gas supersaturation is generally
not problematic due to increased generation capabil
ity, as well as the installation of spillway flow deflec
tors (flip-lips), which reduce plunging and
associated supersaturation. However, reservoir
drawdown and other alternatives which increase spill
for juvenile fish passage increase the probability that
adults will be exposed to gas supersaturated in-river
conditions.

Migration Speed Through Impoundments. Migra
tion of adults through impoundments is rapid in
comparison to rates observed in free-flowing sec
tions. Bjornn et al. (1992) tracked spring and sum
mer chinook through the four impoundments on the
Snake River and on into the tributaries. They
reported an average velocity of 55 to 58 km/day
through the impounded section from Ice Harbor
Dam to the head of Lower Granite Pool. In the
various free-flowing tributaries migration was much
slower, with mean migration speeds ranging from 8.7
to 31.0 km/day d.

However, there are operations that can occur during
the late summer and fall in the Snake River that can
reduce migration speed through impoundments.
Periodically, at night, no water is discharged past
dams resulting in "zero-flow" conditions. Steelhead
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migrate through the system during this time of year
and appear to reduce migration speed under these
conditions. However, since water temperature is
also high during this period, a condition also known
to slow migration, it has been difficult to isolate the
causative agent.

Estimates of Adult Loss or Mortality. Adult passage
survival appears to be higher than once presumed.
Bjornn et al. (1992) estimated that 87 percent of
their tagged spring and summer chinook salmon
survived from Ice Harbor tailrace to Lower Granite
forebay. Consistent with this Chapman et al. (1990)
estimated a 5 percent loss per project for spring and
summer chinook through the Columbia and Snake
River. According to Dauble and Mueller (1993),
losses reported by the International North Pacific
Fisheries Commission, for adult salmon in general
during the 1970 migration, were estimated to be near
13 percent per project. Undoubtedly, variations in
river conditions from year to year will influence
passage survival, and may in part be responsible for
the seemingly disparate estimates. Also, the methods
used to estimate survival have differed over the years.

2.1.3.2 Effects of Harvest

Salmon and steelhead from the Columbia River are
harvested in the Pacific Ocean from Alaska to
California. The ocean fisheries along the coasts of
Washington, Oregon and California that harvest
Columbia River salmon stocks are managed under
the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Manage
ment Act (MFCMA) by the Pacific Fisheries Man
agement Council (PFMC). The North Pacific Fish
eries Management Council (NPFMC) is responsible
for management of fisheries off the coast of Alaska
that harvest Columbia River stocks. The PFMC is
composed of Federal, state and tribal representatives
from the states of California, Oregon, Idaho and
Washington PFMC includes representatives of
commercial, sport and charter fishing. Representa
tives from each council also sit on the companion
council to ensure coordination. The management of
fisheries occurring in Canadian and United States
waters that intercept salmon from the other country
is the responsibility of the Pacific Salmon Commis
sion (PSC) under the U. S.-Canada Pacific Salmon
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Treaty of 1985. To ensure coordination among
Canadian, Alaskan and other West Coast ocean
fisheries, representatives of PFMC and NPFMC
participate in the PSc. Recommendations from the
PFMC and NPFMC concerning bag limits, time and
area closures and gear restrictions for sport and
commercial salmon fisheries from three to 200 miles
offshore of the western United States are forwarded
to the Secretary of Commerce for consideration and
promulgation of annual fishing regulations. Ocean
fisheries occurring in state waters, zero to three
miles offshore, are managed by the state having
jurisdiction over the maritime area adjoining the
respective state.

Treaty Indian commercial, ceremonial and subsistence
fisheries and non - Indian commercial fisheries occur
ring in the mainstem Columbia River are managed
by the states of Washington and Oregon and the
treaty Indian tribes through the Columbia River
Compact and the Columbia River Fish Management
Plan (Plan). The Plan initially was created in 1977 by
order of the Federal court under US v. Oregon. The
Plan provides a framework whereby each of the parties
may exercise their management authority in a coor
dinated manner to protect, rebuild, and enhance
Columbia River fish runs which provide harvest for
both treaty Indian and non - Indian fisheries. The
primary species managed under the plan include
chinook, sockeye and coho salmon, steelhead, white
and green sturgeon, and shad. Each state in the
Columbia River basin manages its recreational fish
eries for anadromous and resident fish populations.

The general trend in harvest of Columbia River
basin salmonid stocks has been downward, with the
exception of relatively high harvest levels of some
stocks in 1987 and 1988.

Ocean Fisheries

Chinook Salmon. Since 1971 total landings of
chinook salmon in ocean commercial and recreation
al fisheries coastwide have ranged from a high of
2,121,000 in 1988 to a low of 438,000 in 1992.
During the 1970s total landings averaged 1,400,000
chinook. During the 1980s landings averaged
1,150,000 chinook.
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Ocean exploitation rates for six Columbia River
basin chinook stocks managed under the Pacific
Salmon Commission have all declined from the base
period.

The impact of ocean harvest on Snake River spring!
summer chinook is assumed to be insignificant
(PFMC 1993a). Coded-wire tag (CWT) analyses of
Lyons Ferry fall chinook stock indicate that the total
mortality on Snake River fall chinook associated
with ocean fisheries declined by 50 percent in 1991,
compared to the three previous years (PFMC
1993a). The analyses show that 1991 ocean fisheries
represented a total adult equivalency exploitation
rate of 13.9 percent. This is 18 percent lower than
the 1988-1990 average of 16.9 percent.

Sockeye Salmon. Ocean troll catches of sockeye
salmon since 1985 in the PFMC management area
have been less than 100 fish (PFMC 1993b). The
majority of these fish are thought to be of Fraser
River and Puget Sound origin.

Coho Salmon. Since 1971 total landings of coho
salmon in commercial and recreational fisheries
coastwide have ranged from a high of 5,328,000 in
1976 to a low of 310,000 in 1984 (Figure 2) (PFMC
1993a). The decline in landings has been due to
stringent regulations to protect Oregon coastal
natural coho stocks and some depressed Puget
Sound coho stocks.

Mainstem Columbia River Fisheries

Historically, commercial drift gill net fisheries oc
curred below Bonneville Dam (known as zones 1-5)
throughout the year. In 1960 this fishery was open
for 101 days. In recent years the fishery has been
open for a "late winter fishery" in February and
March targeting on lower river spring chinook, an
"early fall fishery" during August and early Septem
ber, and a "late fall fishery" from mid-September
through mid-November. The early fall fishery
targets on fall chinook while the late fall fishery
targets on coho salmon. Since 1975 (except 1977),
no fisheries have occurred in the lower river target
ing on spring chinook destined for the upper Colum
bia basin. Summer chinook have not been harvested
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as a commercial target species in the Columbia
River since 1964. To reduce the incidental catch of
steelhead and other non -target species, mesh
restrictions have been placed on the net fisheries. A
ban on the commercial sale of steel head in 1975
halted the incidental landing of steelhead in the
lower river non - Indian drift net fisheries during the
early and late fall seasons.

A treaty Indian fishery for the four treaty tribes
(Warm Springs, Nez Perce, Umatilla and Yakama)
occurred in zone 6 (Bonneville Dam to McNary
Dam) during most of the year. Recently this fishery
has been restricted due to the depressed status of
upper river chinook stocks. There has been no
treaty Indian commercial season in zone 6 for spring
chinook since 1975 (except 1977) and for summer
chinook since 1964. However, very limited ceremo
nial and subsistence fishing in zone 6 is allowed on
spring and summer chinook.

Spring Chinook Salmon. Columbia upriver spring!
summer chinook stocks provided the foundation for
treaty Indian and non-Indian fisheries prior to the
1970s. Since then these stocks have been at all time
lows. Their depressed condition has resulted in very
constrained fisheries in order to provide for escape
ment. In-river harvest rates during the period from
1960-1974 averaged 49 percent (TAC 1993). Since
1975 the harvest rate on these stocks has averaged
7.5 percent (TAC 1993).

Fishing seasons are now designed to harvest hatch
ery surplus and to protect depressed upriver spring
chinook runs (PFMC 1993). Commercial harvest of
upriver spring chinook adults below Bonneville Dam
since 1971 has ranged from a high of 68,500 in 1972
to a low of less than 100 in 1976. Since 1975, harvest
has been very restricted, usually less than 1,000 fish,
except in 1977 when 8,600 were harvested and in
1988 when 5,100 were taken (ODFW/WDF 1992).
In 1992 commercial landings were 5,100 adult chi
nook which included an estimated 200 spring chi
nook of upper river origin (PFMC 1993). The
recreational fishery landed 5,300 spring chinook
adults in 1992. An estimated 1,200 were of upper
river origin (PFMC 1993).
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Since 1979, non-Indian harvest of Snake River wild
spring chinook has ranged from zero to 1,200 fish
(TAC 1993). During the same time period treaty
Indian harvest of Snake River wild spring chinook
has been between 300 and 1,300 fish (TAC 1993). In
1992, lower Columbia River mainstem fisheries
(zones 1-6) harvested an estimated 732 wild Snake
River adult spring chinook, compared to 778 adults
in 1991 and a 1986-1990 average of 1289 fish
(PFMC 1993a). In-river harvest rates on this fish
stock is estimated at 5.5 percent in 1992, compared
to 10.7 percent in 1991 and 10.6 percent during the
period 1986-1990.

Summer Chinook. A target fishery for summer
chinook has not occurred since 1964 in the Columbia
River below Bonneville Dam (zones 1-5) (TAC
1993). From 1967-1973 some incidental harvest was
allowed during the shad and sockeye salmon seasons
(TAC 1993). Since 1973 no harvest has occurred
except for 100 fish in 1979 (TAC 1993).

Harvest of summer chinook adults in mainstem
recreational fisheries has not been allowed since
1974. Harvest of summer chinook jacks was allowed
from 1977-1991 during the summer steelhead
fishery. Harvest of summer chinook jacks in the
lower Columbia River from 1977 to 1991 ranged
from 50 to 300 (TAC 1993). CWT analysis indicates
many of these were two year old hatchery spring
chinook smolts that are released at a larger size and
spend a short time in the marine system (TAC 1993).
During 1992 harvest of spring/summer chinook jacks
was prohibited in mainstem Columbia River recre
ational fisheries by emergency ruling. This ruling
was made permanent in 1993.

Directed harvest of summer chinook has not been
allowed since 1965 in the zone 6 treaty- Indian
commercial fishery. Incidental catches occurred in
1966-73 during the shad and sockeye seasons (TAC
1993). During the 1985-1988 commercial sockeye
seasons summer chinook were allowed for sale as
incidental catch. Treaty- Indian commercial inci
dental landings and ceremonial and subsistence
harvest of adult Columbia River summer chinook
have averaged less than 1000 fish since 1979 (TAC
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1993). Harvests from 1988 through 1992 have been
less than 100 fish.

Treaty- Indian harvest of Snake River wild summer
chinook during commercial, ceremonial and subsis
tence fisheries is estimated to have ranged from zero
to 350 fish since 1979 (TAC 1993). Harvest since
1988 has been less than 20 fish per year.

Fall Chinook. Commercial harvest of adult lower
river fall chinook in zone 1-5 since 1980 has ranged
from a high of 224,900 in 1988 to a low of 20,400 in
1990 (ODFWIWDF 1992). Recreational mainstem
Columbia River and tributary harvest of adult lower
river fall chinook since 1980 has varied from 200 in
1980 to 29,900 in 1987 (ODFWIWDF 1992).

Commercial harvest of adult Bonneville Pool hatchery
fall chinook in the lower river fishery (zone 1-5) since
1980 has ranged from 35,700 in 1982 to 100 fish in
1985 (ODFWIWDF 1992). Commercial harvest of
this stock in the zone 6 fishery has ranged from
48,900 in 1982 to 1,700 in 1987 (ODFWIWDF 1992).
Recreational mainstem and tributary harvest of this
stock has varied from 2,300 in 1984 to less than 100
in 1980, 1981 and 1983 (ODFWIWDF 1992).

Adult upriver bright fall chinook adult harvest since
1980 in the zone 1-5 commercial fishery has ranged
from 104,300 in 1987 to 2,400 in 1981. During the
same time period recreational mainstem and tribu
tary harvest has ranged from 18,200 in 1987 to 200 in
1982. Zone 6 commercial harvest of this stock has
varied from a high of 224,400 in 1987 to a low of
7,300 in 1982 (ODFWIWDF 1992).

Zone 1-5 commercial landing of adult mid-Colum
bia bright fall chinook salmon adults since 1982 has
varied from a high of 46,200 in 1989 to a low of 700
in 1982. The zone 6 commercial harvest on this
stock has varied from 900 in 1982 to 21,100 in both
1988 and 1989. The recreational mainstem and
tributary catch of this stock has varied from less than
100 in 1982 to 3,700 in 1989 (ODFWIWDF 1992).

The 1992 harvest rate on wild Snake River fall chinook
salmon for the Columbia River chinook fisheries was
estimated at 20 percent. The 1991 estimated harvest
rate was 27 percent and the 1988-1990 average
harvest rate was 47 percent (TAC 1993).
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Sockeye Salmon. The commercial harvest of sock
eye in the lower river fisheries since 1938 has ranged
from a high of 190,900 in 1958 to no harvest in
several recent years. Since 1989 there has been no
commercial harvest of sockeye (ODFW/WDF 1992).
Commercial harvest of sockeye in the treaty Indian
fishery in zone 6 since 1938 has varied from a high
of 64,700 fish in 1940 to less than 100 in recent years
(ODFW/WDF 1992). Some recreational harvest of
sockeye has occurred in Lake Wenatchee. The
ceremonial and subsistence tribal fishery since 1977
has ranged from no harvest to 2,100. There is no
information on the ceremonial and subsistence
harvest of sockeye in zone 6 prior to 1977 (ODFW/
WDF 1992).

Steelhead. Lower river commercial landings of
winter steelhead from 1953 to 1975, when non - In
dian commercial sales of steelhead were banned,
varied from a high of 23,400 in 1953- 54 to a low of
100 in 1974-75 (ODFW/WDF 1992). The mains
tern and tributary recreational fisheries since 1953
have harvested between 29,900 (1982-83) and
124,100 steelhead (1971-72) (ODFWIWDF 1992).

Lower river commercial harvest of summer steelhead
from 1938 to 1975 varied from 4,000 in 1974 to
239,800 in 1940. The zone 6 treaty commercial
fishery harvest has ranged from 500 in 1962 to
86,300 in 1985 (ODFWIWDF 1992). Ceremonial
and subsistence (C&S) harvest prior to 1979 is
unknown. Since 1979 C&S harvest has ranged from
about 400 in 1979, 1983 and 1990 to 6,700 in 1989
(ODFWIWDF 1992).

Recreational harvest of summer steelhead in the
lower Columbia River (below Bonneville Dam) since
1963 has varied from no harvest in 1975 and 1976 to
30,000 fish in 1967. Since 1973 the harvest has not
exceeded 8,000 fish (ODFW/WDF 1992).

Coho Salmon. Annual lower river commercial
catches of adult coho salmon averaged 162,700 from
1971-1979, and 270,500 between 1980-1989. The
harvest in 1990 was 75,000 and in 1991 the harvest
was 406,500. During this time annual catches have
ranged from 7,100 in 1983 to 981,000 in 1986
(ODFWIWDF 1992).
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Annual harvest in the lower river and tributary
recreational coho fisheries averaged 10,900 from
1971-1979. From 1980-1989 the average harvest
was 64,700. During 1990 to 1992 the harvest has
averaged 104,800. From 1971 to 1992 the harvest
has ranged from a low of 6,200 in 1977 to a high of
234,000 in 1991 (PFMC 1993a).

Treaty coho catch in zone 6 has ranged from a low of
200 in 1983 to a high of 16,800 in 1986. Annual
average catch has been 4,900 fish during 1971 to
1992 (ODFWIWDF 1992).

Columbia River 'Iributaries

Columbia River tributaries are not open to commer
cial harvest of chinook. Columbia River tributaries
in Oregon open to spring chinook recreational
fishing include the Willamette, Sandy, Hood and
Deschutes rivers. From 1988 to 1992 the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife estimated an
average annual catch of 139,800 adult and jack
spring chinook (TAC 1993).

Columbia River tributaries in Washington open to
recreational spring chinook fishing include the
Cowlitz, Kalama, Lewis, Wind, Little White Salmon,
Big White Salmon, and Klickitat rivers below the
mouth of the Snake River and the Wenatchee River
on the Columbia River above the Snake River
confluence. During the period 1987 to 1992 an
estimated average annual harvest of 103,400 adult
and jack spring chinook occurred (TAC 1993).

Treaty Indian ceremonial and subsistence fisheries in
Oregon occur in several tributaries including the
Deschutes, John Day, Umatilla, Imnaha, and
Grande Ronde rivers. The spring chinook fishery in
the Deschutes River at Shearar's Falls (RM45) since
1980 has harvested from less than 100 to over 600
fish (ODFW 1993). Estimated harvest of adult fall
chinook in this fishery from 1972 to 1986 has ranged
from 1,600 to just over 600 fish (ODFW 1988).

Treaty Indian subsistence fisheries in Washington
occur in the Wind, Little White Salmon, Klickitat
and Yakima rivers. From 1987 to 1992 these fish
eries annually harvested an average of 8,800 fish
(TAC 1993).
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Non - Indian commercial fisheries have not occurred
in the Snake River basin since the early 1900s.
Significant steelhead recreational fisheries exist in
the mainstem Snake River and in tributaries of
Washington, Oregon and Idaho. Due to the large
numbers of returning hatchery summer steelhead
these fisheries have increased in recent years.
Regulations in Oregon and Washington target only
marked hatchery summer steelhead. These sport
fisheries do not allow retention of adult chinook or
sockeye. To minimize impacts, barbless hooks are
required in most areas of the Snake River basin
upstream from the Washington - Idaho border.

Treaty- Indian commercial fisheries have not oc
curred in the Snake River basin. Ceremonial and
subsistence fisheries do occur at various sites within
the basin, generally targeting surplus hatchery stocks.
These fisheries usually occur near the hatcheries
where these stocks are returning such as the Rapid
River hatchery in Idaho.

2.1.3.3 Effects of Hatchery Management

The first fish hatchery in the Columbia River basin
was built on the Clackamas River in Oregon in 1877.
Several other facilities were constructed around the
turn of the century in response to over-exploitation
of the runs by the commercial fishery. Older hatch
eries that are still in operation today have all been
modernized and expanded in the last 30 years to
mitigate for fish losses due primarily to development
of large multi -purpose dams in the basin for hydro
electric power, flood control irrigation, and naviga
tion.

The major hatchery construction phase occurred in
the basin in the 1950s under the Mitchell Act, which
was passed by Congress in 1938 in response to the
loss of fish in the Columbia River due to dam
construction and other human activities. Most of
these facilities were constructed in the lower Colum
bia River below Bonneville Dam. NMFS currently
funds 25 facilities in the basin with Mitchell Act
funding. Another major hatchery program was
initiated in 1976 when Congress authorized the
Lower Snake River Fish and Wildlife Compensation
Program to replace wildlife and fish losses caused by
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Lower Granite, Little Goose, Lower Monumental,
and Ice Harbor dams on the lower Snake River.
Twelve hatcheries and eleven satellite facilities have
been constructed throughout the Snake River basin.
Other hatchery mitigation facilities have been built
in the Columbia River basin with funding from the
Corps of Engineers, Bonneville Power Administra
tion, the states, and public utility districts and pri
vate power companies.

Nearly 200 million juvenile salmon and steelhead are
released annually from about 90 artificial rearing
facilities in the Columbia River basin. Hatchery fish
now comprise over 95 percent of the coho, 70 per
cent of the spring chinook, about 80 percent of the
summer chinook, over 50 percent of the fall chinook
and about 70 percent of the steelhead produced in
the basin (CBFWA 1990). Because of severely
depressed natural production, hatchery production
supports important treaty Indian, sport, and com
mercial fisheries. The annual catch from Mitchell
Act production averaged about 2.0 million adult
salmon and steelhead per year for the period
1960-85 (CBFWA 1990). However, the success of
hatchery production has come at some cost to
natural production. Coho salmon populations in the
Columbia basin declined in the early years because
of irrigation development and other water use
projects. The remaining natural coho production
was nearly eliminated because mixed-stock fisheries
relied heavily on the more abundant hatchery coho
which resulted in over-harvest of the less abundant
natural coho stocks.

Hatchery Production of Salmon and Steelhead

Chinook Salmon

Spring Chinook. The lower Columbia River spring
chinook run is supported primarily by hatchery
production because of habitat loss and construction
of high dams in the lower river tributaries. Naturally
produced spring chinook salmon comprise only 5 to
15 percent of the lower river run (CBFWA 1991).
The lower river run of spring chinook salmon usually
exceeds the upriver spring chinook salmon run and
has provided significant commercial and recreational
harvests in recent years.
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Prior to the 1970s hatchery production of spring
chinook salmon in the upper Columbia River was
limited. Since then hatchery production has in
creased to where the upriver run is now comprised
of about 60 percent hatchery fish (ODFW 1991).
Annual adult spring chinook returns to hatcheries
above Bonneville Dam peaked at over 37,000 in
1986 and 34,900 in 1990 (PFMC 1993).

Summer Chinook. Hatchery production of summer
chinook salmon in the Columbia River basin is
limited to only four hatcheries: McCall and Pahsim
eroi hatcheries in the Snake River basin, and Wells
and East Bank hatcheries in the mid-Columbia
River. The estimated hatchery composition of adult
summer chinook passing Lower Granite Dam from
1985-1990 was 44 percent (ODFW 1991). The
hatchery composition of the upper Columbia River
summer chinook run has not been estimated.

Fall Chinook Salmon. Lower river fall chinook
salmon production is heavily influenced by hatchery
production. With the exception of wild fish in the
Lewis, Sandy and Cowlitz rivers, fall chinook spawn
ing in the lower river tributaries are considered to be
hatchery fish. Seven hatcheries in Washington and
four in Oregon produce lower river fall chinook
which between 1980 and 1989 supported adult runs
ranging from 83,000 fish in 1983 to 344,600 fish in
1987. Lower river wild fall chinook adult returns
ranged from 13,000 to 42,000 fish during the same
time period (ODFW 1991).

Spring Creek National Fish Hatchery produces the
bulk of the Bonneville Pool hatchery fall chinook.
Historically the Spring Creek stock was one of the
more productive chinook stocks. Enteric red mouth
and bacterial gill disease devastated releases in the
mid-1980s. The depressed status of this hatchery
stock resulted in limitations on ocean and in river
harvests to achieve escapement. In -river run size
has improved from the poor returns of 1986-1988
(9,100 to 16,000 fish) to 52,400 in 1991 and 29,500 in
1992 (PFMC 1993).

Upriver bright fall chinook reared at hatcheries
below McNary Dam are released at Bonneville,
Little White Salmon and Klickitat hatcheries and are
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outplanted at various locations in the mid-Colum
bia area. Upriver bright fall chinook above McNary
Dam are reared at Priest Rapids, Rocky Reach,
Ringold, and Lyons Ferry hatcheries. The combined
hatchery and wild in-river run size of Columbia
River adult upriver bright fall chinook decreased
from a peak of 420,600 in 1987 to 80,600 in 1992.

Sockeye Salmon

Hatchery production of sockeye salmon currently is
limited to experimental programs at the East Bank
Hatchery located at Rocky Reach Dam, a small scale
program to test the potential of re-introducing
sockeye salmon to the Yakima River, and captive
rearing of endangered Snake River sockeye salmon
from Redfish Lake.

Steelhead

Hatchery fish contribute significantly to winter
steelhead runs in the lower Columbia River. Most
of the tributaries in the lower reaches of the Colum
bia River in Washington and Oregon are supple
mented with hatchery fish. The vast majority of the
summer run steelhead in the lower river are also
produced in hatcheries.

An average of 11,200,000juvenile steelhead were
released from hatcheries above Bonneville Dam
from 1986 to 1990 (ODFW 1991). The combined
hatchery A and B summer steelhead run above
Bonneville Dam from 1985-1990 ranged from
141,900 in 1990 to 304,200 in 1986. The average
hatchery composition of the total A and B summer
steelhead run over Bonneville Dam during this time
period was 73.5 percent (ODFW 1991).

Coho Salmon

The majority of the coho salmon below Bonneville
dam are produced in hatcheries. Coho salmon runs
in recent years have fluctuated from a low of 138,000
fish in 1983 to 1,553,000 in 1986 (ODFW 1991).
Current runs of both early- and late- coho stocks
above Bonneville Dam are almost entirely supported
by hatchery production. Coho salmon production
from about 10 hatcheries is released into the Little
White Salmon, Klickitat, Yakima, Umatilla, and the
mid-Columbia River.
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2.1.3.4 Effec!z of Artificial Propagation on
Wild/Natural Fish

NMFS identified artificial propagation as a factor
contributing to the decline of Snake River spring/
summer chinook and Snake River fall chinook
salmon (NMFS 1991). Artificial propagation can
affect wild/natural fish through water withdrawal,
hatchery effluent, horizontal transmission of patho
gens, competition for food and space, direct and
indirect predation, straying and other behavioral
influences and through the collection of broodstock.
Unfortunately, there is little or no information to
quantify many of the impacts of hatchery propaga
tion on wild/natural fish populations.

Competition

Hatchery fish can compete directly with wild/natural
fish for food and space. Competition may occur
where food and space are limited in the spawning
and rearing areas and throughout the migration
corridor but data quantifying the impacts are lim
ited. Impacts from competition are assumed to be
greatest in the release areas where the highest
densities of hatchery fish occur and diminish as
hatchery smolts disperse downstream (USFWS
1993). However, hatchery fish appear to be defi
cient in foraging and habitat selection (Ware 1971,
Bachman 1984, Marnell 1986). It may take some
time after release for hatchery fish to adapt to their
new environment and to become efficient in food
selection. As a result, competition may be reduced
after release until the hatchery fish adapt. Competi
tion near release sites between steelhead smolts and
chinook fry and presmolts also may be reduced
because of differences in habitat preference (Canna
mela 1992).

There is little data evaluating the adverse behavioral
effects of hatchery fish on wild/natural fish. Hillman
and Mullan (1989) found that larger hatchery finger
ling chinook salmon pulled smaller wild chinook
salmon with them as they drifted downstream which
resulted in predation of smaller fish by other salmo
nids. However, they found no evidence that steel
head released in April affected normal movement
and habitat use of age-O chinook.
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Juvenile chinook salmon feed as they migrate
through the Columbia River system. With rapid
emigration times, competition for food should be
minimal. However, increased emigration time
through the reservoirs could increase competition
between hatchery and wild/natural fish for food.
Differences in outmigration timing may reduce the
potential for competition. For example, the out
migration of spring/summer chinook in the Snake
River is much more protracted than the hatchery
smolt outmigration which would reduce the potential
for interaction. No studies have been conducted in
the Columbia River to quantify the impact of the
interaction during outmigration.

Predation

The level of predation of hatchery fish on wild/natu
ral fish is difficult to quantify with the limited data
available. Salmonid predators generally are thought
to prey on fish about one-third or less their size
(Parkinson et al. 1989). The relative size of hatchery
smolts and wild/natural smolts suggests that the
potential for predation in the migration corridor is
low. The greatest potential for hatchery fish preda
tion on wild/natural fish exists where smolts are
released directly over emerging wild/natural chinook
salmon (USFWS 1993). However, there is no evi
dence that hatchery chinook salmon prey on wild/
natural chinook salmon (USFWS 1993). There is
some evidence that juvenile steelhead prey on
chinook fry/fingerlings. Contor and Cannamela
(1992) found three stomachs out of 6,762 hatchery
steelhead stomachs that contained a total of ten
chinook salmon fry in the upper Salmon River in
1992. Martin et aI. (1993) examined 1,713 hatchery
steelhead smolt stomachs and found three that
contained salmon fry. This limited empirical data
suggests the number of fry/fingerlings eaten by
steelhead is low.

Disease

Pathogens that cause disease in salmon and steel
head are present in both wild/natural and hatchery
populations. Some examples of pathogens found in
hatchery fish that are present in wild/natural fish
include outbreaks of infectious hematopoietic necro-
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sis virus in sockeye salmon and kokanee (Williams
and Amend, 1976; Banner et al. 1991) and bacterial
kidney disease in trout and salmon (Mitchum et al.
1979; Banner et al. 1986). Elliott and Pascho (1991)
sampled sockeye salmon smolts at Priest Rapids
Dam, which are all from wild/natural production,
and found Renibacterium salmoninarum infection
was present in 97 percent of the fish although the
infection levels were low.

There is very little information on the impact of
infectious diseases on natural production. Hatchery
populations probably have a higher potential than
wild/natural populations for serving as reservoirs of
pathogens because in the hatchery environment fish
are held at high density increasing the amplification
of the pathogen and potential for spread among the
host fish. However, there is no direct evidence of
increase in disease incidence or prevalence in wild/
natural fish downstream of hatcheries.

Although there is no evidence of horizontal trans
mission of disease from hatchery fish to wild fish in
the natural free-flowing river environment, the
potential for horizontal transmission of disease from
hatchery fish has not been adequately assessed.
Environmental factors may exacerbate existing
disease in both hatchery and wild/natural fish and
increase the spread of disease to healthy fish.
Epizootics are often triggered by increased popula
tion density and unusual changes in the environment
(Saunders 1991). For example, fish held at high
densities during the collection and barging process
may be more susceptible to horizontal transmission
of disease than fish that are dispersed and free
ranging. Elliott and Pascho (1991) examined the
potential for healthy salmonid smolts to become
infected from bacterial kidney disease during trans
portation. They found viable Renibacterium salmo
ninarum cells in barge water samples and based on
live-box tests with healthy brook trout suggested
that horizontal transmission can occur during collec
tion and transportation. However, their study also
documented the high level of bacterium found in
river water, raising the question of whether short
duration spent in a barge may be better than long
duration in the river.
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Genetic Effects

Busack (1990) identified four types of genetic risk
associated with hatchery activities: (1) extinction, (2)
loss of within population variability, (3) loss of
between population variability, and (4) inadvertent
artificial selection (domestication). Extinction can
occur when removal of broodstock reduces the
wild/natural donor population below the minimum
viability level. Early broodstock collection activities
may have depleted wild stocks in some areas in the
basin. More recent broodstock collection efforts
have been limited to reduce the impact on the donor
populations. Extinction of stocks can also occur if
mixed stock fisheries are managed to harvest hatch
ery surplus production at the expense of individual
wild/natural stocks.

Loss of within population variability can occur as a
result of a number of hatchery activities, including
the nonrandom selection of brood fish from the
donor population, maintaining too small of a hatch
ery population, and using only a part of the hatchery
population in mating and fertilization. Steward and
Bjornn (1990) identified a number of hatchery stocks
in which run timing was shifted earlier through
selection of earlier returning adults. Current opera
tions avoid this type of selection.

Loss of between-population variability can occur
when hatchery broodstock are taken from distant
locations. Historically, hatchery stocks were derived
from a mixture of nonindigenous stocks and stock
transfers and outplantings of hatchery salmon and
steelhead throughout the Columbia River basin
(Matthews and Waples 1991). The impact of these
transfers and outplantings on wild/natural produc
tion received little attention. In recent years empha
sis has been on establishing hatchery stocks from the
local indigenous stocks and restricting stock trans
fers. High rates of straying of hatchery fish into
nontarget streams can also reduce between-popula
tion variability. Straying of adult hatchery fall
chinook of Columbia River origin into the Snake
River is a potential threat to the genetic integrity of
Snake River fall chinook (NMFS 1993). This threat
is expected to be reduced through marking of hatch
ery fish and completion of a flow augmentation
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project in the Umatilla River where the majority of
the strays originate.

Inadvertent artificial selection (domestication) can
occur from a variety of hatchery practices that cause
nonrandom mortality and nonrandom selection and
where rearing and release strategies differ substan
tially from the natural life history pattern. Inadver
tent selection can be avoided through implementa
tion of strict mating and fertilization protocols, and
by ensuring that hatchery fish are qualitatively as
similar to wild fish as possible. Some researchers
suggest that inadvertent selection can cause reduced
performance of hatchery steelhead trout compared
to wild fish (Chilcote et al. 1986, Reisenbichler and
McIntyre 1977). However, Kapuscinski et al. (1991)
suggest that other genetic factors may have in
fluenced the results of these studies.

2.1.3.5 Effects of Habitat Degradation

While much of the salmon and steelhead spawning
and rearing habitat in the Columbia River basin is in
good condition, considerable habitat degradation has
resulted from logging, mining and agricultural activi
ties.

An indication of the magnitude of this habitat
degradation is provided by research conducted by
the Pacific Northwest Research Station. Researchers
there compared stream surveys conducted from 1934
to 1946 with recent stream surveys. This study
examined over 975 km of streams throughout the
Columbia River basin (Sedell & McIntosh 1992).
River systems impacted by human activities have lost
37 percent of the large pools over the past 50 years.
Over the same 50-year period in rivers and streams
in wilderness areas and relatively unmanaged river
drainages, the number of large pools has increased
in wilderness and relatively unmanaged river drain
ages by 79 percent. The loss of pools resulting from
human activities has reduced the carrying capacity of
streams for juvenile salmonids, decreased holding
areas for returning adults, and caused both adults
and juveniles to be more susceptible to predation,
disease and catastrophic events (Sedell & McIntosh
1992).
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The state and Federal fish and wildlife agencies and
Indian tribes in the Columbia basin cooperated in a
3-year system planning effort initiated in 1987 to
produce an integrated system plan. This plan was
designed to develop strategies to meet the North
west Power Planning Council's goal of doubling the
anadromous fish runs in the Columbia Basin. As
part of this planning effort, the agencies and tribes
documented habitat degradation in each of 31 major
subbasins or watersheds within the Columbia basin
(CBFWA 1991).

Logging

Early logging in the Columbia River basin occurred
mainly in the lowland areas, resulting in little dam
age to rivers and streams. However as logging
progressed up the watersheds, increasing habitat
degradation occurred. Logging increased sharply
during and after WW II. Logging in the Snake
River drainage increased most dramatically in the
early 1960s from lows of 1- to 30-million board
feet per year to over 600 million board feet per year,
and remained high through the 1980s (NPPC, 1986).

Logging can have significant adverse effects on fish
habitat including: increased sedimentation, reduced
egg survival, loss of streamside cover, increased
stream temperatures, and reduced instream habitat.
Such negative impacts to fish habitat have been
documented for Snake River tributaries since the
advent of increased logging activities in the 1960s
(Chapman et al. 1991).

Streambanks are the most susceptible to damage
from logging activities. Streambanks and stream
margins provide lower water velocities than main
stream currents and are ideal for rearing salmon and
steelhead fry. Undercut banks, overhanging root
complexes, vegetation and stable debris provide
shade and protection from predators. Root net
works contribute to streambank stability and mini
mize bank erosion during high flows (USFS 1982).

Timber harvesting operations that can damage
streambanks include felling and yarding across
streams, machine operation near streams and the
removal of vegetation that has roots which strengthen
soil structure. Water-table increases in riparian
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zones also contribute to the weakening of stream
bank structure and lead to streambank erosion and
channel widening.

Improperly designed culverts in logging road stream
crossings often obstruct passage of adult salmon and
steelhead, blocking access to spawning areas. Im
proper design includes outfall barriers, excessive
water velocity in the culvert, insufficient water in the
culvert, lack of resting pools below culverts or a
combination of these conditions (USFS 1982). A
large number of such culverts exist throughout the
Columbia River basin. The overall loss of spawning
areas resulting from this blockage is estimated to be
quite high (CBFWA 1991).

River Log Drives

River log drives that occurred from about 1880 to
1920 caused significant damage to salmon and
steelhead habitat that is still detectable nearly a
century after such drives ceased. Prior to beginning
a log drive, streams had to be "improved" to remove
obstructions that could cause expensive log jams.
Sloughs, swamps, and other low areas had to be
blocked off. Obstructions such as boulders, large
rocks, leaning trees, floating or sunken logs and
brush in the main bed were removed. River chan
nels were straightened and widened, spawning gravel
was gouged out, streambank erosion and sedimenta
tion increased, and complex sloughs and side chan
nels that served as valuable rearing habitat were
eliminated (Sedell et al. 1980). Stream gradients
were evened out and habitat complexity was lost.
Splash dams were constructed in small streams to
sluice logs down. These surges of water and logs
eroded streambeds, gouged banks, straightened river
channels, and prevented fish from spawning.

Forest Roads

Salmon and steelhead habitat has often been ad
versely affected by forest roads, log sorting and
log-storage areas. Such adverse changes include
increased sediment and organic debris in streams,
changes in water quality and quantity, formation of
physical migration barriers, and increased human
access to previously remote or isolated areas (USFS
1980). Increased sediment in streams after construe-
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tion of roads often cause severe and long-lasting
damage. Sediment loading from this activity often is
many times greater than that from any other land
management activity.

Mining

Mining has caused severe damage to anadromous
fish spawning areas in several Columbia River
subbasins, particularly where gold dredges were
operated in streambeds (CBFWA 1991). Some of
the heaviest instream mining occurred in salmon and
steelhead habitat in tributaries of the Snake River,
causing extensive habitat loss (NPPC, 1986). Idaho
had more gold and silver mining activities than in
Washington or Oregon. Other mining impacts
include acid mine leaching and heavy sediment
deposition. Most of the damage from mining oc
curred in the first half of this century, but degraded
habitat still exists in tributaries of the Salmon and
Clearwater rivers in Idaho.

Mining activities can result in significant amounts of
bedload and suspended sediment in streams and
rivers. Damage to the stream ecosystem occurs
when amounts of sediment become excessive (Platts
& Megahan 1975). Deposition of excessive fine
sediment on the stream bottom eliminates habitat
for aquatic insects; reduces the density, biomass,
number and diversity of aquatic insects; reduces the
permeability of spawning gravels and blocks the
interchange of subsurface and surface waters. Toxic
heavy metals can precipitate on bedload sediment
particles and remain in the aquatic environment to
be released later. Stream microorganisms can feed
on sediments containing organic material and lower
the dissolved oxygen content of the water (USFS
1981a).

Sediments also contain nutrients, such as nitrogen
and phosphorous. These excessive nutrient levels
can lead to blooms of undesirable algal and plankton
species and killing of fish from depletion of oxygen.
The effects of suspended sediment on the aquatic
system are more direct. Photosynthesis may be
reduced because of light reduction; fish migration
may be affected; fish may not be able to feed under
turbid conditions, resulting in small size; and sus
pended solids may interfere with efficient respiration
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of gilled animals. Young salmonids are particularly
susceptible to gill irritation caused by turbid water,
which in tum exposes them to infection by fungi and
bacteria.

Agriculture

Agricultural activities have adversely affected salmon
habitat throughout the Columbia River basin. Over
12 percent of the basin is farmland, located mostly in
central Washington and southern Idaho. Irrigated
farmland has increased substantially in the basin
from .5 million acres in 1900 to 7.6 million acres by
1980 (NPPC 1986). Adverse effects of agricultural
activities includes: loss of streamside vegetation,
increased temperature, increased erosion adding silt
to spawning beds, reduced flow in rearing areas,
blockage of fish migration, addition of toxicants and
nutrients to streams, and loss of fish in unscreened
irrigation diversions. Unscreened diversions are one
of the major problems. While most irrigation in
takes have been screened, many screens are not
functional. Some have washed out of the river
channel, reducing or eliminating efficiency, and
some damaged screens can trap fish (NPPC 1986).
Many of these problems have been reduced, but not
eliminated.

Fish production capacity throughout the Columbia
River Basin has been greatly reduced from stream
channelization due to road building and agricultural
activities (CBFWA, 1990). Roads are commonly
built along streams, which are often channelized to
aid in construction. Channelization generally de
stroys the stream margin which is the most produc
tive area of the stream. Channelization may reduce
the fish production capacity of impacted stream
sections by 80 percent or more (CBFWA 1990).

Water Withdrawal

Water withdrawal for agriculture, as well as for flood
control and power production has resulted in in
creased juvenile salmon mortality and may dry out
spawning areas (US Dep. Commerce 1991).

In the Columbia River basin above the confluence
with the Snake River, a significant amount of water
is withdrawn for agricultural irrigation. For instance,
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irrigation diversion at the Bureau of Reclamation's
(BOR) Columbia Basin Project above Grand Coulee
Dam averaged 2.3 MAF (2.84 cubic kilometers)
annually between 1968 and 1987 (BOR 1989). BOR
(1989) determined that smolt survival for Columbia
and Snake River spring chinook and steelhead
decreased with increased Columbia River agricultur
al water withdrawal.

Chapman et al. (1990) listed agricultural water
diversion among the causes of the sockeye salmon's
decline from all Stanley Basin lakes, including
Redfish lake. There are more than 68 agricultural
diversions present on the Salmon River and tribu
taries within the Sawtooth National Recreation Area
(SNRA). Agricultural diversion at Busterback
Ranch on Alturas Lake Creek in the Stanley Basin,
for example completely dewaters the creek, totally
blocking sockeye salmon from Alturas Lake (Bowles
and Cochnaur 1984; Chapman et al. 1990). Screens
have been installed in the Salmon River basin since
the mid-1950s to prevent fish from entering diver
sions (Delarm and Wold 1985). However, many
Stanley Basin streams in the SNRA were not
screened until the mid to late 1970s and some
unscreened diversions still exist.

Pesticides and Herbicides

Pesticide and herbicide use can directly and indirect
ly affect anadromous fish and their habitat. Direct
toxic effects are those resulting from the exposure of
fish to a chemical in water, food or sediment.
Increased temperature and sedimentation from
herbicide use may adversely affect salmonid popula
tions through vegetation removal and subsequent
erosion. Sedimentation may reduce egg and fry
survival and the quality of rearing habitat. Reduc
tion of streamside vegetation by herbicide use would
also reduce cover, a major requirement of salmonids
(USFS 1983).

The most important process by which chemicals
enter streams is direct application, but drift from
nearby treatment areas or units is also important.
Mobilization of residues in ephemeral stream chan
nels during the first storms after application is
sometimes important.
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Riparian Grazing

Livestock grazing is a major factor affecting the
quality of stream habitat, particularly in the Snake
River drainage. About 80 percent of anadromous
fish habitat in the Snake river drainage lies in areas
managed by Federal agencies, and much of this land
is open to grazing (Chapman et al. 1991). Stream
habitat, and its ability to produce salmonids, deterio
rates in regions that are over-grazed. Grazing
affects the streamside environment by changing,
reducing or eliminating vegetation bordering the
stream (USFS 1981b). Channel morphology can be
changed by accrual of sediment, alteration of chan
nel substrate, disruption of the relation of pools to
riffles, and widening of the channel. The water
column can be altered by increasing water tempera
ture, nutrients, suspended sediment, bacterial
populations, and in the timing and volume of
streamflow. Livestock can trample streambanks
causing banks to slough off, creating false setback
banks, and exposing banks to accelerated soil ero
sion.

2.2 AMERICAN SHAD

2.2.1 American Shad Population Status

American shad (Alosa sapidissima) were introduced
to the Sacramento River in 1871 using stock from
the Susquehanna River. These anadromous fish
spread rapidly along the Pacific coast, appearing in
the Columbia River in 1876-77. In 1885, the first
releases of Susquehanna River shad fry were made
into the Columbia. Shad flourished in the Columbia
River and a century later, eggs from this river were
shipped to the Susquehanna River to revive the
declining shad population there (Wyodoski and
Whitney 1979; WDF & ODFW 1992).

American shad are well established in the Columbia
River and its tributaries (WDF & ODFW 1992).
Slackwater impoundments provide excellent shad
spawning and rearing habitat. Shad colonized the
Columbia and Snake rivers as dams were
constructed. Colonization of the Columbia River
above Celilo Falls was restricted until The Dalles
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Dam flooded the falls in 1957 (ODFW 1991). A
passage barrier at Priest Rapids Dam currently
prevents colonization into the upper Columbia
River. Colonization into the upper Columbia River
may occur however, if shad passage becomes avail
able past Priest Rapids Dam (Swartz 1991).

The number of shad passing Bonneville Dam since
1978 has exceeded 1 million (WDF & ODFW 1992).
In 1990, the estimated population exceeded 4 mil
lion, the largest run ever on record. These are
considered minimum estimates of abundance, since
only shad passing through the fish ladders are enu
merated, others migrate through navigational locks.
Additionally, an unknown number spawn and rear
below Bonneville Dam (ODFW 1991).

Similar trends are exhibited as dam construction
occurred throughout the Columbia and Snake
Rivers. Shad populations at McNary Dam remained
relatively constant from 1956 through 1972 then
began to increase through 1992. Shad began colo
nizing the lower Snake River with the construction
of Ice Harbor Dam. Populations showed dramatic
increases beginning in 1987. A similar trend was
observed at Lower Granite Dam. It is uncertain
whether the dramatic shad population increases
observed at all four dams in recent years are a result
river and reservoir conditions stemming from the
recent drought in the Pacific Northwest, or whether
population increases occurred independently of
climatic conditions.

2.2.2 American Shad Life History

2.2.2.1 Juvenile Rearing and Migration

Reservoirs provide ideal rearing habitat for juvenile
shad (Emmett et al. 1991). Juveniles in the Colum
bia River rear in the productive shallow-water
zones of reservoirs until they reach four to five
inches in length (USACE 1992). They then outmi
grate as subyearlings with the majority passing
mainstem dams in late October and early November.
While most juveniles migrate out to sea before
winter, some may reside more than a year in rivers
and estuaries (Stevens et al. 1987).
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The National Marine Fisheries Service Smolt Moni
toring Project provided data on the seaward migra
tion of juvenile salmon and steelhead at McNary,
John Day, The Dalles and Bonneville dams from
1988 to 1991. Shad migration was monitored
through incidental catches of shad juveniles at
Bonneville and John Day dams. Table 2-2 summa
rizes cumulative juvenile shad numbers captured
from 1988 to 1991 at Bonneville Dam. Juvenile shad
counts show a significantly increasing trend.

Table 2-2. Cumulative Juvenile Shad
Collection Count, 1988 to
1991.

Data Source: Johnsen et aI. 1990;
Hawkes et aI. 1991; Hawkes et aI. 1992.

Juvenile shad had not been observed in the bypass
systems at the lower Snake River dams until the
1990 extended transport season. Until 1990, the
juvenile facilities at Little Goose dam were routinely
closed following the estimated bulk of the juvenile
salmonid passage.

Juvenile shad are just initiating the bulk of what
their migration would entail during this timeframe
(August through November). However, the ex
tended transport seasons since 1990 has allowed for
observations of juvenile shad passing through the
bypass facilities. The data is currently still in raw
form. During the 1992 extended passage season for
salmonids, 100 percent samples for juvenile shad
were maintained from August through October at
Little Goose dam. A very rough estimate from the
Corps of Engineers indicates several thousand
individuals for relatively short time periods. The
relatively small database for juvenile shad detection
indicates an increasing trend for shad in Little
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Goose reservoir (Chris Pinney, COE, Walla District,
personal communication).

2.2.2.2 Adult Migration and Spawning

Adult shad, the only member of the herring family
found in the costal streams of the Pacific, return to
their natal river to spawn. Adults begin entering
estuaries when water temperatures are 10-15°C and
typically remain there for two or three days before
moving upstream (Leggett and O'Boyle 1976). Shad
begin entering the Columbia River in April and
continue to pass the mainstern dams through August.
The majority of upstream passage occurs from
mid-May at Bonneville Dam through July (USACE
1992).

Spawning peaks from July 20 to August 5 at Bonne
ville Dam and upstream. In the Willamette River
Slough, peak spawning occurs before June 25 (Wy
doski and Whitney 1979). However, the peak varies
slightly from year to year depending on flow and
water temperature (usually between 14-21°C).
Many shad die soon after spawning with post
spawning survival highest in northern estuaries
(Emmett et al. 1991). Those that do survive howev
er can continue to reproduce (WDF & ODFW
1992).

Shad prefer to spawn in shallow, gently sloping areas
with clean sand or gravel substrates in the open
water of the mainstem reservoirs (Emmett et al.
1991). Most spawning probably occurs during late
afternoon and evening (Facey and Van Den Avyle
1986). During spawning, females accompanied by
one or more males, swim near the surface, often
with their backs out of water (Wydoski & Whitney
1979). A female may produce from 30,000 to
300,000 eggs, depending on body size (Moyle 1976).
Eggs are semibuoyant and float downstream near
the bottom in slow currents as they develop (Emmett
et aI. 1991). The eggs hatch in 7 to 10 days and the
fry remain in the river during their first summer.

Adult shad spend three to four years at sea before
returning to their natal stream to spawn (Wydoski
and Whitney 1979). Mature adults may reach a
length of 2.5 feet and a weight of 15 lbs. The maxi
mum size of adult shad from the Columbia River is
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about 8 lbs. Female shad from the Camas-Washou
gal fishery on the Columbia River range from 17 to
22 inches in length and weigh 3.5 to 5 lbs. Male
shad from this fishery are 16 to 19.5 inches long and
weigh 2.5 to 4 lbs (Wydoski and Whitney 1979).

In the ocean, adults follow the dieI movements of
zooplankton, migrating vertically (Neves and Depres
1979). Adults and ocean -dwelling juveniles may be
found down to 340 m depth, but most reside within
the 50-100 m isobath (Neves and Depres 1979).
Shad are highly migratory; for example, Whitehead
(1985) reports that individuals have been caught
3,000 km from where they were tagged.

2.2.2.3 Food

All life stages of American shad are planktivorous
(Wang 1986). Larvae eat small zooplankton (cope
pods and cladocerans) and midge larvae and pupae
(Facey and Van Den Avyle 1986). Riverine- and
estuarine-dwelling juveniles consume primarily
zooplankton, such as copepods, cladocerans (Daph
nia spp.), and crustaceans such as amphipods (Coro
phium spp.), mysids (Neomysis spp.), and shrimp
(Crangon spp.) (Stevens 1966 & Hammann 1982).
Juveniles also eat aquatic and terrestrial insects.
The diet of American shad in Pacific coast marine
waters is not well-studied; however Hart (1973)
believes it likely consists of euphausiids, copepods,
decapod larvae, cephalopod larvae and small fishes.

Some of the literature suggests that mature shad do
not normally feed while on their spawning migration.
However, Wydoski and Whitney (1976) speculate
that this might be due to the absence of food items
of the right size, since they readily strike small lures
and flies. Additionally, Hammann (1981) and
Wendler (1967) report that adult shad do prey on
juvenile chinook salmon in the Columbia River.

2.2.2.4 Predation

Juvenile shad in rivers and estuaries are eaten by
white sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus), juvenile
salmonids, walleye (Stizostedian vitreum), bass (Mi
cropterus spp.) striped bass (Morone saxatilis), gulls,
osprey (Pandion haliatus), bald eagles (Haliaetus
leucocephalus), harbor seals (Phoca vitulina), and
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other large predators (Emmett et al. 1991). Some
studies have not found juvenile shad to be extensive
ly preyed on by northern squawfish, or walleye
(Swartz, 1991). However, Gray et al. (1982) found
that shad juveniles made up 28.4 percent by weight
of the diet of a sample of 749 northern squawfish
(>250 mm) in the John Day reservoir from April to
December. The Corps of Engineers has docu
mented steelhead smolts collected at Little Goose
dam with extended stomachs filled with juvenile shad
(c. Pinney, COE, Walla Walla, pers. comm.).

CRITFC (1992) speculated that shad juveniles which
remain in the river later than juvenile salmon may
sustain salmonid predators at higher levels than
possible without the presence of the shad juveniles.
After moving offshore in the ocean, shad are likely
prey for sharks, tuna, porpoises, sea lions, salmonids
and other piscivorous fishes.

2.2.2.5 Competition

The introduction of American shad to the Pacific
coast does not appear to have displaced native
species, but competition may occur (Emmett et al.
1991). Both Chapman et al. (1991) and Kaczinsky et
al. (1992) speculate that the extremely large numbers
of shad in the Columbia River may result in a signif
icant source of juvenile mortality for salmon, in
terms of predation, competition for food, as well as
causing passage problems for adult salmonids mi
grating through the ladders.

While adult shad are considered planktivorous,
Hammann (1981) and Wendler (1967) report that
adult shad prey on large items and have consumed
large numbers of chinook salmon. Hence, it is more
likely that shad are opportunistic feeders than simply
planktivorous. Wendler (1967) found one adult shad
had sixteen juvenile chinook salmon in its gut, and
suggest that further investigations be made to deter
mine the amount of salmon predation that actually
occurs.

McCabe et al. (1983) found that juvenile American
shad and salmonids had significant diet overlap in
the Columbia River Estuary. Kaczinsky et al. (1992)
elaborate on this, pointing out that 4 million adult
shad can produce a tremendous number of juveniles,
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which would present a significant source of dietary
competition in the Columbia River.

The enormous number of shad may interfere with
juvenile and adult salmonid passage at Columbia
River projects. USACE (1982) reported that up
stream migrating adult shad caused an avoidance
and delay for upstream migrating adult salmon at
dam fish ladders. Adult shad migration from May to
August overlaps the migration of sockeye and spring
and summer chinook potentially causing migration
delays or adult mortality in these threatened and
endangered species (Chapman et aI. 1991). Kaczyn
ski et aI. (1992) (citing Basham et al. 1982, 1983)
found that juvenile shad created passage problems
for subyearling chinook salmon at the McNary Dam
juvenile bypass system and caused mortalities.
Chapman et aI. (1991) suggested that adult shad may
reduce orifice passage efficiency and fish guiding
device efficiency at Columbia River projects.

High concentrations of shad in the fishways have
disrupted salmonid sampling at Bonneville Dam
North Shore Trap (Swartz 1991). Other problems
caused by extremely high numbers of shad may also
exist, such as inaccurate counts of other concurrently
migrating species, and juvenile shad may be sustaining
salmonid predator populations. A passage barrier
specific to shad exists at Priest Rapids Dam resulting
in shad stacking up in the ladders at the dam, caus
ing possible delays of adult salmonid migration and
possible disease transmission (Swartz 1991).

2.2.2.6 Environmental Requirements

The American shad is a euryhaline anadromous
species (Emmett et al. 1991). Eggs can tolerate
moderate salinities (7.5 to 15.0 percent, depending
on water temperatures) (Facey and Van Den Avyle
1986). Juveniles rear in both freshwater and estua
rine habitats. Adults apparently need two or three
days in estuaries to acclimate to fresh water (Weiss
Glanz et al. 1986). This species is very tempera
ture-sensitive and many aspects of its life cycle are
cued by specific temperatures (Emmett, et aI. 1992).

In marine waters adults reside within a temperature
range of 3-15°C (Neves and Depres 1979). Their
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oceanic and freshwater migration patterns are closely
linked with water temperature. Optimum tempera
tures for egg survival are 15.5 to 26.6°C (Leggett
and Whitney 1972). This optimum temperature
range is significantly higher than that for salmonids.
This may help explain the increasing population
numbers during the recent low flow years, as well as
their later juvenile migration out of the Snake River.

Dissolved oxygen levels above 4.0 mg/l are required
for spawning (Facey and Van Den Avyle 1986) and
dissolved oxygen levels above 2.5- 3.0 mg/l (perhaps
5.0 mg/l are necessary for all life stages (Facey and
Van Den Avyle 1986 & Weiss Glanz et aI. 1986).
Spawning has been observed at water velocities
ranging from 30.5 to 91.0 em/sec.

Juvenile shad are tolerant to relatively high levels of
gas supersaturation for short-term exposures.
Backman et al. (1991) exposed subyearling American
shad to 5 levels of gas supersaturation that included
pressure increases above equilibrium from 10 to 205
mm Hg (101-128 percent saturation) for 4 hours.
Multifactor analysis of variance showed no signifi
cant differences in behavior or survival of fish before
or after treatment.

2.2.3 Factors Influencing Populations

2.2.3.1 Habitat

All shad life stages can be affected by alteration of
temperature regimes (Leggett and Whitney 1972 &
Facey and Van Den Avyle 1986). River flow and
water temperatures during, and immediately after,
spawning appear to influence shad year-class
strength (Leggett 1976). However Crecco and Savoy
(1985) stress that larval survival ultimately determines
year-class strength. Stevens et al. (1987) found that
high river flows during spawning and early life stages
positively affect population abundances in the Sacra
mento-San Joaquin river systems. Probably the
largest factor influencing populations on the Pacific
coast has been the creation of dams and reservoirs.
Given the tremendous population increases of shad
in the Columbia River system, it is apparent that the
presence of dams and reservoirs create conditions
conducive to shad productivity.
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2.2.3.2 Harvest

Commercial Harv est

Comme rcial shad landin gs were made from the
Columbia River by 1889 and exceeded o ne million
pounds in 1926- 30 and 1946-47. Comme rcial shad
landings durin g the 19805 averaged 210,000 lbs.
(Swartz 1991 ). Harvest has not kept pace with the
rapid growth in shad numbers in th e Columbi a River
for two primary reasons. First, a poor shad ma rket
de presses use and catch (O DFW 1991). Seco nd, the
shad run coincides with de pressed runs of sp ring and
summe r chinook, sockeye and summer steelhead.
Severe time, area and gea r restriction s are required
by the Columbia River Fish Management Plan to
minimize incidental catch and handling of pr ot ected
salmonids in the shad gill-net fishery. These re
strict ions make only a sma ll portion o f the total run
ava ilable for harvest. Together with th e poor ma r
ket, these re strictions limit co mmercial catch to a
sma ll po rtion of the total availa ble for harvest (WDF
& ODFW 1991).

Sha d are harvested below Bonneville in two small
areas during short shad gillnet seasons in late May
and June. Incidental mortalities of salmonids in this
fishery are enume rated annually and co nsidered to
be low (ODFW 1991). Th e commercial 1990 harvest
of 167,800 shad (4.2 percent of the run) is the high
est since 1967) (ODFW 199] ) . Th e 1991 landings
during shad seaso ns were 43,100 shad totaling
120,800 pounds (WDF & ODFW 1992).

Exploration of ha rvest method s has OCCUlTed in
several shad te st fisheries, but low shad catches with
high incidenta l salmonid mortalities have discour
aged large scale comme rcial shad fisheri es (WDF &
O DFW 1991).

Indian Harv est

Tribal treaty fishermen land shad during the sockeye
fishery with set nets in years when sockeye salmo n
run s are large enough to harvest. However, in 1991
no sockeye fishery occurred un til the fall season
opened in August. During that early fall season
treaty fishery, a few shad were landed incidental to
fishing for steelhead and salmo n. Treaty subsistence
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fishermen also land significa nt numb ers of shad
using dip ne ts. Most of these are sold to the public
at th e site or taken home by the fishe rmen (WDF &
O DFW 1992). Treaty shad sales are usual ly less that
1,000 fish during years with no co mmercial sockeye
fishery and more than 10,000 fish du ring years with
co mmercia l sockeye fishe ries (WDF & ODFW
1992),

Recreationa l Ha rves t

Sport cat ches during the 1980s averaged abo ut
50,000 shad. Th e recreational shad fishe ry has
increased in recent years, result ing in record catches
o f 82,700 in ]989 and 134,800 in 1990 (OD FW
J991). Th e 1991 lower Columbia River sport shad
catch was 100,600 kept and 15,500 released. 1991
shad angler effort was a record high, with 20.300
trips generated in the 1991 lower Columbia River
fishery. The previous record high, set in 1990, was
19,000 shad angler trips. Th e 1991, lower Willa
meue sport shad catch was 28,300 kept and 11,700
released from 12,700 a ngler trips .

The most popular sport fishing areas for shad are
just below Bonneville Dam. in the Camas/washougal
area , and be low Willamett e Falls. Sport fisheries in
these are as are monitored by sta tistical creel sam
pling program s. Other popular shad fishing loca
lions are just be low John Day and McNary dams;
however, no monitoring data is available from th ose
sites. As shad runs increase in size, the species is
ga ining increasing popularity amo ng Co lumbia River
sportsmen. Shad ca ught on light tackle are widely
recognized as prized sport fish. Shad are a preferred
food item for some sportsmen , and are also kept for
crab ba it (W DF & ODFW 1992 & Wydoski &
Whitney 1979) .

2,3 PACIFIC LAMPREY

The Pacific lamprey (Lampetra tridentat a) is the
predominant lamprey species in the Columbia and
Snake rivers. This anadromous lamprey is parasitic
during its adull life in saltwater. H spawns in fresh
water. with juveniles rema ining in their natal streams
from five to six years before migrat ing to sea. lt s
distribution in the Columbia and Snake rivers origi 
nally coincided with that of spring and summe r
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ch inook salmon. However lamprey distribution and
po pulation num be rs have decli ned significantly,
although usefu l estimates are not available (ODFW
1991, USACE 1992).

2.3.1 Paclfk: Lamprey Population Statu s

A noticeable decline in lamprey numbers occu rred
concu rrently with da m construc tion alo ng the Snake
and Columbia rivers. There is no documented
evidence that dams have result ed in passage mortal
ity, though it is possible. Degradation of spawning
and rearing habita t is considered 10 be a significant
factor (ODFW 1991). Wlliamett e River po pulations
also appea r to be declining. but not to the same
degree as populations in the Columbia River an d its
tr ibutaries above Bonneville Dam (O DFW 1991).

Run size information is limi ted for lamprey (ODFW
1991). The Corps conducted adult ladder counts at
mainstem Snake and Columbia river darn s, but
disco ntinued that effort in 1969. Count ing efforts
were undertaken at Littl e Goose Da m beg inning in
1983. Table 1 summarizes count data at Bonneville
Dam from 1938 to 1969. Lamprey cling to the
cou nting station windows for lengthy periods of time
making accu racy in counting difficult. lb add (0 th is
problem, the ir migra tion also coincides with shad
returns, which number in the million s. It shou ld be
no ted that there are num erous ways for lamprey to
pass dam s and that lamprey counts can only be a
rough app roxima tion. La mpreys possess moderately
strong swimming ab iliry and are able to use their
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suctorial disc to climb alo ng surfaces such as those in
naviga tion locks and juvenil e fish bypass channe ls
(Sco tt & Crossma n 1973).

2.3.2 Pacific Lamprey Life History

2.3.2.1 Juvenile Migration

After remaining buried in the substra te for five o r
more years, juveniles metamorphose into the ad ult
form and move out of their burrows to begin sea
ward migration. They are usually about 4.8 to 12
inches (122-303 mm) at metamorphosis (Sco tt &
Crossman 1973). Migration of the newly met amor
phosed juve niles occurs fro m March to Ju ly, with
peaks in April and June (Wydos ki & Whi tney 1979).
The lamprey is amo ng the Iew vertebrates that
und ergoes such a radical metamorphosis (Kan 1973).

Recent data are available for juveniles from inciden
tal ca tche s made during normal smel t monitoring at
Bonneville and John Day dams, and are summarized
in Table 2-3. The 1991 juvenile incidental catch of
Pacific lamprey at John Day Dam was subs tantially
higher than the 1990 catch, with juveniles first
appe aring in samples from April 25 through June 15,
peaking on May 20th (Hawkes et al. 1992). In 1990
juveniles appeared in samples from March 26
through Ju ly 12 with two distinct peaks on May 4
and June 6 (Hawkes et al. 1991).

In 1991 at Bonneville dam the juveni le Pacific lamprey
incident al catch was abo ut 2.6 times greater than the
1990 count (Thble 2). Incidental catch of juveniles

Table 2-3, Juvenile Pacific Lamprey Incidental Catch

p W W1j;\ ><

':j ; hn Daf o:w.' "" ,

,w'B.""6fuiDSM..,iHf'~",e- w

Y..r J Ul'mlles (numbfn) P~ak (datu) Juveniles (numlwn) Pt-ak (dale$)

1989 1,852 3128 & 5113 34,747 3/30 & 5115

1990 992 514 & 616 1,780 6113

1991 9.338 5f1fJ 4,568 5{l3

OSM#I is the downs tream migrant trap located in the bypass channe l in powerhouse 1.
Th is facility is used primarily to monitor juven ile salmonid migration.
Da ta source: Johnsen et al. 1990; Hawkes et at. 1991 and Hawkes et al. 1992.
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2.3 .2.2 Adult Migratio n a nd S pawning

Data sou rce: (Chris Pinney, USACE Walla
Walla, pe rsona l communica tion).

Table 2-4. Juvenile Lamprey Bypassed
At Little Goose Dam

65,067

29,345

31,728

41,940

34,487

19,049

18,926

analysiss not completed

1989

1987

1988

1984

1986

1983

1985

1990-1993

As can be seen from Table 2 the re is a significant
amount of variation from year to year, not only in
run size but also for the dates of peak runs. At
Bonneville DSM 1 betwee n 1989 and 1990, there was
a significant difference in the peak of the migrat ion
ru n. Juvenile migration peaked in late March to
early April in 1989, and in mid June in 1990. This
observation leads some biologi sts to speculate that
there may be two or more sepa rate subpopulations of
lamprey in the Columbia River system (O DFW 1991).
Information on these subpopulations is very ske tchy
however, and furthe r research would be beneficial.
Flow or temperatu re varia tion may also be factors in
lamprey ru n timing. Addit ionally these numbers may
be a reflect ion of the sampling methodology in use
at the time .

started on March 15th and ended on Octobe r 17th
with peak passage occu rr ing on May 23rd. 1990
counts plunged from the high numbers observed in
1989, with 1990 peak on June 13. In contrast, the
1989 peak occurred on March 30.

Table 2-4 summarizes recent work conducted by
USACE at Littl e Goose Dam. Bypass estimates are
based on th e following assu mptions: (1) passegezby
pass conditions (such as fish guidance efficiency) are
the same for lamprey juveniles as for salmonids; and
(2) lamprey juve niles have the same likelihood of
being accurately detected by the elect ronic co unters
as all othe r juve niles representi ng all ot her fish
species which pass th rough the collection faci lity.

Of these juvenile lamprey estima tes on Thble 2-4,
about 5 percent are th e ammocoete form (filter 
feeding form which lack th e ad ult head struct ure)
and 95 percent are the true juvenile form (suctorial
form with the adu lt head st ruct ure). Although it is
generally accepted that lamprey almos t exclusively
utili ze the gravel/cob ble substrates of Snake River
tributaries for rearing and the mainstem for migrat
ing, the arrival of ammocoetes in the co llection
system of Litt le Goose Dam may indicate some
rearin g (and pos.sibly spawning) o f lampre y in the
gravel/cobble areas associated with the tailr aces of
the mainstem Snake River da ms (Chris Pinney, COE
Walla Walla, personal communicauon).

At sea Pacific lamprey begin a pa rasitic lift: and
spend 12 to 20 months as parasites before migrat ing
upstream to spawn. During their life at sea they
appare ntly travel grea t d istances (Wydoski & whit
ney 1979). For example, Kan (1975) found PacifIC
lamprey more than 100 km o ffshore fro m Oregon
and Washin gton .

Parasi tic lamprey use their suckerlike mo uths to
attach to a fish, rasp an opening into the fish's body
with their sharp teeth. and suck the body fluids and
blood for their nourishment. Lamprey pro duce an
an ticoagulant that prevents clotting of the host' s
blood. Fish that are pa rasitized may d ie either from
blood and fluid loss or from infection of the open
wound Pacific salmo n species are occas iona lly
obse rved with o ne or more lamprey scars which
indicate tha t at least some of the fish survive lam 
prey attacks. The attacks may seriously reduce the
growt h of the prey, but at least th e surviving fish are
capable of reproducing (ODFW 1991).

Pacific lamprey pa rasitism on salmo n and steelhead
stocks in th e Columbia River and its tributaries does
not appear to be significant (ODFW J991 and
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Wydoski & wi .hoey 1979). Wydos ki & Whitney
(1979), however, report that lamprey- scarred
salmon have been obse rved in Pacific Northwest
rivers as far inland as Idaho . Sco tt and Crossman
(1973) report that up to 20 percent of the coho
sal mon examined in British Columbia had scars fro m
the Pacific lamprey. Given the greatly reduced
numbers of Pacific lamprey in the Columbia River. it
is likely that parasitism on salmonids is minimal.
Lamprey scars have been found on whales, though
lamprey are not gene rally considered pre dators of
mamm als (Wydoski a nd Whi tney 1979).

Adu lt Pacific lampreys usually begin ups trea m
migrat ion in the Columbia River in April and con
tinue through August; peak passage occurs in July.
At Bonn eville Dam. the majority of upstream pas
sage occu rs from May through mid -July (USAC E
1992). Lampreys are not sexually matu re at thi.s
time and remain hidden under stones until they
mature the following March (Sco tt & Cros.sman
1973). Feeding appears to cease du ring the ea rly
stages of the upstream migra tion . Lamprey are an
average of 21 inches (537 mm) total length when
migrating inward from the sea and attain a maxi
mum of 27 inches (682 mm) (Ca rl et al. 1967).

Kan (1975) observed that Pacific lamp rey spawned
predominan tly in low gradient stream segme nts,
usually just above riffles at the tail end of pools.
Substra te consisted of clean sand and gravel with
water de pths of 0.4 to 1 m. Kan also noted that
spawning sites were o ften adjacent to the river bank
with a slow and soft bo ttomed stre tch nearby which
provided an ideal habitat for newly hatched larvae
(am mocoetes). Th e Corps (1992) report ed that
most spawning occurs in June and July in the upper
ends of pools of small tributary streams, including
streams feeding the mainstem reservoirs.

Bot h sexes pa rticipat e in digging a shallow nest th at
may be up to 2 feet in diameter . The small egg.s
(about 1 mm in diame ter) are oval and hatch in 2 or
3 weeks (19 days at IS· C) . The number of eggs
pr oduced by a female range from 34,000 to 106,000
(Wydoski & Whi tney 1979). The ad ults do not
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migrate downstrea m and usually die I to 14 days
after spawn ing (Sco tt & Crossma n 1973).

The larvae (ammocoetes) emerge and drift down
stream to burrow in the mud in low- velocity reaches
of small tributary streams. Toothless and eyeless,
the ammocoete 's mo uth is enc losed by a hoodlike
flap used to filte r microscopic plants and anima ls
from the water (Wydoski & Whi tney 1979). Ammo
coetes grow to about 4 inche s ( 101 mm ) in the first
year.

2.3.3 Predation

Pacific lamprey ap parently have few predators. They
are rarely found in the stomach con tents of ot her
animals. O n rare occas ions they have been fou nd in
the stomachs of fur sea ls and spe rm whales (Pike
1951). Pfeiffer and Pletcher (J9M) speculate that
their low incidence in (he diet of salmonids may be
the result of distasteful secretions of granular or club
cells in the skin. Salmonids in captivity would eat
skinned lampreys but not the isolated skin.

2.3.4 Habitat

There do not appear to be any obvious major prob
lems associa ted with adu lt migration through fish
ladders. It is difficu lt to de te rmine the amount, if
any, of dow nstrea m migration mo rtality. Given the
impacts of da m passage o n migrating salmon and
steelhead however. poor lamprey migrat ion survival,
both adult and juvenile, cannot be ruled o ut as a
facto r in the apparen t dec line of lam prey (OD FW
1991). Lam preys require clean co ld water and clean
gravel for spawning and reari ng in tributary stre ams.
Habitat degradation in headwaters areas may also be
partially responsible for lamprey population decli nes
(O DFW 1991). Loss of historical habita t due to
reservoir filling over riffles and rapids above pools
used for spawning is likely a factor as well. Lower
Granite and Little Goose had much of this type of
hab itat prior to inundation (Chris Pinney, USACE
Walla Walla, personal communicatio n).

Hazardou s materi al spills have also resulted in
lamprey kills. For example, in Febru ary 1990, a
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tractor- trailer rig overturned and spilled a load of
hydrochloric acid in the John Day River, resultin g in
the death of an estimated 10,000 ammocoe tes
(ODFW 1991).

2.3.5 Harvest

Columbia River basin tribes historica lly used lam
prey extensively for food. trade, ceremonial. and
medicinal purposes. Indians processed lamprey for
food by smoking. sun drying and salting. Lampreys
were collected at natural waterfalls and rapids along
the Columbia River and its tributaries. Construct ion
of dams on the mainstem Columbia and Snake rivers
have eliminated these conditions. Harvest now
occurs primarily at Bonneville Dam, with some
harves t occurring at Sherars Falls on the Deschutes
River and at Willamette Falls on the Willamette
River (O DFW 1991 & CRITFC 1991).

The Willamette River in Oregon supported a com
merciallamprey fishery from 1943 to 1949. The
average annual harvest was 233,179 pounds. an
estimated 10 to 20 percent of the total run (Wydosk.i
& Whitney 1979). Harvested lamprey were pro
cessed into severa l products such as a vitamin-rich
oil, meal for livestock and po ultry feed and fertilizer.
Additionally. lampreys were used to produce a
chemical to aid in blood anti-coagulation (ODFW
1991).

Currently (he commercial harvest of lamprey at
WilJamette Falls ranges from 3,000 to 11,000 pounds
annually. The lampr ey are sold as bait and to bio
logical supply houses. Non - treaty and treaty per 
sonal use harvest also occurs at Willametl e Falls.
Personal use harvest totals are unknown, bu t are
probab ly comparable to the present level of commer
cial harvest (O DFW 1991). Anglers use cut adu lt
lamprey for sturgeon bait., and larvae for trout and
smallmouth bass bait. Recently, however anglers
have had to tum to other sources of bait as lamprey
numbe rs declined (Simpson and wallace 1982;
ODFW 1991).
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With the exception of the Willamette River. lamprey
are not managed for commercial. sport or tribal
harvest. Recen t observation indicates that runs have
dec lined substantially since completion of the dams
in the Columbia and Snake rivers . Biologists at
Bonneville Dam observed large numbers of adults in
clumps of 20 to 30 individuals along bot h sides of the
adult fish ladders 5 to 10 years ago. These large
numbers have not been observed recently (ODFW
1991). Such population declines appear to coincide
with recent drought conditions in the Pacific North
west, leading some biologists to specu late that
drought condi tions influence lamprey abundance and
distribution .

The Columbia River Fish Management Plan prohib
its comme rcial lamprey harvest in Zone 6 and its
tribu taries. However trade or barter among Indian
tribes or harves t for personal use by non- Indians is
allowable. At present the Columbia River Inter 
Tribal Fish Commission (C RITFC) in coope ration
with the Corps of Engineers is responsible for
coordinating an adult lamprey capture: project at
Bonneville Dam and distributing to the four Colum
bia River treaty tribes. Lamprey are captured by
CRITFC staff duri ng scheduled dewatering of the
adu lt fish collection facility. In 1987 approximately
200 lamprey were collected at Bonneville Dam on an
experimental basis. 1n 1988 the adult fish trap was
under construct ion and no harvest occurred. In 1989
a tota l of 817 lamprey were collected from May 9.
1989 to Ju ne 23.1989. The 1990 run was very poor
with only 8 lamprey harvested (ODFW 1991).

Sherars Falls in the Deschutes Basin is a traditional
collection area for lamprey for the tribes. Although
not quantified, lamprey are collected an nually by
t ribal subsistence fishers at Shears Falls and Seuferts
Falls. No lamprey were collected by tribal subsis
tence fishers at Sherars Falls in 1990. Triballamprey
fishers are permitted access to fishways in O regon
tributaries above Bonneville Dam provided lamprey
harvesting does not interfere with the migration of
salmon through the fishways. It is unknown if
lamprey harvest occurs at fishways other than
Sherars and Seuferts falls.
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Willamette Falls is also a trad itional tribal co llection
site. Flow cond itions however must be at safe levels
in order 10 boat out to the falls. Frequently by the
time flows have dropped to a safe boating level. the
bulk of the lamprey run has already passed . In 1990
the water conditions were unfavorable for lamprey
harvest at the Falls. though there appeared to be
abundant lamprey present (ODFW 1991).

Summary

Lamp rey are a natural component of the Columbia
basin ecosystem and are an important part of preda
tor/pr ey inte ractions in the river, especia lly with
stu rgeon . Lamprey are also an important resource
for traditional tribal harvest. There is some interest
in reinstat ing adu lt ladder cou nts to provide in
formation o n lamprey population num bers for
predator/pr ey interac tions and to monitor relat ive
abundance for harvest management. However .
counting adult lamprey is difficult as ment ioned
previously. Lamprey enumeration would require
improved counting met hods as well as additional
personnel. The lower Columbia River t reaty t ribes
have proposed to enhance the lamprey run to former
levels. The tribes have also prepared and submitted
lamprey habitat resto ration proposals. Table 2-5
presents ad ult lamprey coun ts for the years 1938 to
1969 at variou s locations.

2.4 STURGEON

The white sturgeo n (Acipenser transmo ntanus) and
the green sturgeon (Acipenser medirostri s) are both
ende mic to th e Columbia River basin . White stur
geon are occasionally found in marine waters and
are distributed in the Columbia River from the
mouth 10 th e upper Snake River up to Shoshone
Falls. and to the upper Columbia River. They also
use the WiJlametl e River up to willamette Falls and
othe r lower Co lumbia River tribut aries (Hanson et
31. 1992).
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Green sturgeon have a greater marine residence
than white stu rgeon. Th ey are common in Wdshing
ton and O regon coastal bays and appear o nly in the
summer mon ths in the Co lumbia River estuary.
Th ey are harvested almos t exclusively in the fall
salmon gillnet fishery in the lower Columbia River.
About 3,200 green sturgeon were harvested in the
1991 lower Columbia commercial gillnet fisheri es
(O DFW & WDF 1992). Little is known abou t the
life history of this species and it will not be analyzed
in de ta il in this appendix.

2.4.1 White Sturgeon Population Status

2.4.1.1 Columbia River below Bonneville

White sturgeon are indigenous throughout the
Columbia River basin and distinct populations exist
below Bonnevi lle Dam and in the impo undments of
the Columbia River. The population below Bonne
ville Dam is considered a discrete population and is
relat ively hea lthy and productive (O DFW & WD F
1992). This popu lation exhibits voluntary anadromy
and individuals free ly migra te to vario us Orego n and
Washington coa stal bays and river systems. Because
a portion of the population en ters marine waters it
is difficult 10 estimate the population size. The
abundance of 36 to 72 inch (91- 183 em) white
sturgeon in the lower Columbia River was estimat ed
to be 238,700 of fish in 1987 and 217.400 in 1989
(Devore et al . in press). Indices o f fish abundance
over 72 inche s indicate thai the broods tock segment
of the population is healthy (Hanson et al. 1992).

Peak commercial harves t occurred in the lower
Columbia River 1892 when 5.5 million pou nds were
landed . The fishery collapsed in the lower Columbia
River by 1894 and in the remaining river reaches by
1899 (Hanson et aJ. 1992). The population had
collapsed afte r only 5 10 10 years of unregulat ed
harvest and did not begin to recover until the 19505
when maximum size limits were imposed (Hanson et
31. 1992).
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Table 2-5. Adult Lamprey Dam Counts, 1938 to 1969

,.~ ~..o·.·,_ '.00 '.· .·0·

\ear BonnniJ~ TMDaUu Mc~.rr let'! Harbor Rod<~nd ~Re.<b..
1938 227.627

1939 229.675

1940 159.133

1941 66,240

1942 2.661

1943 57,641

1944 49,239

1945 36,721

1946 75,497

1947 96,848

1948 143,815

1949 57,928

1950 32,693

1951 45,110

1952 26,203

1953 47,129

1954 40,986 938

1955 42,603 556

1956 49,911 970

1957 53,031 63,100 2.748

1958 98.4 19 144,253 10,365

1959 215,083 296,683 19,807

1960 177,898 259,208 13,960

1961 364,805 352.444 26,119

1962 101,426 83,350 14,027 36,863 2,997 2,845

1963 87,937 79,530 9,9654 9,454 2,798 3,741

1964 104,337 64,252 6,176 16,960 1,611 934

1965 108,987 45,180 7,362 9,8 18 4,475 8,872

1966 67,9 14 43,383 5,4101 5,106 3,017 1,930

1967 66.17 1 28,3 11 1.516 4.836 2.099 6,945

1968 109,029 57,628 1.568 6,676 7,402

1969 379.509 67,252 3,069 5.548 17,208

Data source: Bonneville Fisheries Office 1990.
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2.4.1.2 Columbia River above BonneviUe Dam

Reservoir populations, cut off from the oce an by
hydroelectric development. are less productive and
in lessser abundance the farther upstream they are
found. Unlike the lower Columbia River white
sturgeo n pop ulations, the pop ulation upstream from
Bonneville Dam is regarded as de pressed. Catch
stat istics and research ind icate lower sturgeon
abunda nce for all year classes. Lower adu lt growth
rates, coupled with fewer years of successful spawn
ing, indicate a weaker population structure (O DFW
& WDF 1992).

The reservoirs upstream of Bonneville Dam contain
a series of isolated white stu rgeon populations.
Movement between reservoirs is limited (Ha nson et
al, 1992). although Rien et al. ( 1991) indicates some
movement occurs between reservoirs. Genetic
testing indicates that differences exist among white
sturgeon of the Columbia, Snake and Kootenai
rivers (Setter and Brannon 19(2).

Maim (1978) estima ted a pop ulation of 32,000 while
sturgeon in Bonneville reservoir from 12- 96 inches
(30-245 cm) in length. Abundance of fish greate r
than 24 inches (6 1 em) was estimated to be at least
48,500 in 1989 (Hanson et al. 19(2). Recruitment
occurs in the Bonneville reservoi r but recruitment
was low fro m 1986 -1988 when flows were reduced
(Duke et al. 1990).

The estima ted number of white sturgeon grea ter
than 24 inches (6 1 em) in The Dalles rese rvoir
dec lined from 30,100 fish in 1987 to J2,000 fish in
1988 with nearly 6,000 removed by sport and corn
mercial fisheries (Hanson et al. 19(2). The white
sturgeon populat ion in the Joh n Day reservoir in
1990 was estimated at 4,000 fish greater than 24
inches (6 1 ern). Poor recruitment and recent high
harves t rates may be contributing to the low abun 
da nce of sturgeon in the John Day reservoir (Han
son et al. 1992).

Data on abunda nce of sturgeon for the remain ing
reservoirs on the mains tem Columbia River is
limited. Based on a review of various sampling
effo rts Mullan (1979) concluded that the re are only
small numbers of sturgeon from the Hanford Reach
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upstream to Grand Co ulee Dam. Based on ca tch
per-unit effort (CPUE) da ta in Lake Roosevelt.
white sturgeon appea r to be moderately abunda nt
with CPUE values for setline fishing exceeding
values in Bonn eville, Th e Dalles, and John Day
reservoirs (Hanson et al. 1992).

2.4.1.3 Kootenai River

A natu ral harrier at Bennington Falls downstrea m of
Kootenai Lake has isolated the Kootenai River
popu lation from other while sturgeo n populations in
the Columbia River basin since the last glacia l age,
approximately 10,000 years (Ha nson et al. 1992).
Recen t gene tic analysis ind icates that the Koot enai
River sturgeon is a unique stock and constitutes a
dist inct interbreeding population (58 FR 36379
7nf93 No. 128).

The USFWS has listed the Kootenai River popula
tion of the white sturgeon as an endangered species
(59FR45989 916194). Since the tum of the century
physical attributes of the Koo tenai River have been
altered by human activity in a number of ways. The
lower expanses of the river have been extensively
diked eliminating most slough and backwater hab itat
considered to be important rearing habitat for
juvenile sturgeon. Industrial pollutants created
acute water quality problems into the 19605 and
products remain bound in sediment today. Add i
tionally, the free - flowing river habitat for the
Koot enai River white sturgeon population has been
modified and impacted by construction and opera
tion of Libby Dam . Today hydropower and flood
con trol operations at Libby Dam have transformed
the natural hydrog raph of the Kootenai River, thus
reducing river flows critical to successful reprod uc
tion during the May to July sturgeon spawning
season. The dam has also affected the biological
productivity of the system by removing nutrients. In
concert, po llution, diking and dam construction have
contributed to the population decline. Th is popula
tion has decli ned to an estimated 880 individuals,
with approximately 80 percent of the sturgeon over
20 years old. There has been an almost complete
lack of recru itment of juveniles into the population
since 1974. soon afte r Libby Dam began operation.
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However juvenile recruitment had been seriously
impacted prior to the dam construction.

2.4.1.4 Snake River

Commercial sturgeon fishing in the Snake River in
Idaho began in the mid-1890s and was terminated
in 1943. Recreational fishing for sturgeon became a
catch-and-release fishery in the Snake River in
1970 (Hanson et aI. 1992).

No information is available on the recent abundance
of white sturgeon in the Snake River below Lower
Granite Dam. Sturgeon are relatively abundant
between Lower Granite and Hells Canyon dams
(Cochnauer 1983; Cochnauer et aI. 1985; Lukens
1985). The sturgeon population in 1972-1975
between Lower Granite Dam and Hells Canyon
Dam was estimated at 8,000 to 12,000 fish 18 inches
(46 cm) or larger (Coon et aI. 1977). Recent popula
tion estimates are 4,000 fish (Lukens 1983, 1985) but
he cautioned against making comparisons with
earlier estimates because of differences in methodol
ogy. Bennett (1993) in studies of the Lower Granite
Reservoir, estimated a sturgeon population of
approximately 1,300 > 45 em total length in the
reservoir. Reproduction appears to be successful in
this reach of the Snake River (Lukens 1984). Stur
geon are not present in the pool above Hells Canyon
Dam but are caught in the Oxbow pool in the
Brownlee Dam tailrace (Welsh and Reid 1971).
White sturgeon are found in varying abundance from
Brownlee upstream to Shoshone Falls (Hanson et al.
1992).

2.4.1.5 Hatchery Production

Supplementation of sturgeon populations in the
Columbia River with hatchery reared fish has only
occurred on a small scale in limited areas. The
ODFW has stocked fingerling white sturgeon in the
Willamette River above Willamette Falls in recent
years to mitigate for the loss of production of wild
broodstock that have been collected. Idaho has
recently initiated experimental programs in the
Snake River that involve releasing PIT tagged
juvenile white sturgeon into the upper Snake River.
IDFG, the Kootenai Indian Tribe, and the BPA have
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developed a sturgeon hatchery now in operation for
sturgeon enhancement efforts in the Kootenai River.
None of these efforts have been in place long
enough to evaluate their impact on the sturgeon
populations. However, the impact of these supple
mentation efforts on sturgeon abundance is probably
minimal because they have only recently been imple
mented.

2.4.2 Sturgeon Life History

The white sturgeon is the largest fish found in the
fresh waters of North America. In the Columbia
River, white sturgeon reach the minimum legal
length of 36 inches (92 em) when they are 8 to 9
years old. This species is long lived. One fish from
the Columbia River was determined to be 82 years
old. During the 1800s, white sturgeon were in great
demand for their caviar and smoked flesh. Today
there is less demand for sturgeon, although some
commercial and recreational fisheries do occur.
Adult white sturgeons are found in deeper holes in
the Columbia and Snake Rivers. While primarily
bottom dwellers, they occasionally leap out of the
water (Wyodoski and Whitney (1979).

2.4.2.1 Juvenile Rearing

The incubation period is 7 to 14 days depending on
water temperature. After hatching, the larvae are
planktonic and drift downstream (Hanson et al.
1992). Based on studies in aquaria, the larvae
initially swim constantly in the water column and
then enter a hiding phase where they sink to the
bottom and seek protection from predators by
burrowing in the rocks and detritus while the yolk
sac is absorbed. The hiding phase may start sooner
if water velocities are high (Brannon et aI. 1985).
Feeding begins about 12 days after hatching and
larval development is complete after 20-30 days.
No information is available on the food habits of
wild larvae. (Hanson et aI. 1992).

Young of the year and juveniles prefer the deeper,
slower velocity areas (McCabe and Hinton 1991;
Miller et aI. 1991; Parsley et al. 1992) and depend on
the currents to transport them into the rearing areas.
They are most often captured within the thalweg and
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rarely adjacent to the thalweg in shallower water
(Parsley et aI. 1992).

The average sturgeon in the lower Columbia River
reaches a total length of 36 inches (92 em) by age 9.
Sturgeon growth rates in the lower Columbia River
declined by about 10 percent from 1947-1953 to
1980-1983 (Hess 1984). Sturgeon up to 100 years
old have been found in the Columbia River (Hanson
et aI. 1992). One large female sturgeon from the
Columbia River was 12 1/2 feet long and weighed
1,285 pounds (Wydoski and Whitney 1979).

2.4.2.2 Ocean Distribution and Rearing

At least a portion of the white sturgeon population
in the Columbia River uses fresh, brackish, and
marine waters and is considered semi -anadromous.
At some point in the juvenile rearing phase in
freshwater a part of the population moves into
marine waters, but the proportion is unknown
(Hanson et aI. 1992). Marine use is not necessary
for completion of the life cycle.

Tagged white sturgeon from the Columbia River
disperse north and south along the Pacific coast and
into other estuaries (Bajkov 1951; Galbreath 1985).
The incidence of Columbia River sturgeon tag
returns from other river systems increased substan
tially after tons of sediment were deposited in the
river following the eruption of Mt. St. Helens in
1980 (Galbreath 1985; Boomer and Joner 1989).

2.4.2.3 Adult Migration and Spawning

Migration

Columbia River below Bonneville Dam. Adult white
sturgeon in the lower Columbia River move out of
the estuary in fall either upstream or into marine
waters. In the late winter and early spring they tend
to move downstream to the estuary or ocean (Bajkov
1951). In fresh water there are unaccountable
movements of small sturgeon upstream during the
fall and early winter with a corresponding move
downstream during late winter and early spring.
Other vague seasonal movements, such as from
deeper water in winter to shallower water in warm
weather, and toward the ocean in summer months
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and freshwater in winter months have been
described (Migdal ski 1962).

Movements in the sea are not well known, but are
thought to be usually only local and to remain in
shallow water. However sturgeon have been taken
at 100 foot depth (Scott & Crossman 1973) and
tagged fish have been known to move as much as
660 miles (Chadwick 1959). It has been taken in
water temperatures ranging from 32° to 74OF
(9.9°-23YC) in salt, brackish and fresh water.

Columbia River above Bonneville Dam. Based on
marking studies and dam counts, it appears that
white sturgeon do not move freely between im
poundments (Hanson et aI. 1992). Information cited
in Wydoski & Whitney (1973) corroborates this. For
example, nearly 4,000 adult sturgeon were tagged in
the Columbia River in 1947-1950. Most were
captured close to the tagging location, and two fish
were taken four times each by sportsmen within a
few months. A number of white sturgeon were
captured at the mouth of the Columbia, some 100
miles downstream from the tagging locality. One
migrated at least 200 miles to the Willapa Bay,
Washington. This was the only reported recapture
of a tagged fish outside the Columbia River system.
Sturgeon in the Columbia appear to migrate up
stream during fall and downstream in late winter and
spring (Wydoski & Whitney 1979).

Haynes et al. (1978) found that white sturgeon
tracked with radio transmitters in the Columbia
River were inactive in mid -winter but exhibited
movements in summer and early fall. These fish
occupied shallower waters in summer when water
temperatures were warm (63° - 64 °F) and deeper
pool areas in winter. Bennett (1993) found that
sturgeon tracked in Lower Granite Reservoir trav
eled a mean distance of 11.2 river run upstream and
5.9 river run downstream during 1991.

The white sturgeon breeds for the first time at a
more advanced age than any other freshwater fish.
A typical female reaches sexual maturity at about 13
years, and is about 1.25 m (50 in) long (McGinnis
1984). Males may mature at approximately 10 to 12
years of age.
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Spawning

Spawning occurs between April and July during the
peak of the hydrograph in the Columbia River.
Sturgeon are broadcast spawners, releasing eggs and
milt in fast water. Most spawning occurs when water
temperature is between 10-18 0 C (Parsley et aI.
1992). White sturgeon spawning have been docu
mented immediately downstream of Bonneville, The
Dalles, John Day, and McNary dams in the higher
velocity areas of the reservoirs (Parsley et aI. 1992).
Sturgeon eggs have been collected in spawning areas
with mean column water velocities ranging from 1.6
to 6.3 feet per second (0.5 to 1.92 meters per second
(Miller et aI. 1991, and Parsley et aI. 1992). Follow
ing fertilization, eggs adhere to the river substrate
and hatch after a relative brief incubation period of
8 to 15 days, depending on water temperature
(Brannon et aI. 1985). Faster watei disperses the
adhesive eggs and prevents them from clumping and
smothering each other (Hanson et aI. 1992). Newly
spawned and incubating eggs are found primarily
over cobble and boulder substrates, but are also
found over sand, gravel and bedrock (Parsley et aI.
1992).

Adults survive spawning and return to spawn more
than once, but only after increasing intervals of
years. In the younger females the interval is 4 years
and 9-11 years in older females (Scott & Crossman
1973). Below Bonneville Dam, adults probably
migrate downstream in late summer and fall to
return to the ocean. Depending on size and age,
females carry between 100,000 and 7 million mature
eggs (Hanson et aI. 1992).

Velocity - a Key Role. Increased flows may stimu
late spawning and egg deposition. Reproduction in
the mainstem of the Columbia River has been
greater in years of higher flows than in years of
lower flows (Hanson et aI. 1992). In the below
average flow years of 1987 and 1988, very weak
year-classes of white sturgeon were established in
the Bonneville, The Dalles and John Day reservoirs
(Parsley et aI. 1989). It is not known whether ...vater
velocities were insufficient to stimulate reproduction
or for dispersal of eggs and larvae. Water tempera
tures, bottom substrates, and food supply did appear
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to be adequate for successful reproduction and
rearing. Water velocities appear to be a major
limiting factor. In the Kootenai River there has
been an almost complete lack of recruitment of
juveniles into the population since 1974 when spring
flows were reduced substantially following the
construction of Libby Dam (Partridge 1983; Apper
son and Anders 1991). The abundance of sturgeon
year classes for the Sacramento-San Joaquin River
Delta appears to be positively associated with the
volume of freshwater flow through the Sacramento
San Joaquin estuary (Kohlhorst et aI. 1991). Flows
less than 293,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) may be
less favorable than flows over 406,000 cfs for spawn
ing in The Dalles Dam tailrace (Parsley et aI. 1989).
The duration of high flows may also be important
(Hanson et aI. 1992).

2.4.2.4 Food

White sturgeon are bottom feeders, with special
adaptations that include ventral barbels, and ventral,
protrusible, sucker mouths. For individuals larger
than 19 inches (483 mm) in length, fish become the
principal food with crayfish second. Bennett (1993)
found a direct correlation between the abundance of
crayfish and white sturgeon in Lower Granite Reser
voir. Fish occurred in 48.65 percent of the stomachs
that contained food and were more frequent in
larger sturgeon. Seasonally abundant foods are
important such as eulachon, lamprey, American
shad, northern anchovy, and herring eggs (Hanson et
aI. 1992). Chironomids are also an important part of
the diet of adults. The white sturgeon is apparently
much more predaceous or piscivorous than any other
North American sturgeon (Semakula and Larkin
1968). Fish, as well as a wide variety of inverte
brates, probably make up the diet of this species
when in the sea.

The food of smaller sturgeon is predominantly
chironomids, which occurred in 35.2 percent of the
stomachs of sturgeon of all sizes (Sc-u "~Crossman

1973). Lesser amounts of mysids, D~l" ra, Chaobo
rus larvae, molluscs, immature mayfly, caddisfly and
stonefly and a few cope pods made up the rest of the
food.
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2.4.2.5 Predation

In the Columbia River downstream from McNary
Dam, suckers (Catastomidae), northern squawfish
(Ptychocheilus oregonensis), and carp (Cyprinus
carpio) have been found with sturgeon eggs in their
stomachs (Hanson et al. 1992). There are no pub
lished accounts of predators of either young or adult
sturgeon other than reports of Pacific lamprey
(Entosphenus tridentatus). The sturgeon's large size
and protective bony plates (scutes) probably account
for this (Scott and Crossman 1973). Scott and
Crossman (1973) speculated that white sturgeon
likely compete for food in freshwater with the green
sturgeon.

2.4.3 Factors Influencing Populations

The combination of long life, slow sexual maturation
and intermittent breeding makes the sturgeon one of
the least adaptable fish to withstand the pressures of
commercial fishing (McGinnis 1984). These traits
also make it vulnerable to losses from hydroelectric
dam development as evidenced by the Kootenai
River population declines.

2.4.3.1 Habitat

Spawning and rearing habitat available to white
sturgeon in the Columbia River basin has been
altered due to the construction and operation of
hydropower projects. Impoundments created by the
construction of Bonneville, The Dalles, and John
Day Dams have reduced the availability of spawning
habitat, but increased the amount of rearing habitat
available for young-of-the-year and juvenile
white sturgeon (Parsley and Beckman 1992). Since
1974, when spring flows were reduced substantially
as a result of the construction of Libby Dam, there
has been an almost complete lack of recruitment of
juvenile sturgeon into the population (Partridge
1983; Apperson and Anders 1991). Successive
year-class failures and poor recruitment also have
occurred in the three impoundments below McNary
Dam (Miller et al. 1991). Recruitment improved in
these impoundments with the increased flows in
1990 and 1991 (Parsley and Beckman 1992).
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The dam tailraces now provide the only areas in the
impoundments below McNary Dam with water
velocities required for spawning (Parsley and Beck
man 1992). They simulated spawning habitat in the
tailraces at various discharges and found that usable
habitat is nearly maximized at about 225,000,
275,000, 300,000, and 325,000 cfs in the Bonneville,
John Day, McNary, and The Dalles dams tailraces,
respectively. As flows increase, the amount of
habitat increases in each tailrace. They found that
the greater hydraulic slope of the Bonneville Dam
tailrace, compared to the hydraulic slope of the
other tailraces, creates higher velocities below
Bonneville Dam at low flows. Therefore, the Bon
neville Dam tailrace provides habitat for spawning of
a high quality at flows that provide only low to
medium quality spawning habitat in the other tail
races.

Parsley and Beckman (1992) found that the im
pounded river reaches have proportionately more
rearing habitat than the unimpounded reach in the
lower river. The mean length of younger white
sturgeon is greater in the impounded areas
compared to the unimpounded lower river reach
(Parsley et al. 1989) indicating better rearing condi
tions. However, because of successive year class
failures and low recruitment to young-of-the
year, the rearing habitat in the impounded river
reaches is probably under-used (Parsley and Beck
man 1992).

2.4.3.2 Migration Past Dams

The dams have created a series of isolated white
sturgeon populations with limited movement be
tween reservoirs (Hanson et al. 1992). The effect of
limiting the movement of white sturgeon on popula
tion productivity is unknown. However, limiting
movement may result in reproductive isolation and
reduced ability of the white sturgeon populations to
respond to adverse environmental conditions.

There have also been mortalities during mainte
nance of hydroelectric facilities such as when turbine
draft tubes are dewatered (Hanson et al. 1992).
Mortality of juvenile and adult white sturgeon as a
result of turbine passage has not been measured.
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2.4.3.3 Harvest

Experience in the Columbia River and other loca
tions has shown that fishing can rapidly reduce
populations of long-lived, infrequently reproducing
fishes such as the sturgeon. Regulations that pro
vide protection for sturgeon stocks have been effec
tive in restoring populations (Wydoski & Whitney
1979).

Lower Columbia River

The sturgeon population in the Lower Columbia
River had recovered by the 1970s due to maximum
size limits imposed in 1950. White sturgeon harvest
from 1950-1970 was primarily incidental catch in
the salmon gill net fishery. Commercial fisheries
targeting on sturgeon in the Lower Columbia River
began to develop in the mid -1970s when a separate
season for setlines was established. Commercial
setline sturgeon fishing below Bonneville Dam was
phased out by 1985 (Hanson et al. 1992).

Thrget large-mesh gill net fisheries effective on 4 to
6 feet long sturgeon occurred from 1983 to 1988 in
the lower river. The recreational fishery in the
lower river expanded at the same time as harvest
opportunities for salmon declined. By 1987 the
Lower Columbia River sport catch peaked at 62,400
sturgeon which was about twice the catch level that
occurred in the late 1970s (Hanson et al. 1992).

Washington and Oregon determined that harvest
rates were about twice the level believed to be
sustainable. In 1989 they began reducing the harvest
rate of the combined recreational and commercial
fisheries to about 15 percent from the 20 to 40
percent harvest rate that occurred in 1985-1987
(Hanson et al. 1992). This was accomplished by
eliminating the target gill net fisheries, imposing
mesh restrictions in the salmon fisheries to reduce
fishing targeted on sturgeon, raising the minimum
size limit in the recreational fishery, and through
other restrictions on the recreational fishery. As a
result, commercial landings below Bonneville Dam
declined from an average of 12,000 fish per year
from 1980-1987 to 4,000 to 5,000 fish per year
currently (WDF/ODF\v, 1992). Sport catch declined
from the peak of 62,400 in 1987 to an average
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annual harvest of 21,800 from 1989-1991 (WDF/
ODFW 1992). Good recruitment to the fisheries
and a healthy broodstock population indicate that
this population currently is healthy and productive.

Only limited information is available on the histori
cal abundance of white sturgeon in the Columbia
River basin. White sturgeon were harvested by
Native Americans in the Columbia River region
(Craig and Hacker 1940). In the early years of the
commercial salmon fishery in the lower Columbia
River, sturgeon were incidentally harvested by
salmon gear and were destroyed as nuisance fish.
The commercial value of sturgeon increased in the
late 1880s and early 1890s and the fishery expanded
quickly (Hanson et al. 1992).

Data has not been worked up for 1990-92 esti
mates, but raw counts for 1992 are less than 1,000
(possibly even less than 100 individuals). These low
1992 counts are significantly less than the counts for
1991, suggesting a possible effect of the March 1992
Physical Drawdown Test of Lower Granite and Little
Goose dams (Chris Pinney, COE Walla Walla,
personal communication).

Upper Columbia River

Unlike the lower Columbia River white sturgeon
populations, the population upstream from Bonne
ville Dam is regarded as depressed. Catch statistics
and research indicate lower sturgeon abundance for
all year classes. Lower adult growth rates, coupled
with fewer years of successful spawning, signify a
weaker population structure. Exploitation rates
have been high for all age classes susceptible to
set-net gear. Target fishing in the tribal commercial
and recreational fisheries has been decreased by
recent state and tribal management actions, but a
high mortality still exists for fish. Other problems
that affect the relative productivity and recovery of
these white sturgeon populations are inaccessibility
to the marine environment and habitat alterations
mainly due to hydroelectric development. Popula
tions in the Columbia River basin upstream from
The Dalles Dam are especially depressed and more
strictly regulated.

Commercial fishing above Bonneville Dam by non
treaty fishermen was banned by Washington and
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Oregon in 1957. White sturgeon continued to be
harvested by both setnet and setline in the treaty
Indian fishery and by a small sport fishery. Catch
records for sturgeon landings prior to 1976 do not
identify gear type but the majority of the treaty
catch was incidental to the salmon fisheries (Hanson
et al. 1992).

The treaty Indian fishery had separate seasons for
setnets beginning in 1976 and the seasons were open
for 9 to 10 months each year from 1980-1987. The
use of diver nets, which targeted on sturgeon, in
creased during this time period. The catch of white
sturgeon in the treaty Indian fishery increased from
2,800 fish in 1984 to 11,100 fish in 1987. The recre
ational fishery took about 5,000 sturgeon annually in
Zone 6 from 1980-1987. Concern over the rate of
increase in harvest prompted the initiation of time,
gear, and size limits in 1988 which led to reductions
in the commercial and recreational catch. In 1991
harvest rate reductions for the commercial fishery
were established for each pool which translated to
harvests of 1,250 fish in Bonneville, 300 in The
Dalles, and 100 fish in John Day pool (Hanson et al.
1991). In April 1991 the recreational catch was
reduced by imposing a size limit and daily bag limits.

Major declines in the abundance of white sturgeon
in the exploitable size range, attributable to over-
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harvest, are confined primarily to The Dalles and
John Day pools (ODF\¥, 1991). This decline is
being addressed through the implementation of the
aforementioned harvest controls.

Only limited harvest of white sturgeon occurs in the
area above McNary Dam. A treaty Indian gill net
fishery in Priest Rapids Pool has taken small num
bers of sturgeon in recent years (Hanson et al.
1992).

Kootenai River

There are no commercial fisheries for white stur
geon in the Kootenai River basin. Idaho has limited
the sport fishery in the Kootenai River to catch
and-release since 1984. Montana banned fishing
for sturgeon on the Kootenai River in 1979 because
of declining stocks.

Snake River

A few fish are taken annually in the sport fishery
between Ice Harbor and Lower Granite dams (Han
son et al. 1992). There is no commercial fishery for
sturgeon in the Snake River. Sturgeon angling
above Lower Granite Dam has been restricted to
catch-and-release since 1970 (Hanson et al. 1992).
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CHAPTER 3

STUDY METHODS

3

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the study methods used by
the AFWG to prepare this appendix for the SOR
Final EIS.

Throughout the entire study phase, the AFWG has
emphasized anadromous salmonid species because
these fish have been extensively studied, because
some populations have been designated as endan
gered, and because they are considered a cultural
resource of the northwest Native American Tribes
and are of primary interest within the region.

3.1.1 Models and Biology

The study methods employed in this analysis are
primarily quantitative, although there is some quali
tative analysis. The quantitative study of a biologi
cal system begins with scientists observing, measur
ing, analyzing, and eventually judging how the
system functions in nature, both in its components
and as a whole. These observations - called "em
pirical data" - are then collected, quantified, and
used as the basis for mathematical models. The
models attempt to mathematically imitate the inter
actions observed in the biological system they repre
sent.

In the AFWG quantitative analysis, computer mod
els simulate juvenile passage through the hydrosys
tern and life cycle conditions for discrete salmonid
populations, based on reservoir elevations, timing
and volume of spill at each dam, and outflows
produced by alternative operating strategies.

Results generated by models are only as sound as
the data and assumptions on which they are based.
The possibility always exists that the models will not
truly reflect the natural processes. Because of this
uncertainty, predicting absolute survival values for
the modeled populations that would result from a

particular alternative is difficult. However, in the
present analysis of the impacts of the alternatives on
salmonid populations, if biased assumptions produce
somewhat skewed results, they produce them identi
cally across all the alternatives; therefore, the
models are particularly useful for comparing across
many alternatives when a limited number of vari
ables is changing.

3.1.2 Value Measures

Value measures are model constructs developed to
evaluate the performance of a modeled subject in
relation to the circumstance being modeled. In the
AFWG analysis, the circumstances modeled are
hypothetical hydrosystem operating requirements
outlined in the alternatives. The performance of the
salmonid populations modeled in response to the
requirements is evaluated by reference to three
value measures.

1Wo of the three value measures reflect smolt per
formance during downstream migration: smolt
survival through the hydrosystem and smoIt travel
time.

SmoIt survival through the hydrosystem is an esti
mate of the overall proportion of smolts that survive
from the upstream end of the hydrosystem to below
Bonneville Dam. This value measure reflects the
direct effects of the hydrosystem on smolt survival
and is the most reliable predictor of those effects.
Smolt passage models developed for Columbia River
salmon populations have been written primarily to
predict this value.

Smolt travel time is the average number of days it
takes for smolts to migrate from their natal streams
down through the hydrosystem to below Bonneville
Dam. This value measure may relate to a popula
tion's likelihood of success, but the extent to which it
relates remains a matter of debate. Please refer to
section 2.1.2.2 in Chapter 2 for further discussion.
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The third value measure is an estimate of the num
ber of adults that return to their natal streams to
spawn. There is some uncertainty associated with
adult returns as a measure of smolt performance
through the hydrosystem because adult return results
are also influenced by factors having nothing to do
with the hydrosystem (ocean conditions, as an
example). The values for adult survival are pre
dicted by a life cycle model, in which factors apart
from hydrosystem impacts are held constant.

While these value measures reference real-world
phenomena such as travel time and juvenile survival
through the hydrosystem, they are model constructs
because they are representative of performance.
Real-world performance of smolts through the
hydrosystem hinges on an infinite range of real
world conditions, and biological and behavioral
responses to those conditions, which can never be
fully known or incorporated into a model.

3.1.3 Quantitative Methods
Used in the Analysis

3.1.3.1 Hydrologic Modeling

Each SOS outlines specific conditions in terms of
river flows, reservoir elevations, spill and timing of
flow at run-of-river and storage dams within the
hydrosystem.

A hydroregulation model - HYDROSIM - was
used to model the hydrological effects of each
alternative System Operating Strategy (SOS).
HYDROSIM simulates river operations using the
historic flow record for 49 years from fall 1929
through spring 1978. Each HYDROSIM run pro
duces monthly average flow, spill, and elevation data
(except for April and August which are split into two
equal periods) for each year at each dam. These 49
years of data provide the range of possible river
conditions used in the analysis.

The smolt passage models use the information
generated by HYDROSIM in estimating smolt
survival and travel time.

Anadromous Fish Appendix

Additional information on the hydroregulation model
and the resulting hydrologic conditions can be found in
the River Operation Simulation Appendix A.

3.1.3.2 Biological Modeling

Three smolt juvenile passage models are currently in
use within the region. Based on comments received
during the Scoping Process, the AFWG requested all
three smolt passage models be used to analyze smolt
migration performance. However only two were
available for use in the Draft EIS to estimate smolt
survivaland travel time: PAM (Passage Analysis
Model, NPPC) and CRiSP1.4/1.4.5 (Columbia River
Salmon Passage Model, UW).

The Stochastic Life Cycle Model SLCM (Stochastic
Life Cycle Model, Resources for the Future and
United States Forest Service [USFS)), was used to
estimate the third value measure, the number of
returning adults. The AFWG also solicited the use of
other life cycle models, but none were available for the
SOR Final EIS.

One juvenile passage model, CRiSP 1.5, and one
life-cycle model, SLCM, were available for the SOR
Final EIS.

For the purpose of the AFWG analysis for the Final
SOR EIS, 13 alternatives have been grouped into four
categories according to the general approach they take
to hydrosystem operation. The four categories are:
Flow Control Alternatives; Drawdown Alternatives;
Natural River Alternatives; and Combination Alterna
tives, which combine drawdown, spill and flow aug
mentation. For consistency in presentation, the smolt
passage model parameters and the results in Chapter
5, will be grouped into these same categories.

Transportation Modeling

An important non-operational measure to mitigate
for juvenile salmonid losses due to hydrosystem opera
tions is the Corps' Juvenile Fish 'Iransportation Pro
gram (JFTP). Under the program, smolts are collected
from Lower Granite, Little Goose, Lower Monumen
tal and McNary dams and loaded into barges (much
less frequently, trucks) for transportation downstream
to a release point below Bonneville Dam. The con-
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cept unde rlying the JFTP is that juveniles transported
around numerous dams and reservoirs avoid the
cumulative morta lity associated with passage through
the hydrosystem.

A model -based transportation sensitivity analysis is
pre sent ed in Cha pte r 5. It examines several tr an s
portation survival theori es and compares transporta
tion survival estimates based on these theories with
estimates of in-river migration survival.

3.1.3.3 Salmon and Steelhead Stocks Included
in the Modeling Analysis

Ten indica tor stocks were chosen in an effort to
re present geograph ically dispe rsed stocks that rea
sonably depict how anadromous satmonid stocks
throughout the Columbia and Snake basins might be
affected by the SOR alternatives. Select ion of the
stocks was constrained by the availability of stock
specific da ta necessary to calibra te and run the life
cycle model. Six of the ten stocks. indicated by an
aste risk (- ), were evaluated by SLCM. The ten
indicator stocks are :

Snake River:
• Natural Snake River Spri ng Chinook
• Natura l Snake River Summer Chinook
• Natural Snake River Fall Chinook
• Dworshak Hat chery Summer Steelhead

Mid-Columbia River:
Natural Methow River Spring Chinook

• Natural Methow River Summer Chinook
- Natural Hanford Reach Fall Chinook

Wenatchee Hatchery Summer Steelhead

Lower Columbia River:
Natural Deschutes River Spring Chinoo k
Natural Rock Creek Spring Steelhead

Analysis of these stocks suggests that, as indicator
stocks, they represent basinwide wild spring and fall
chinook pop ulahon s fairly well, yearling summer
chinook populations only moderately, a nd basinwide
steelhead populations poorly.

Coho were not considered in this ana lysis as they are
extinct in almost all sub-basins above Bonneville Dam.
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Sockeye were not modeled because migra tional
cha racteristics, such as da m passage parameters and
survival estimates, are not available. Some scien tists
believe they may be have similarly to spring chinook
due to their similar migrational timing and size at
time of migra tion .

Alth ough passage inform ation is limited for sub
yearling chinook, they were modeled using
CRiSP15.

3.1.4 Qual itati ve Study Methods

In add ition to quantitative ana lysis, qualitative
analysis of the JFTP was conducted through exten
sive review of literature abo ut and rela ted to the
tran sporta tion program, other transportation evalua
tions, and synthesis of that information with current
improvement s and operatin g conditions at the dam s
and in the transportation process. In some
instances, enginee ring and eco nomic evaluations of
alternatives to transportation and alternative meth
ods of collecting and transporting fISh were con
duct ed. Some ele ments of the qualitative analysis
were drawn from other, ongoing studies and pro·
grams such as the SCS, CRJ FMP and the CRSMA.

Qualita tive analysis was also cond ucted on the
effects of the alternatives on non-salmonid anadro
mou s fish (shad, lamprey, and sturgeo n) , based on
expert op inion .

3.2 QUANTITATIVE METHODS: MODEL
DESCRIPTIONS, ASSUMPTIONS,
PARAMETERS, AND KEY UNCERTAINTIES

3.2.1 Juvenile In-rive r Survival: CRiSP1.5

3.2.1.1 CRISP1 .5 Model Descript ion

The AFWG employed o ne smolt passage mode l in
its final analysis: CRiSPl.5 (Ande rson et a!' 1995).
CRiSPl.5 starts a hypothetical population of juvenile
salmonids at an appropriate location in the hydrosys
tern (approp riate to each popu lation's pre -migratory
rearing location) and then simulates the migration of
the population downstream throu gh reservoirs and
around dams to below Bonneville Dam on the lower
Columbia River . Figure 3-1 present s a schematic
of the CRiSP1.5 mod el.
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Figure 3-1, Overview 01 Columbia River Salmon Passage Model (CRiSP1,5)

At each dam and reservoir , a number of smelts are
subtracted from the migrating popula tion based on
assumptions about mortali ty factors, which are in
tum based on empirical, experimental. and statistical
data. The simulation ends with the populat ion
emerging below Bonneville Dam. While the mode l
is capable of providing data on survival at any point
durin g simulation, the final outpu t bears directly on
the two value measures of travel time and juvenile
survival: The mode l produces the average number
of days the migration has taken, and the average
percentage of smel ts that have survived the migra
tion.

FlNAL E1S

CRiSPI.5 has two main components: dam passage
survival, which depends on the route taken past the
dam, with different morta lities incurred for spillway,
bypass and turbine passage; and reservoir survival
which is a function of the amount of time the smolts
remain in the reservoirs.

As its dam passage survival inputs, CRiSP1.5 uses
flow and spill volumes, and reservoir elevations from
HYDROSIM, parameter estimates associated with
dam passage, and the propor tion of smolts being
diverted into the bypass system.
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In its reservoir survival component, CRiSP15 uses
specific mechanisms (primarily predator and smelt
be havior and gas supersatura tion effects) to estimate
reservoir mortality.

CRiSPI.5 runs a num ber of games (in this case, 50)
for each of the 49 water years , performing a Monte
Carlo ana lysis, wherein the paramet er values are
allowed 10 vary be tween a specified range during
each game. This allows CRiSPI.5 to provide an
expected mean along with some variation.

CRiSP versions 1.4 and 1.4.5 were used by the SO R
Federal agencies for the analysis presented in the
SO R Draft EIS. CRiSP version 1.5 was used for the
analysis presen ted in the SOR Final E1S. The
differences between CRiSP versions 1.4, 1.4.5 and
1.5 are not major , but the SO R Fede ral agencies
believe that it is important to use the most up-to
dal e model available for the final ana lysis. CRiSP
versions 1.4 and 1.5 differ in two categorie s: model
structure and model calibration .

STRUCTURE

There are two major structural changes in CRiSP
from version 1.4 to 1.5:

Gas-erekued mortality

Both version 1.4 and 1.5 describe smolt mortality, in
part, as a function of gas supersaturation . In
CRiSP1.4 this was represented by an increasing
exponential curve, fit to the data of Dawley et at.
1976. In vers ion 1.5 this is changed to a threshold
model that appears to fit the data bette r. In this
fonnulation , there is a small mortality rate at low gas
saturations which increases slowly until a th reshold
level of saturation (120 percent) is reached, above
which point the mortality rate increases sharply in a
linear fashion. In shape this is similar 10 the expo
nential model, and overall mortality rates are quite
simila r be tween the two mode ls.

In version 1.4, there was no accounting for fish
depth distribution in the pool. If gas concentra tion
is roughly equal through the water column, fish
higher in the water column will experience gas
bubble fonnation due to lower ambient pressure and
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thus a higher mortality, while those fish lower in the
column will experience lower mortality. Version 1.5
of the model includes a fish depth distribution,
which, togeth er with the threshold mortality rate
function , predicts the total morta lity rate on the
stock.

Tests of this function versus the o ld model function
show that curre nt calibration of the gas mortality
function is somewhat less sensitive to gas supersatu
ration tha n previous versions. This implies that high
spill alternatives will be modeled as less deleterious
than in previous versions.

Fish travel time dynamics

The fish travel time mode l has been expanded to
contain two components. In version 1.4, fish velocity
was always a function of water velocity, although the
relationship between the two varied with fish age .
In version 15 , this component still exists (the "Oow
dependen t" compo nent) but there is also pote ntially
an intrinsic fish velocity that does not depend on
flow (the "flow- independent" component). The
degree to which one or the other component domi
nates is stock-specific: yearling chinook and steel
head continue to be mode led as having a mode rately
strong relationship between water velocity and fish
velocity, whereas subyearling chinook are now
modeled as being insensitive to flow velocity, based
on brand release da ta for mid-Columbia River
subyearling fish (Anderson et al. 1995) .

CALIBRATION

The most recent version of CRiSP I is calibrated to a
very large number of existing data sets . Th is has
resulted in alterations of some of the previous values
for some parameters. These include:

• revised predator densities from most recent
squawfish indexing studies;

• revised turbine mortaliti es from NMFSIUW
survival Sludy;

• revised FG E at some Snake River projects
from PIT tag data for yearling chinook and
steefhead:
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• revised gas saturation production coefficients
based on monitoring data during high spill
periods of 1994;

• revised predator activity coefficients based
on John Day squawfish consumption da ta
and updated predator density and travel time
information;

• co rrected sepa ration operations at transport
projects;

• adjusted powe rhouse capacities in historical
data files for the number of turbines operet
mg:

• transport mortali ty back-calculated from
TIR studies of 1986, 1987. and 1989.

Not all of these changes have an impact o n SOR
related model runs. For example, t ransport mortal
ity models and turbine mortality rates are prescribed
by SO R participants. Also, historical changes in
powerhouse capacity and FGE are not relevant for
forecasting mod el runs (although th ey do come into
play during model runs for ca libration of SLCM).

For a thorough discussion of smoit passage mod el
theory, structure, and parameters, see Anderson et
.1. 1993 (CR;SPI.4).

3.2.1.2 CRISP1.5 Assumptions and
Parameters

For the flow Control alternatives ( ta, Ib, ze. 2d and
4c) and the Combination alternatives (9a, 9b, 9c, and
the Preferred Alte rnative), the analysis assumes that
the physical hydrosystem remains as it existed in
1994. Future actions designed to improve smolt sur
vival. such as installation and rep lacement of screens
to guide smolts away from the turbines and other
improvements at the dams, are not included in this
analysis. The analysis also does not include future
actions designed to improve reservoir survival, such
as the ongoing atte mpt to reduce the population of
predators (the Squawfish Management Program ).

For the Drawdown (6b, 6d) . and Natural River (Sb,
5c) alternatives, the analysis assumes that the physi
cal changes that would be necessary at the dams are

FlNALElS
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in place. There is no attempt to model impacts dur
ing construction or a phase - in of the alternative sys
tem configuration .

River "'low, Reservoir Elevations, a nd Darn Spill

Th e HYDROSIM model estimates monthly average
flow and spill volumes, and end of month reservoir
elevations for each dam. The se values are passed
directly to CRiSPI .5, where they are modulated into
daily values based on an analysis of recent actual dai
ly, weekly. and monthly patterns of flow at the dams.

Reservoir elevations are specified by the alternatives.
As reservoir elevations drop under the drawdown
alternatives, a portion of the reservoir may become a
free-flowing river again, while the remainde r stays
as a pool . The relationships between geometry,
elevat ion, and free- flowing river velocities were esti
mated from the Co rps' 1992 Lower Granite reservoir
drawdown test.

The amount and timing of planned spill (spill that is
voluntary and does not result from a lack of powe r
demand or Irom flow tha t exceeds powe rhouse
capaci ty) is presented for selected dams in Tables
3-1 and 3-2. Instan taneou s fish spill is calculated
as th e proportion of river flow that is allowed to pass
over the spillway during th e prescribed spill period.
Planned spill requirement s at non - transport dams
(except Bonneville Dam) on the lower Snake and
lower Columbia rivers for the Row Control. Natural
River and Drawdown alternatives are prescribed by
the April 1989 Fish Spill Memorandum of Agree
ment. The se spill requirements have been incorpo
rated into thee Corps' 1995 Juve nile Fish Passage
Plan for the Fede ral dams. The Federal Energy
Regu latory Commission (FERC) sets the spill re 
qui rements at the non-Federal dams o n the mid
Columbia River, i.e., Wells, Rocky Reach. Rock
Island, Wanapum and Priest Rapids.

Duri ng periods when flow volume exceeds the
capacity of the turbines (forced spill) or when flows
exceed power demand (overgene ration spill). addi
tional spill occurs beyond that provided for juven ile
salmo nids migrating downstream. In these cases, the
spill is shaped into the nighttime hours whenever
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possible. Overgeneration spill was not speci fically
identified in this analysis. Plann ed spill is prescribed
at transportat ion sites under some alte rna tives (see
Table 4- 2). Tra nsport sites are indicated in 'fables
3 - 1 and 3-2 with a (T).

Unde r the F low Co ntrol (la, 2c, 2d. 4c) and Draw
down (6b, 6d) alternat ives, the analysis assumes that
there is no spill at transport projects, i.e., Lower
Granite, Little Goose, Lower Monume ntal and
McNary dams. Under the Natural River alterna tives
(5b and 5c), the analysis ass umes that all inflow is
passed around Lower Granite , Litt le Goose, Lower
Monumental and Ice Harbor dam s. Under the Flow
Control ( la, ze, 2d, 4c) and Drawdown (6b, 6d)
alte rna t ives, the analysis assume s that spill at Ice
Harbor, John Day and The Da lles dams is as pre
scribed in the 1989 Fish Spill Memorandum of
Agreement. Under the Flow Co ntrol ( la, 2c, 2d, 4c) ,
Natu ral River (5b, 5c) and Drawdown (6b, 6d)
alternatives, the analysis assumes that spill at Bonne
ville Dam occurs 24 ho urs a day and is 53 percent of
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inflow between Ap ril 15 and Ju ne 11 and 41.5 pe r
ce nt of inflow betwee n June 12 and August 23.
Alternative Ib assumes tha t no spill occurs at any of
the lower Snake and lower Columbia River dams
during the juven ile fish migrat ion period.

Table 3-1 shows the percent spill req uired (instanta
neou s) under the Combination alternatives, 9a , 9b,
and 9c. Spill is set to achieve 80 percent Fish Passage
Efficiency (FPE); spill caps are set to avoid excessive
total d issolved gas. Spill cap at mainstem projects is
120% total dissolved gas daily average as measured
in the fore bay of the next downst ream project.
Under 9a, maximu m spill amount s are : LGR - 60
kefs; LGO - 60 kcfs: LMN - 60 kcfs; IH R - 60
kefs; MCN -150 kcfs; JDA - 70 kcfs; IDA - 175
kefs; and BON - 105 kcfs. Under 9b and 9c, maxi
mum spill amounts are: LGR - 30 kcfs; LGO - 30
kefs; LMN - 18 kcfs; IHR - 2S kcfs; MCN - 50
kefs; JDA - 30 kefs; IDA - 90 kcfs; and BON 
105 kcfs.

Table 3-1. Instantaneous Spill Requirements at Snake River and Lower Columbia River
Dams for Comb ination Alternatives (9a, 9b, sc)

, > Spill
D~~t·fSplU:& ~. " ,;~«,nt8ge lfo~~"s[~l~~ , ."';" ', ;..:, ,','"

Lower Granite _(T) 78 1800 - 0600 April I - May 31,
99 1800 - 0600 June 1 - August 31

Uttk Goose (f) 48 1800-0600 April I - May 31

99 1800-0600 June 1 - August 31

Lower Monumental {T] 54 1800-0600 April 1 - May 31

100 1800 - 0600 Ju ne 1 - August 31

Ice Harbor 100 1800-0600 April I - August 3)

McNary (T) 48 1800- 0600 April 15 - June 6

89 1800-0600 June 7 - August 31

John Day 33 1900- 0700 April 15 - June 6

85 1900 - 0700 June 7 - August 31

The Dalles 40% of instantaneous
flow based on identified 24 hours da ily April 15 - August 15

project limitations

Bonneville 68 24 hours daily April 15 - June 6

77 24 hours daily June 7 - August 31
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Table 3-2 shows the instantaneous spill require
ments at lower Snake River and lower Columbia
River dam s for the Preferred Alternative. Spill is
intended to achieve 80 percent FPE up to a total
dissolved gas cap of 115 percent. averaged over a
12-hour period, as measured at the forebay of the
next downstream project and derived by the Corps
of Engineers. Spill occurs at all projects during the
spring. However, when average flow at Lower
Granite is less than 100 kefs, then no spill occu rs at

Anadromous Fish Appendix

that project . When average flow at Lower Grani te is
less than 85 kcfs, then no spill occurs at that project
or little Goose and Lower Monumental dams. Spill
occurs at all non-transport projects during the
summer. Spill occurs for 12 hours a day excep t ar
Ice Harbor, The Dalles and Bonneville dams which
spill for 24 hours. Spill caps are : LOR - 13.5 kcfs;
LOO - 12.5 kcfs; LM:N - 7.5 kcfs; IH R - 25 kcts;
MCN - 22.5 kcts: JDA - 9 kcfs: IDA - 90 kcfs;
and BON - 75 kefs.

Table 3-2. Instantaneous Spill Requirements at Snake River and Lower Columbia River
Dams for the Preferred Alternative

, . .y

'"DAM Spin o.tuofSpillPtrc:mtage
Hours ~rspOl

Lower Granite OJ 80 1800-0600 April 10 - June 20
0 1800- 0600 June 21 - August 31

Uttlt Goose (T) 80 1800-0600 April to - June 20
0 1800-0600 June 21 - August 31

~r Monumental m 81 1800-0600 April 10 - June 20
0 1800- 0600 June 21 - August 31

Ice Harbor 27 24 hours daily April 10 - June 20
70 Ju ne 21 - August 31

M(Nary (1') 50 1800- 0600 April 20 - June 30
0 1800- 0600 July 1 - August 31

John Day 33 1800-0600 Apri l 20 - June 30
86 1800-0600 July 1 - August 31

The Dalles
64

24 hours daily April 20 - June 30
July 1 - August 31

Bonnevi lle • 24 hours da ily April 20 - June 30

July 1 - August 31

• 80% FPE is not atta inable with sp ill cap; therefore, Bonneville spills up to the spill cap (75 kefs).

Dam Passage Sumnl Assumptions

Survival of smel ts past the dams in CRiSP I.5 de
pends on the rou te taken, with differe nt mortalities
incurred for spillway, bypass, and turbine passage.
CR iSPl.5 incorpo rates uncerta inty into the analysis

FINAL E'S

by using a range of input values for key pa rameters
and performing a Mont e Carlo analysis, wherein the
parameter values are allowed to vary in a random
manner within the boundaries of the range for each
game. Figure 3-2 shows a flow diagram of how
smolts pass a dam .
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Byp•••

Figure 3-2. Dam Passage Module of CRiSP1 .5
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Dam Passage Parameters

There arc three categories of dam passage parame 
ters in CRiSPl.5. These are: passageway survivals,
fish guidance efficiency (FOE). and spillway efficien
cy. The passageway survivals are the survival values
for the smelts through the spillway, the bypass
system, and the tur bines. FOE is an estimate of the
proport io n of smelts that approach the turbines that
are guided into the bypass system.

The FGE values adopted for the SOR Final EIS
analysis are generally consist ent with those selected
for use in NMFS' 1995 Biological Opinion (80)
analysis. In the SO R Draft EIS, FOE estimates
were based on Fyke net studies performed over the
last decade. That information has recently been
called into question during the NMFS' 1995 80
analysis . With the advent of the recent NMFSIUW
survival studies. independent estimates of FGE.
based on PIT tag recapture models, indicate that
FG Es may be lower at Lower G ran ite. Littl e Goose,
and Lower Monum ent al da ms than those as mea 
sured with Fyke nets.

O n the average. this represents about a 20 percent
reduction in FGE relative to F)rke net measures.
For the SQR Final EIS, this 20 percent is applied to
all lower Cotu mbia and Snake rivers dams as well.

Spillway efficiency is the proportion of smelts that is
diverted into the spillway, relative to the proportion
of flow that is being spilled. Tables 3-3 through

Anadromous Fuh Appendix

3-7 present the dam passage parameters for all the
alternatives.

Dam passage parameters for the Flow Control
alternatives are based on currently availab le in
formation .

Becau se no information is available on how well
smelts would be guided past da ms under the Draw
down and certain Combination (spillway crest draw
down) alternatives. two sets of assumptions have
been modeled: Optimistic passage values that as
sume FGEs would increase by 25 percent. and
Pessimistic passage values that assu me FGEs would
decrease by 50 percent. See Thbles 3-5 and 3-6 for
FGE values based on these assumptions . Optimistic
and Pessimistic assumptions for the Drawdown and
Combination alternatives were developed by the
Technical Advisory Group as part of th e analysi s for
drawdown studies being done by the Corps for their
System Configuration Study. These assumptions are
used only for the Snake River da ms; all other mains 
tern da ms have the same FGE values as the Flow
Control alternatives.

The enti re river iii bypassed around the dam under
the Natural River alternatives. and. therefore, dam
passage survival and FGE equal 100 percent.

Because the Combination alternative 9b and the
Preferr ed Alternative specify only a moderate draw
down, the dam passage parameter values are ident i
cal to those for the Flow Control alternatives.

Table 3-3. Dam Passage Survival Percentages - mean and (range)

FLOW CONTROUCOMBINATION 9bl
Preferred Alternative

DRAWDOWNJCOMBI NATIQN (98, ge) 
OPTIMISTIC

DRAWDOWN/COMBINATION (9a, 9,) 
PESSIMISTIC

NATURAL RIVER

98 (100-93)

98 (100-93)

93 (100-72)

100

98 (100-92)

98 (100-92)

98 (100-93)

100

'IlIrbl.~:_1

89 (99-84)

98

76

100
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Table 3-4. Fish Guidance Efficiency Percentages for Flow Control and Combination
(9b & PAl Allernalives - mean and (range)

3

DAM Sprin, ChJnook fall Chloook SIet:lhead

Lower Granite 46 (26-66) 35 (20-40) 76 (43- 91)

U ttle Goose 45 (40-67) 35 (20-40) 81 (63-90)

Lower Monumental 52 (46-57) 31 (29-35) 76 (55-83)

Ice Harbor
"

Aii 54 (51-61) 31 (29-35) 92 (88-95)

WelLS" "" "" 96 (95-97) 96 (95-97) 96 (95-97)

McNa ry 56 (29-73) 40 (10-81) 62 (58- 67)

John Day 58 (44-62) 26 (13- 54) 86 (78- 95)

The Dalles- 34 (18-41) 43 (23-51) 43 (23- 51)

Bonneville (First Powemoust) 30 (23-37) 15 (15-15) 78 (50-100)

• Sluiceway Fish Guidance Efficiency

Table 3-5. Fish Guidance Efficiency Percentages at Lower Snake River Dams for nrew
down and Combination (9a & 9c) Alternatives with Optimistic Dam Passage
Assumptions - mean and (range)

, spm;g Cbi';';'k Fall CbtDook·DAM !ffi;<1_
-~-- ,

Lower Granite 58 (38-83) 44 (25-50) 95 (54-100)

UUle ,Goose Milb ~bb 56 (50-84) 44 (25-50) 100

Lower Monumental '~ 65 (58-71) 39 (36- 44) 95 (69- 100)

Ice Harbor 68 (64-76) 39 (36- 44) 100

Table 3-6. Fish Guidance Efficiency Percentages at Lower Snake River Dams for Draw·
down and Combination (9a & gc) Alternatives with Pessimistic Dam Pas
sage Assumptions - mean and (range)

Uttle Goose

Lower- Monummtal

Itt Harbor

ill fal l Cldoook - "
18 (10-20)

18 (10-20)

16 (15- 18)

16 (15-18)

• Under Alternative 9c, optimistic and pessimistic values are not used since project are refilled by the time out
migration occurs.
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Table 3-7. Spillway Efficiencies

Ana dromaus FISh Appt!ndix.

. ,.,
PeI~~,~;' ''''An~ ~FLOW C0NTltOIJCOMBINATION (9b & PAl

Lower Gn nile (1.0 x % spill)

Ut1~Goow (1.0 x % spill)

Lower Mon umental (1.2 x % spill)

••• Ice Ha rbor (1.0 x % spill)

mils N/A (See Table 3- 4)

Rocl<y Read> (0.663x % spill)

Rock Island (% spill x loo)l.D437noo

Wanapum (1552 x In(% spill x 100)1100)

Priest Rapids e(01l19 Iln(" spill I 100»/100

McNary (1.0 x % spill)

John Day (1.0 x % spill)

The Dalles. (2.0 x % spill)

Bonneville (1.0 x % spill)

Reservele Sum".1 Assumptions

Reservoir survival in CRiSP1.5 is a function of the
amount of time a smelt remains in th e reservoir.
The longer a sme lt migrates thro ugh the reservoir
the greater the exposu re to predators and high levels
of dissolved gases, if present. Travel time through a
reservoi r depends on daily river flow and smolt
behavior. Mortality rail'S are then determined from
trave l time , predator activity, and gas supersatura
tion levels. Figure 3-3 is a flow chart of the reser
voir survival process in CRiSP1.5.

Predation

The rate at which smolts are consumed by predators
(such as northern squawtisb, bass and walleye) is a
function of predator density, water temperature ,
predator activity levels, and smolt travel time . Each
reservoir, tailrace, and forebay has a characteristic
density of predators. (lable 3-8.) The rate at
which sma lts are consumed in the diffe rent regions

of the reservoir is a function of predator activity
which is influe nced by water temperatures.

Predat ion parameter values remain constant for all
but the pessimistic cases of the drawdown alterna
tives. Under pessimistic dr awdown assumptions, it is
assumed that predation densities are a functio n of
reservoir volume. The refore . as reservoir volumes
decrease under drawdown, predator densi t ies in
crease proportionally. resulting in higher consump
tion of smolts.

Gas Supersaturation Eff~cls

When water plunges over spillways, it often entraps
air. caus ing the wat er to be supersaturated with
dissolved atmospheric gases, primarily nitrogen.
Smolts exposed to high conce ntrations of dissolved
gases for long periods of time experience a condition
known as gas bubble trauma, which can be fatal.
CRiSPI .5 accounts for th e loss of these smalls in a
gas bubb le mortality function as pa rt of the reservo ir
morta lity calculation. Mortality is expressed as a
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Fish
monalily

Figure 3-3. Reservoir Passage Module in CRiSP1 .5

Table 3-8. Predator Densities

3

~"red.\"r D.nStl! ip,;,d;.~,,:)~~rIl~&~r~.~~.J!!",~i)1I
Dam Reservoir Tailrace Forebay

BON 824 1456 2042
rnA 635 1398 614
JDA 480 1029 512
MeN 489 909 442
lHR 455 594 429
LMO 550 1192 509
LGS 471 1735 505
LGR 419 1414 484
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proportion of smelts tha t die each day. The mor tal
ity rate is a functio n of the total dissolved gas level
(which is a function of flow and spill volume). the
number of smalls present. and the amount of time
the smalts are exposed to dissolved gas levels in
excess of 110 percent saturation.

CRiSPl.5 calculates dissolved gas levels in the
reservoirs in a similar manner to the Corps' GAS
SPILL model.

Because of the complexity of the equations and
parameters associated with reservoir mortality, see
Ande rson et al. 1995, for a complete detailed de
scription of mode l structure and para me ters .

3.2.1.3 Key Uncertainties

While smel t passage modeling allows the AFWG to
compare survival among the alternatives, much
uncertainty exists concerning the ability of the
mod els to accurately pred ict the actual smelt survival
throug h the hydrosyste m to below Bonneville Dam.
Following is a discussion of some of the key uncer
tainties associated with the ability of the mode ls to
predict actua l smolt survival.

System Suni". 1 Estimates

There is considerable uncertainty surrounding
historical estimates of smolt survival through the
hydrosystem that are used to calibra te smolt passage
mod els, either as a basic relationship or as a form of
validation of model predictions. There are no
reliable. recent. and reviewed estimates of smolt
survival through any reach of the Snake or Columbia
rivers that can be used to empirica lly estimate to tal
smelt survival through the hydrosystem.

Although such estimates may soon become available
as researche rs more fuUy exploit the capabilities of
PIT tag technology, the models curre ntly rely on
limited and suspect survival estimates made during
the 19705.

These system survival estimates are available for
yea rling (spring and summer) chinook and steetheed
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smolts through the lower Snake River and a portion
of the Colwnbia River. However. there is evidence
tha t the estimates were not made with sound scien
tific methodology, a methodology subsequently
abandoned in 1982 (Giorgi 1993; Steward 1994).
Even though estimates of po tential error are lacking,
these hydrosystem survival estimates from the 1970s
form the basis for qua ntifying the relationship
between smolt survival and river flow that is broadly
applied in the Snake and Columbia rivers.

Currently, all smolt passage models. including those
employed in SORt rely on empirical estimates of
reach survival to either derive estimates of reservoir
mortality that are used to construct flow and mortal
ity relation ships o r as a means to validate mechanis
tic models.

Apart from the general failure to characte rize the
uncertainty inherent in the data and analyses, there
is another limitati on to the application of historical
survival estimates today: the data were acquired to
to 25 years ago in a differe nt and changing hydrosys
tern. During the 19705 and since then, dams have
bee n built , and physical structures and dam opera 
tions have been greatly modified. Bypass systems,
turbine screens, transporta tion facilities, and nip lips
to control dissolved gas have been installed and
redesigned . Spill and water management programs
have evolved and been implemented.

The ecology of the reservoirs, which may be respon
sible for most of the hydrosystem mort ality of
smalls, has probably changed too. The number of
hatchery smolts leaving the Columbia River basin
hac; greatly increased, which may have led to in
creased competition with, and disease transmission
to, wild smolts. The popu latio n structure of preda
tory Itsb has also changed over the years.

Finally, no statistically sound reach survival esti
mates are available for either sockeye or subyea rling
(fall) chinook smel ts through any segment of the
Snake or Columbia rivers. The refo re, the relevance
of historical estimates of smolt survival in today's
mainstem ecosystem is questionable.
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Dam Passage Survival

A proportion of the smelt mort ality in a single dam
and pool reach is incurred dur ing da m passage .
However, few empirical estima tes of mortality
induced by da m passage exist. Estimates from a
small number of Columbia River dams have been
ado pted and applied uniformly at all da ms, even
though it is almost certainly true tha t mortality
incurred th rough turbines, spillways and bypasses
varies with species , water conditions, fish condi tion,
dam, and a host of o ther factors.

The A FWG analysis focuses o n evaluating the
relative benefits of various operat ional flow alterna
tives, includ ing flow augme nta tion and drawdown
scenarios. that affect the magnitude of reservoir
morta lity. Thu s, properly appo rt ioning smolt
mortality among reservoirs and dams is a fundam en
tal and important process.

For example, research has shown that smelts using a
bypass syste m incur an average of abou t 2 pe rcent
mortality, while those that pass thro ugh the turbines
sustain morta lity of abo ut 10 pe rcent (values
ado pted for mode ling in SOR). However, other
research has shown that subyearling chinook survival
throu gh the turbines was fou nd to be higher than
survival through other rout es at the Bonneville Dam
Second Powerhouse (Ledgerwood et al. 1990). This
investigation was the most comprehensive conducted
at any mainstem Columbia or Snake river dam and
includes measures of both direct and indirect effects
of da m passage . The study unde rscore s the need to
evaluate the relat ive survival of smel ts passed
throu gh various route s at other dams.

Gas Supersaturation Effects

The CRiSPI.5 gas mort ality func tion is calibrated to
laboratory studies (Dawley et al. 1976), as no field
experiments rela t ing gas supersa turation to smoll
mortality at the Columbia a nd Snake river dams
have bee n perform ed. There is evidence tha t levels
of dissolved gas that are let hal to smolls in a labora
tory are safely tolerated by migratory smelts (Weit
kamp and Katz, 1980).

In CRiSP1.5 there is a small mort ality rate at low gas
saturat io ns which increases slowly until a critical

3

level of saturatio n (120 percent) is reached, above
which poin t the mortality rate increases sharply in a
linear fashion.

C RiSP I.5 also accounts for fish distrib ution in the
pool. If gas concentration is roughly equal through
the water column, fish higher in the water column
will expe rience gas bubble formation due to lower
atmospheric pressure and th us a highe r mortality,
while those fish lower in the column will experience
lower mortality . Version 1.5 of the model includes a
fish dep th distrib utio n, which. together with the
threshold mortality rate function , determines the
total mort ality rate o n the stock.

Gas supersaturation may also relate to the issue of
fish guida nce. Fish guidance systems are designed to
intercept sme lts t raveling in the upper por tion of the
wate r column; if smolts have sounded to avoid
supersa turated condition s in the reservoir, it may
have an effect on the ability of the guidance syste m
to intercept fish.

No research presen tly exhsts o n gas supersa turation
as it relates to fish guidance .

For additio nal information abo ut the effects of
dissolved gas on sma lls, please see Technical Exhibit
C, SO R Draft EIS.

Wild Smolt Behavior

Field observations of the migration behavior of wild
sma lls are limited . Most of the observations of
migratory sma ll behavior, especia lly migration
speed, have been made on either the general pop u·
lation of o utm igrating smolls, which is overwhelm
ingly composed of hatc hery smohs. or on hatch ery
sma lls specifically. However, ESA conside ra tions
are direct ing mitigation activities at wild popula
lions. Migration speed and timing, behavioral
characteristics, and, therefore, overa ll hydrosystem
survival of wild sma lls almost ce rtainly differ from
those of hatch ery smel ts. For example, recent
measurements of migration timing of wild Snake
River spring and summer chinook smolus show a
difference in timing of outmigrauo n. t ravel time, and
size of wild and hatchery small popula tions in most
years ; yet these populat ions are mod eled with essen
tially the same parameters in the smolt passage
models.
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3.2.2 Juvenile Transportation Survival
Modeling

3.2.2.1 Transportation Modeling Description

It is possible that the transportation of smolts down
stream from collector facilit ies in trucks and barges
ca uses mortality from such thin gs as high levels of
stress o n the juveniles from collection and trans
portation, and from diseases transm itted horizontally
thro ugh th e transporta tion co nveyances. Delayed
mortality from the process may also affec t the
long- term vitality of the populations . Th ese biolog
ical uncertainties raise th e quest ion of whether o r
not to continue transporting fish, and/or und er whal
in-river conditions.

In orde r to shed light on this issue, a model- based
transportation sensitivity analysis is present ed in
Cha pter 5. It examines several transportat ion
survival theories and compares estima tes of survival
with transport based on these th eories with esti
ma tes of in-river migrat io n survival.

Survival with transport is compared with in- river
survival across 12 altern atives. Of the 13 alte rna 
tives ana lyzed for the SOR Final EIS, only alte rna 
tive 9a assumes no transportat ion component what 
soeve r.

In o rder to compare estima tes of survival with
transport to in-river migration survival under
alternative bydrosystem operations, two methods
for estimating juvenile transportatkm survival have
been developed.

The first method is based soley on observed ba rge
survival and assu mes that transpo rtat ion survival is
constant at 98 percent to a re lease poin t be low
Bonneville Dam. This is based o n tests with Snake
River spring, summe r, and fall chinook, and Dwor
shak Hatchery steelhead o nly. In the SOR Final
EIS, howeve r, the fixed barge survival hypoth esis has
been applied to all stocks bei ng ana lyzed with the
exception of Rock Creek steel head and Deschutes
spri ng chinook, since th ey are no t transported.

The second method for estima ting transportation
survival is based on what is called the Transpo rt,lln-
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river Ratio (TIR). In the $OR Draft EIS, the terms
used were TBR (Transport/Benefit Ratio) and TCR
(fransport/Control Ratio). These te rms were re
placed with the term TI R because public com me nts
were received objec ting that the use of the terms
TBR or TCR imp lied a reg ional endorsement of the
Corps ' Juvenile Fish Transportation Program as an
effective means of improving juve nile survival
thro ugh the hydrosystem.

Th e TIR is a ra tio of the num ber of return ing ad ults
(to a given locati on) from a tra nspo rted gro up of
marked juveniles to the number of ret urning adults
(to th e same loca tion) from a "co ntrol" group of
marked juveni les released to migrate in river:

TIR = returning % of "transported" adu lts
returning % of "co ntro l" adults

Assuming that adult returns reflect juveni le survival,
it follows that:

relurnil1l ~ MU~led· adu!1$- juvertile~rtationiWYival
rduf11lng % WI;Ol\~ saam Juw;rnerontiOl sumval

there roee:

juvenile transport al ion survival - TIR xjuvenile "control" sUlVival

Some fishery biologists suggest th at every year
produces a un ique set of both in-river and trans
po rta tion survivals. Others suggest tha t TIRs arc a
measure of in-river passage survival and that trans
port survival should be fixed to the obse rved ba rge
survival of 98 percent .

In fact, the TI R studies were not designed to deter
mine juvenile transportation survival. However, due
( 0 the lack o f othe r information, TIRs have been
used in this analys is to derive estimates of juvenile
transpo rtation survival. Over the last 15 years ,
during which (he hydrosys tem has changed cons ide r
ably, the small sizes of the fi.sh runs and a series of
low flow years have prevented the marking of
enou gh fish for collectio n of valid TIR data in most
yea rs. The o nly complete TIR data arc from the
years 1986 and 1989. However, the CRiS P1.5 analy
sis for the SOR Final EIS does not use the 1989
fixed transportation surviva l estimate since it is very
close to the value used for fixed barge survival, i.e.,
the 1989 transportat ion survival estimate is 100
percent and th e fixed barge survival estimate is 98
percent.
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The following transportation survival hypotheses
attempt to acco unt for any differential mortality
transported juven iles may experience in the estu ary
and during ea rly oce an residence compared to
in-river migrants. They account for the difference
in ad ult ret urn rat es as a funct ion of juvenile
survival.

3.2.2.2 Transpo rtation Modeling Assumptions
and Parameters

Derived Find Transportation Sunil'al Estimates
Based on T1Rs

Modeled Stocks: Snake River Spring &: Summer
Chinook and Dworshak Hatchery Steelliead

This analysis assumes tha t transportat ion survival
estima tes do not vary with flow. or with the location
fro m which the juveniles are co llected. Once a
juvenile is loaded into the ba rge, it is assumed to
survive at a flxed rate regardless of flow and location
of co llect ion. Table 3-9 shows the 1986 TIRs used
in the SOR Final EIS analysis.

For Snake River fall chinook, the 1986 transporta
tion survival estima tes exceed 100 percent. Since
transporta tion survival in reality canno t exceed 100
percent, eit her the TIR (which is an empirically
generated number), the in - river survival (which is a
model-gene rated number), or both are incorrect. It
is more likely th at th e in - river survival estimate
wou ld be in error. For this reason the derived
transport survival for Snake River fall chinook has
bee n set at the Fixed Barge Survival rate of 98
percent.

The SOR Draft EIS included a 1989 TIR, th e SOR
Final EIS does not. As stated ea rlier I because the
1986 and 1989 derived transport survival for Snake
River spring and summer chinook and Dworshak
stee lhead are so similar, o nly the 1986 fixed trans
port survival is used in the SOR Final EIS .

3

Derived Fixed Tra nsportation Esti mates Based on
Adjusted TI R Values

Modeled Stock: S"ake River spring chinook

TIRs have been challenged as to thei r accuracy in
rep resent ing the population at large . Several ex
planations have bee n offe red by the CBFWA Ad
Hoc committee (Olney et at. 1992). These explana
tions include:

• TIR studies are not designed 10 investigate
adult returns to the hatcheries and spawning
grounds but only to investigate adult retu rns
to the dams where they were originally
tagged. There is no accounting for presumed
additional mortality of adults that had been
subjected to tra nsportation as juven iles, as
they migrate beyond th e dams o n their way
to hatch eries and spawning grounds;

• TIR stud ies do not isolate the effects of
transportation on wild and hatchery fish;

• llR "control" groups are not representative of
o ther in -river migrant s beca use the "co ntrols"
were tru cked 10 below Little Goose Dam
be fore be ing re leased to migra te in - river.

Because of these concerns, the AFWG adjusted the
198611R value downward to 0.7:1 for spring chinook
to account for any biases prod uced by the TIR study
methods (Table 3-10). (For a discussion of the
assumptio ns relating to JFTP survival, see $OR Draft
EIS, Ap pendix C2. Technical Exhibit I, Assumptions
Underlying the Evalua tion of the Juvenile Fish
Transportation Program.)

Derived Varia ble Tra nsportation Survival Estimates
Based on 1977 and 1986 T1Rs

Modeled stock: StlO~ River spring chinook

The variable transport theory assumes that in a low
flow year transportation survival is lower because
juveniles arriving at the dam s for collection and
transportation are in poo rer condit io n than juveniles
arriving in higher flow years. Juven iles ar rive in
weakened and/or injured condition and are less
likely to survive in the short - or long- term . Th e
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NPPC incorporated this theory in th eir Mod el 2
analysis for their Rebuilding Schedul es and Biologi
cal Objectives (McConnaha et al., 1992).

For the ir Model 2 analysis, the NPPC arb itrarily
assumed a TI R of 3:1 in 1977. a reco rd IO'N water
year, for spring chinook migrating from Little Goose
Dam. Transport survival is th en assumed to vary
linearly with flow unti l it reaches the 1986 estimate,
after which it remains co nstant.

It is important to note that the 1977 TIR is an
arbit rary value with no empirical bas is. In 1977, both
the hydrosystem and fish passage facilities were
operated conside rably d iffere ntly than they are
today. Trash racks in front of the dams were not
clea red of debri s prior to smel t migration makin g it
difficult for sma lts to pass the dams. Thrbines were
ope rated outside of peak efficiencies, predator
conce ntra tions may have bee n higher, handled
smolts were not anesthe tized as is done now to
reduce stress.

Furthermore, in th e analysis fOT the SO R Final EIS.
CRiSPI5 could not reconcile the TI R assumed for
19n with the in -eriver survival predicted by
CRiSPI5 to yield an abso lute transport survival less
than the estimated survival for 1986, which the
hypothesis req uires. As a co nseq uence. it was
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impossib le to evaluate overall system survival using
the Variable Flow Transport Hypothesis.

While it is impossible to predict absolute survival
with transport for this hypothesis. it is poss ible to
graphically compare in-river surviva l across the
alternatives with transport survival. A com parison of
the lines representing in-river survival for all mod 
eled stocks acros s all alte rna tives with th e curve
re presenti ng variab le transport survival shows higher
survivals for transpo rted smel ts for all but the lowest
water years.

See SOR Draft EIS. Appendix C2. Chapte r 4, for
graphs showing in-river survival co mpared with
transport survival using the Variab le Transport
Survival Hypoth esis.

3.2.3 Spreads heet Calculat ion or Overall Juventle
Pa ssage Sun-ivai Estimates

A spreadshee t calculation is used to estimate overall
downstream juvenile survival to be low Bonnevi lle
Dam, with transportation., for each of the alternative
hydrosystem operating strategies. The calculation is
based on the 49-year water record used by
CRiSPI .5. The analysis uses the in -river survival
estimates generated from CRiSP1.5 along with the
number of juveniles collected at eac h dam for trans
po rtation.

Table 3-9. CRiSP1.5 Fixed (1986) Transport Survival

1986 1986 TJR Dertved
Stock "Cont rol" • 1~~PCK't

Sun- ivai ;j~~."l Ai.

Snake River 48 % 1.6:1 ;;;;; ++ ;76 %' "fi! CM"
Spring &

";M

Summer Chinook &
Methow Spri ng Ch inook

Dworshak 45 % 2:1 90 %
HalChft')'
Steethea d & Wena tchee
Stee lhea d
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Table 3-1 0. CRiSP1.5 1986 Adjusted Transport Survival

3

Stock

Snake Rinr
Spri ng &
Summer Chinook &
Melhow Spring Chinook

1986
"Control"
Sun-h·al

51 %

1986
Adjusted

llR

0.7:1

Derived
Transport
Sunival

36 %

It is then possible to use the spreads heet to apply
anyone of the transport ation survival theories
described above to the num ber of transport ed
juveniles to determine the number of juveniles that
survive transportation. By taking a weighted average
of the number of juveniles surviving in-river migra
tion plus the number of fish surviving transportat ion
and dividing that number by the tota l numbe r of fish
that began the outmigration, it is possible to det er
mine overall juvenile survival with the JFTP in place.
The results of this analysis are presented in Chapte r
5, Tables 5-1 through 5- 10.

3.2.4 Adult Returns: Stochastic Li fe Cycle
Model (SLCM)

3.2.4.1 SLCM De scription

SLCM simulates the entire life cycle of Pacific
salmon and steelhead in the Columbia River basin
using a yearly time step. The model is designed to
mimic basic mechanisms - such as changes in
juvenile recruitment or the number of smolts - that
regulate populations of salmon and steelhead.

SLCM can be thought of as a series of compart
ments corresponding to stages within the life cycle of
salmon and steelhead stocks. Transitions from one
'compartment' to the next determine the model 's
dynamics. At each transition. dra ws from a proba
bility distribution determine the survival of fish from
one stage to the next. For instance, the number of
smolts survivi ng hydrosystem passage, and thus

ente ring the ocean stage, is determined from a
survival distribution produced from CRiSP15 fish
passage output. The probability distnbutions cap
ture some of the variation in survival in each life
cycle stage that nat urally occurs due to many factors
such as fluctuating weather conditions. Figure 3-4
is a flow chart of the life cycle stages and the proba
bility distribut ions used to transition between them.

Each popul ation is divided into hatchery and natural
stocks. The natural stock consists of fish spawned in
the wild and hatchery-produced juveniles tha t are
released as fry, regardless of the origin of their
parents . The hatchery stock consists of all fish
spawned in the hatchery and released as smelt s. In
practice. however , hatchery fish share iden tical
parameters with wild fish once they leave the hatch
ery.

SLCM also simulates the populations on a brood 
specific basis. Thus, individual broods of fish are
tracked throughout their life cycle. This differs from
the smolt passage model that operates on a calen
dar- year basis. Additional information for each life
cycle stage is presented in Technical Exhibit A.

In additi on to these biological parameters. a set of
control parameters determines the number of games
within each simulation, the "lumber of years per
game, which production function the mode ler
chooses , and other logistical inform ation. The user
must also specify initial numbers of fish for each life
stage. Then. based on repeate d sampling, SLCM
generates its outcomes.
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SLCM generates a wide va riety of va riab les. Be

cause of the stoc has tic nat ure of the model, eac h

game using the same set of parameters will produce

a diffe rent ou tcome, rendering th e results of a single

game of lit tle valu e. Running multiple games and

analyzing the outcome co llective ly is much more

mea ningful to the mod eler . By doing so, the user

produces a frequency d istribu tion for each simu la

tion year for a varie ty o f variables, such as subbasin

escape ment or the num ber of natural spawners in
the population . In the case of SLC M. the outcome

is presented in the form of a database. allowing the

user to plot or graph the information.

For a more detailed description of SteM, please

refer to Lee and Hyman (1992) and Fishe r et a!'

(1993).

3.2.4.2 SLeM Assumptions and Parameters

There are two steps required to develop parameters

for the SLCM analysis. First, values for most of the

model parameters must be estimated from the

literature, opinions of expe rts, othe r models, and

other sources of da ta. Second, the remaining pa

rameters in the mode l are calibrated to estimates of

numbers of returning adults over some historical

time period.

The o nly SLCM param eter that changes with system
operations in this ana lysis is smol t passage survival.

Al l othe r life cycle param eters such as rearing surviv

al in the tributa ries and harvest rates rem ain

constant, since th e objective of the SOR analysis is

to examine the effects of hydrosystem operations
only, in isolation from other actions which affect
anadromous salmonid populations. A list of the

parameter values and the calibration information for
each stock is presented in Technical Exhibit A.
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3.3 QUALITATIVE METHODS

3 .3 .1 Altematives to Transportation, and
Altemative Methods and Modes of
Transportation

Transportation alternatives analyzed in the qualita
tive analysis section relate to va rious st rategic,
tactical, and tec hnological aspects of transportatio n.
They were evalua ted by reviewing reconn aissance 
level stud ies and othe r research .

Strategic alternatives to tra nspo rtat ion include such
alternatives as bypassi ng all fish in -civer or remov
ing the dams. Tactical and technojogkat alternative
methods of transportation include, respectively, such
things as transporting varying percentages of the
total juve nile migratio n, and the use of such trans
portation conveyances as net pens o r airplanes.

3 .3 .2 l~ver Survival - Non-salmonlds

3 .3 .2 .1 Shad and Lamprey

Mod els for shad and lam prey have not been deve l
oped for this region . Therefore, AFWG members
evaluated the effects of system opera tion alternatives
on the basis of expert opi nion on the relationship
between life cycle activities and river flow, spill, and
reservoir elevation.

3 .3.2.2 Sturgeon

Models for sturgeon have not been developed. For
sturgeon be low Bonneville Dam - the only sturgeo n
population s that rem ain anadro mous - AFWG
members evaluated the effects of system operation
alte rna tives on the bas is of expert opinion on the
rela tionship between life cycle activities and river
flow, spill, and reservoir elevation .

The Resident Fish Work Group is evaluating stur
geon populat ions above Bonneville Dam.
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Figure 3-4. Flow Chart for SLCM. At each life cycle stage, the survival to the next
stage is drawn from the stated probability distribution (e.g., a normal dis
tribution is used to simulate the transition from spawners to the egg
staqe],

3,4 LITERATURE REVIEW AND EVALUATION

In the prepara tion of this docume nt, the authors
have reviewed extensive quant it ies of literature on
the historic aspects of the JFTP. and on resea rch
into the various aspects of the program or related
activities thai affect the program or could provide
information to support or counter continuance of

the program. Where cited in this report, literature is

annotated and listed in the literature cited section of
the repor t. As evidence of the quantity of research
that has been conducted in relation to the fish

passage prob lems at the dams. research has been
listed in the SOR Draft EIS, Appendix 0 , 'Iechnica l
Exhibit C.
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